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SYNOPSIS
Unmodulated carrier waves at frequencies of 75.375, 85.875, 167.2 and
441.025 MHz have been radiated by aerials mounted on tall buildings or
prominent terrain features in the British cities of Birmingham, Bath
and Bradford •. The .spatial distribution of the r.f. signal envelope
existing within urban and suburban areas at these frequencies has been
recorded using a vehicle-mounted receiver with a aerial fixed to the
vehicle's roof. An analysis of these measurements has shown the distance
over which the envelope may be anticipated to be Rayleigh distributed
to be less than 75 m.
A median signal prediction model. is derived from the measured data and
its performance is statistically assessed with the ~xperimental values.
The measurements and the predictions have been found to be·in close
agreement.
Comparison of the Okumura model with measured values has demonstrated
that the proposed model exhibits similar prediction errors to those
obtained by the more widely used Okumura model. The Okumura model is
therefore concluded to be more complex, and hence more costly to use,
than is necessary for applications in British cities.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The radiotelephone, in its many guises, is rapidly becoming an
everyday item of electronic equipment. This development is hardly
surprising when one considers that the benefits afforded to the
users by such systems are many and varied and, in general, far out-
weigh any disadvantages they might impose. For example, a taxi can
be directed by a central controller to collect a passenger without
it having to return to base for instructions. Each taxi in the
fleet therefore has the capability of making more paying journeys
during a given time period when fitted with a radiotelephone than
would be possible without. Similarly, a police patrol vehicle can
be redirected away from its routine duties to deal with an emergency
as, and when, it happens. Furthermore, it is possible for the base
station controller to locate those police vehicles closest to the
scene of the incident which are most ably equipped to handle it and
to divert only those vehicles to the required location, thereby
dealing quickly and efficiently with the situation. This ability to
operate with dynamic assignment can provide a large increase in the
efficiency o~ each vehicle, thus making the mobile radiotelephone
extremely popular with the operators of large fleets of vehicles.
The rapid increase in the quantity of operational radiotelephones
brought about by this popularity has created a number of problems,
however. For instance, in Great Britain during the late 1960's the
UHF civil land mobile frequency band extended from 450 MHz to 470
MHz and was aLl.ccatedrtc users at 50 kHz channel spacing, The total
number of UHF channels available in any city therefore amounted to
2only 400, insufficient to meet the rising demand at that time.
Even with the inclusion of the VHF bands the frequency spectrum can
be seen to be easily congested. Immediate solutions which have
been adopted have been to reduce the channel spacing to as low as
12i kHz for voice communications and to increase the width of the
frequency bands. Nevertheless, the attainment of the maximum number
of cha~~els in any band by optimum spectrum usage is of great
importance. A large amount of interest1•1 has accordingly been
aroused in the application of single sideband modulation techniques
to mobile systems with the ultimate intention of achieving the
minimum practicable value of r.f. bandwidth for a voice link of.
approximately 3 kHz. The problems concerned with the implementation
of s sb systems in electrically noisy, urban environments are
numerous, however, and much research is still needed before a viable
system can be made commercially available.
The range to which a radio link can operate depends largely upon
the aerial siting philosophy adopted. In a town or city these
siting rules often differ from those employed on long range point-
to-point links, primarily because conventional techniques are
impracticable, notably in that the mobile terminal, in order to be
mobile, must have its aerial fixed to the vehicle. The simplest,
and thus cheapest and most popular, form of aerial is a quarter
wavelength whip employing some portion of the vehicle's body as a
ground plane. The base of the aerial is therefore rarely more than
3 m above the ground level and is consequently well below the level
of the buildings.
3The low aerial height associated with, the mobile unit implies that
an obstructed transmission path will exist within a city when the
two terminals are separated by typically more than 1 km. The signal
must therefore propagate between the transmitter and the receiver
by way of reflection, scattering and diffraction mechanisms,1.2-1.4
giving rise to an interference situation at the receiving aerial.
As a result of this multipath propagation the receiver experiences
a standing wave type of pattern with both the amplitude and phase
of the resulting signal, measured with respect to some arbitrary
but fixed reference, fluctuating rapidly when the mobile unit
traverses small distances.1•4-1•6 Examples of the signal magnitude
variations are given in Figs.l.l,' 1.2 and 1.3 for a location in
Birmingham measured using radiated frequencies of 85.875, 167.2
and 441.025 MHz respectively.
Receiving systems employing coherent demodulation techniques will
experience severe problems in maintaining the angular synchronism
between the local oscillator and the received carrier necessary for
undistorted demodulation. Even in the case of narrow band non-
coherent demodulation systems, e.g. envelope detection of a voice
modulated carrier, the rapid variations in'the signal amplitude
cause problems, usually in the form of brief signal "drop outs"
which mar the intelligibility of the transmitted message. Tha
severity of these rapid fading effects can to a large extent be
overcome by the use of diversity techniques;1.7 a subject which has
received much attention in recent years. 1.1,1.,8~1.10
4While diversity systems are of use in reducing the depths of the
closely spaced nulls in the spatially distributed interference
pattern, they are generally impracticable against large area signal
variations caused by such factors as terrain obstacles. These
large scale effects tend to be evidenced when the mobile term~nal
travels distances greater than approximately 200 m 1.6,1.11 and
cannot be combatted using space diversity (the aerial separation
required would be many hundreds of metres), time diversity (the
mobile unit can be within the affected area for many minutes) or
polarisation diversity (the same problems exist with both hori~
zontal and vertical polarisation in the VHF and UHF bands).
Regions can therefore be established within the desired coverage
area about a fixed base station site where the propagation path
loss is sufficiently high to prevent radio communications. These
regions are termed radio "black spots" and are often located in
the diffraction shadows of hills or other prominent terrain
features.l•12,1.13 A solution frequently adopted in order to
ensure that the radio link:/will operate satisfactorily wi thin the
planned coverage area is to increase the effective radiated power
of the transmitter. This, however, has the undesirable effect of
increasing the coverage area beyond that required by the user,
thereby adding to the problem of spectrum congestion by making
that carrier frequency.unallocatable"to other users for a larger
distance than is absolutely necessary. A more satisfactory
solution to the problem would be to select that base station aerial
site which provides reliable service (say 98% of all locations
within the desired coverage area) while requiring the mlnimum
5effective radiated transmitter power. To achieve this optimum
siting many measurements of the propagation path loss must be made
using all the base station sites of interest, thus making the
determination of the grade of service prohibitively expensive when
many base station locations are considered. Accordingly,there can
be seen to be a definite need for a .mathematical model which will
permit the transmission loss to be predicted in terms of the large
area characteristics of the terrain at VHF and UHF in urban and
suburban areas. Formulation of such a model will facilitate the
1 1'+production.of coverage diagrams using digital computer methods •
at a fraction of the cost required for the execution of a complete
measurement programme.
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8CHAPTER 2
FAST F.~ING PROPERTIES OF THE RECEIVED
SIGNAL ENVELOPE
The low aerial height associated with a mobile terminal results
in the line-of-sight path between a transmitter and a vehicle-
mounted receiver operating in a town or city being frequently
obstructed by buildings and trees. It is intuitively reasonable,
therefore, to describe the signal received by an aerial fixed to
a vehicle as the sum of a number of components which have been
diffracted and reflected by the various obstacles found in
cities.2•1,2.2,2.3 These obstructions are normally fabricated
from an unknown inhomogeneous mixture of brick, concrete, glass,
steel and wood, and frequently have large surface irregularities.
The reflection coefficient and phase change on reflection will,
in the absence of an exact description of the reflecting surface,
be a seemingly random quantity. The incident r.f. energy will
therefore be better described as being incoherently scattered at
the surface rather than being coherently reflected. Under these
circumstances the signal, x(t), at a point in space may be
considered2•2 to be the sum of 'N' components having random
amplitudes, X, with phase angles, ~, uniformly distributed in the.
range 0 to 27T,and arriv.ing at the aerial from random directions,
w (Fig.2.l), in the horizontal plane, thus:
x(t) N 27TIx. cos({wc + -- u cosw·}t + ~,)'ll. A 1. 1.l.=
The resultant signal, x(t), is itself a random quantity2.4,2.5
and varies rapidly when the receiving point moves distances of
9only a few wavelengths, as demonstrated by the measured signal
envelope records shown in Figs. 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. The closely
spaced noise-like signal fluctuations are colloquially termed
"fast fades" as a result of their observation in time series by
a moving receiver, or as "multipath fades" because of the multi-
ray interference situation which created them.
2.1 THE ENVELOPE DISTRIBUTION OF THE FAST FADING FIELD
The vector sum of a large number of sinusoids (greater than
approximately 6) with random amplitudes and phase angles has been
dem~nstrated,2.4,2.5 by recourse to the central limit theorem,
to be a Gaussian random variable. The envelope of a Gaussian
random process has also been shown2•4,Z.5 to be Rayleigh
distributed (Fig.2.2):
2
.z, expl- 2... )
b2 2b2
x ~ 0
p(x) -
o x < 0
The corresponding cumulative probability distribution, P(x ~ :X),
is given by:
-00
x2
1- exp(- - )
2b2
p (x ~ X)
X
- J p(x)dx •
Table 2.1 lists some of the more important values on the Rayleigh
probability distribution and indicates that only the mode "b" of
the distribution is required to uniquely ct"assify.it.
(2 - '!T/2)b2
i2b
{'!T/2 b
0.459 b
l.l7_74b
2.146 b
Parameter Value
Mode
Variance
R.M.S. Value
Mean
10 percentile
Median (50 percentile)
90 percentile
b
Table 2.1
Important Points on the Rayleigh Distribution
10
Many authors2•6,2.7,2.11,2.12 have reported the existence of a
Rayleigh distributed signal envelope when the distance travelled
by the measuring receiver was small, typically less than 200 m.2•6
Investigations in Birmingham at 85.875, l67~2 and 441.025 MHz _.
have indicated, however, that a Rayleigh distribution is rarely
to be found at all frequencies over the same measurement path
for the 250 m measurement interval employed. In a practical
situation a slight change in the position of the receiver can
result in a variation of the dominant low-frequency (slow fading)
signal level but, as the vehicle must necessarily travel a finite
and often large distance to cover sufficient fades (i.e. minima
in the spatial interference pattern) to provide a statistically
valid signal estimate, the probability of observing this "ideal"
fading pattern is small.
Consider the transmission situation depicted in Fig.2.3 where
the dominant component signal arrives at the receiver, by way of
diffraction over an obstacle. The signal strength received in
11
this example will be proportional to2•8 {Ad2 ' suggesting that
small variations will be more relevant at UHF than at VHF.
Figs. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 show data measured over the same path at
each of the three frequencies of interest and demonstrate the
practical existence of the Rayleigh distribution. Figs. 2.7, 2.8
and 2.9, however, show a path where the signal appears Rayleigh
distributed at the VHF frequencies but describes an indeterminate
distribution at the UHF frequency •.
2.2 ENVELOPE POWER SPECTRA OF THE FIELD COMPONENTS
The baseband power spectrum of the electric field component of
the received signal envelope is given by:~·2,2.9
_ (_L)2)2f
m
This power spectrum is depicted in Fig.2.10 and shows that a
sharp cut-off frequency exists at twice the maximum doppler
frequency, implying that the maximum doppler frequency, and
therefore the vehicle's velocity, is a constant. However,
observations taken over a large distance in a city must be made
at variable velocity and therefore ~ith a varying value of fm•
The resulting spectrum will appear smeared and will not exhibit
a clearly defined cut-off frequency.
The magnetic field components of the received signal envelope,
l..~for a rms magnetic field strength of H , are given by:o
12
- 2<~)2 K (/1 _ <_f_)2)}
2£ 2£ID m
2.3 LEVEL CROSSING RATES OF THE FIELD ENVELOPE COMPONENTS
The rate at which the signal envelope crosses a specified signal
level, X, in a positive direction is given by the level crossing
N ..
X
00
f dx < dx). d(dx)dt • p X, dt dt
o
Assuming a Gaussian random process this expression, for the three
field components, reduces to:2•9(P.311
N~
z
2
.. I2-i f n e-n
m
N~
x
2r: -n
- Y1T f n em
N~
Y
2r.;- -n
:0 v31T f 11 em
where n is a normalised variable given by:
X
n -- Xrms
These crossing rates are plotted as functions of n in Fig.2.11.
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2.4 AVERAGE D~\TION OF A FAST FADE
The position and depth of a fast fade have been found to be
representable as random quantities.2•7,2.1Q An estimate of the
average fade depth will be of interest, therefore, in the absence
of an exact field description.
The probability that the signal envelope magnitude, K, will be
below a specified level, X, is given by:2.9
P{x ~ X)
1 N• - L T.·T • 1 1.1.-
where T. is the duration of the ith fade, there being a total of
1.
N fades in the total observation period, T.
The three field components have average fade durations of:2•9
2
e11 - 1
11f &m
2en _; 1
11 f liTm
2
eTl - 1
-
-
=
11 f fiiTm
The average fade durations are shown in Fig.2.l2 as functions of
the normalised variable, 11.
2.5 THE ENVELOPE COVARIANCE FUNCTIONS
The magnitudes of the autocovariance functions of the three field
components have been demonstrated to be:2•9
2.6
2.1
14
.. 2!. E2 J 2 ( W T)
16 0 0 m
.. 2!. H2 (J (w T) + J2 (w T») 216 0 0 m m
The magnitudes of the cross-covariance functions are given as:
VE H (T) .. 0z x
Va H ('t') .. 0
x y
These relationships hold for all T, provided that the probability
of the phase distribution of the individual signal components,
p(~)t is an even function. If ~ can be assumed to be uniformly
distributed in the range 0 to 2~, i.e. p(~) ..1/2~, the remaining
cross-covariance function magnitude approximates to:2•9
~.. . 2
.. -8 iE H Jl (w T)o 0 m
The forms of these covariances are depicted in Fig.2.l3 as
functions of (f T).m
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CHAPTER 3
SEPARATION OF THE SLOW AND FAST FADING COMPONENTS
OF THE RECEIVED SIGNAL ENVELOPE
It has been stated previously that the amplitude of the signal
experienced by a radio receiver moving through the spatial field
pattern existing in urban and suburban areas has been found to be
well described as a Rayleigh distributed variable when the distance
over which the observations are made is small (typically less
than 200 m).3.1 The envelope magnitude, however, has more
frequently been experimentally demonstrated to be better
described,as log-normally3.13 distributed, especially when the
observation distance is greater than approximately 1 km.3•2,3.3
3.4,3.14 Examples of measured signal envelopes are given in
Figs. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 for a transmission frequency of 75.375 MHz;
the corresponding probability distributions are shown in Figs.
3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. It should be noted that while the
envelope more often appears to be log-normally distributed than
Rayleigh, it is frequently neither if an intermediate measurement
distance is considered: In these cases the signal envelope has
some indeterminate distribution as indicated by Fig.3.7.
Close examination of the received signal envelope over large
distances suggests the presence of two distinct phenomena. The
more noticeable is the high frequency noise-like waveform, readily
associated with the fast fading pattern. The other phenomenon is
a large scale variation extending over many tens of wavelengths
and is commonly termed "slow fading". Waveforms having this type
18
of characteristic, Le. exhibiting changes in the "local mean"
value over small sections of a stochastic waveform, have been
analysed by many authors3•S,3.6 as non-stationary random signals.
The slow fading patterns of Figs. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are given,
for comparison, in Figs. 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10.
The parameters of the filter required to separate the slow and
fast fading patterns must be determined before a full analysis
•of the field pattern may proceed. An investigation of the
influences of the filter variables is documented in the
following sections.
3.1 DETERMINATION OF THE FILTER REQUIRED TO ISOLATE THE SLOW FADING
FIELD
The separation of the low frequency spatially distributed
spectral components comprising the slow fading field from the
noise-like fast fading requires the use of a low-pass filter.
This operation is, c1assica1ly,3.7 the multiplication of the
measured frequency spectrum, X(w), with the filter frequency
response, W(w), to produce the output spectrum, yew):
yew) • X(w) • W(w)
This may be re-expressed in terms of the time domain variables
as a convolution integral:3•7
yet) - f X(T) wet - T) dT
where WeT) represents the filter's impulse response and:
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x(t),X(w)
y(t),Y(w)
and w(t),W(w)
are Fourier Transform pairs3•7 defined as:
= .
F(w) • f fCt) e-Jwt dt-=
and f(t) - 2~ f=F(w) e-jwt dw-=
The waveform to be filtered has been measured as a time series
and it is required that examinations of the filtered waveform
are made in the time domain. Application of the multiplicative
process will therefore necessitate two Fourier transformations
but, even with the use of the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm
3.8, the'length of this technique makes the convolution of the
time series with a weighting function preferable. This latter
method was employed where necessary.
3.1.1 DETERMINATION OF THE FILTER SHAPE
The rectangular, triangular and raised cosine window functions
are shown, along with their associated power spectra, in Fig.
3.11. The spectra demonstrate that the rectangular window in
Fig.3.ll(a) has the highest sidelobe levels while the raised
cosine weighting function in Fig.3.ll(c) correspondingly has the
lowest. The raised cosine shape therefore appea~s to be the
most favourable of the three forms considered for the task in
hand.
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To facilitate a visual comparison of the performance of each
filter type, the unprocessed waveform shown in Fig.3.12 was
convolved with three weighting 'functions of the forms shown in
Fig.3.l1. The slow fading patterns produced using a rectangular
window 256 data points wide (16A), a triangular window 257 points
wide and a raised cosine function 257 points wide are given in
Figs. 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 respectively. A close examination
reveals that the differences in the performances of the raised
cosine and triangular windows are negligib ~e and that these
filters perform only slightly better than the simple rectangular
window.
Examination of Fig.3.l1 shows that the first null in the frequency
spectr~ of the rectangular weighting function occurs at half the
'", ..
frequency of that for a triangular or raised cosine window of the
same overall width. If a valid comparison between the various'
window types is to be made, the widths of the main lobes of the
respective spectra must be equal. The slow fading pattern in
Fig.3.l6 was accordingly produced using a rectangular window 128
data points (BA) wide.
A comparison of Figs. 3.16, 3.13 and 3.15 indicates that the
improved filtering performance gained by doubling the filter
width, or by employing a raised cosine rather than the equivalent
rectangular window, is considerable. The difference between the
slow fading waveforms obtained using rectangular and raised cosine
windows of equal data width, however, is negligible. The
computation of the convolution integral for the raised cosine'
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filter does not therefore appear to be justifiable while
comparable performance can be obtained by recourse to a
rectangular function, thereby requiring greatly reduced effort.
3.1.2 DETERMINATION OF THE FILTER WIDTH
A comparison of the slow fading patterns produced using the 16A
and SA rectangular weighting functions shown in Figs 3~13 and
3.16 respectively illustrates that the window width is an
important factor in the selection of the filter parameters.
Consider the idealised situation depicted in Fig.3.17(a) where a
sine wave impinges upon a reflecting surface and produces the
classical standing wave pattern indicated in Fig.3.17(b). The
spacing between adjacent nulls in the interference pattern is
A/2. Inclusion of more waves into the simple picture arriving
from different directions, e.g. from randomly positioned
reflectors or scatterers, in general causes the depths of the
deep interference minima to be reduced while the total number of
these fades increases. If the field pattern is to remain
sensibly constant over many tens of wavelengths, therefore, one
dominant transmission path must exist. This is the slow fading
signal and must, with the exception of a line-of-sight situation,
result from either diffraction over the obstacles or reflection
around, or even through, them. This latter effect has been
shown3•9 to predominate at microwave frequencies in large North
American cities where the obstacles are extremely tall sky-scraper
blocks bordering relatively narrow streets.
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Low pass filtering by a rectangular weighting function which
encompasses more than 10 of the interference minima has been
demonstrated3•10 to produce negligible error in the determination
of the mean signal level. A window was accordingly chosen which
would satisfy this criterion while remaining sufficiently narrow
to have a noticeable filtering effect. This window was fixed at
64 m, equivalent to 32 fades assuming a half wavelength spacing
at the 75 MHz frequency. The autocovariance functions of three
measured slow fading signals determined using this window are
shown in Figs. 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20. The position at which the
first zero in the autocovariance occurs may be seen to be greater
than 75 m from the origin. ~~er displacements of less than 75 m
it appears reasonable to assume that the variations in the slow
fading signal are negligibly small and that the signal enve1op~,
will accordingly be Rayleigh distributed. The optimum window is
therefore concluded to·be narrower than 75 m, but must
encompass sufficient data points to provide a statistically
valid estimate of the signal's statistics.
The autocovariance plots of Figs. 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20 demonstrate
the rate at which the slow fading signal fluctuations are
evidenced. The behaviour of the overall slow fading waveform,
inclusive of the mean level, is derived form the autocorrelation
function. A typical autocorrelation plot is given in Fig.3.21
and demonstrates that the magnitudes of the slow fading
variations, while being highly relevant, are very much smaller
than the mean value.
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3.2 HIGH PASS FILTERING OF THE RECEIVED SIGNAL ENVELOPE
Variations in the mean and median values of a Rayleigh distributed
variable may be represented by changes in the mode "b" of that
distribution (Table 2.1). Division of the measured signal at a
point in space by ...the "local mean" of the signal at that point
will consequently eliminate the effects of the mean variation on
the distribution.3•11 If the variable arose from a Rayleigh
process, the resultant will subsequently exhibit Rayleigh
properties. 3.11
The slow fading pattern of a given data record was determined
using one of the weighting functions under consideration. The
filtered data was then divided into the "raw" data record at the
appropriate displacement necessary to compensate for the window
width and the probability distribution of this high pass filtered
record determined. The probability functions created in this way
were compared with the theoretical Rayleigh distribution and an
assessment of the filtering performance made.
Cumulative probability distributions produced using rectangular,
triangular and raised cosine weighting functions are shown in
Figs. 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24 respectively. These are compared with
the Rayleigh cur~e on both normal and Weibull probability3.13
graph paper. It is immediately evident from a comparison of
Figs. 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24 that there is little difference between
the high pass filtered waveforms produced using the various window
widths and types under consideration.
3.3
3.1
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A comparison of the experimentally produced distributions with
the Rayleigh distribution on normal probability paper apparently
indicates that a good approximation has been obtained. This
conclusion has also been reached by other workers3•12 who have
performed the identical analysis. Further comparion between the
experimental and the theoretical Rayleigh distributions on the
Weibull probability paper, however, reveals that the agreement is
poor and that the conclusion drawn previously is ill founded, the
distributions being better approximated as Weibull of the form:
_x2.5
P(x ~ X) - 1 - e X ~ 0
The explanation of this property could be derived from the base-
band frequency spectrum of the fast fading signal shown in Fig.
2.10. The large spectral content of the low frequency coru~vnents
signifies that the fast fading spectrum will overlap the low
frequency spectrum of the slow fading signal. The slow and fast
fading fields will therefore be 'inherently inseparable by simple
filtering techniques and references to slow and fast fading
signals as separate entities will only be approximations of the
true state. It is more reasonable under these circumstances to
define the median value over a suitably small interval, the
"small sector" distance, and to categorise the fading properties
of the signal about this level over that interval.
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CHAPTER 4
A REVIEW OF MEDIAN SIGNAL PREDICTION TECHNIQUES
Before proceeding with the analysis of the measured data it is
prudent to examine the factors which, according to the literature,
are relevant in determining the transmission.loss. This review
commences by considering the basic propagation situation
occurring in "free' space" and progresses, in stages, to the case
of propagation over a smooth,spherical homogeneous earth. Real
terrain effects are included in this investigation by considering
the diffraction losses over an isolated knife-edge, a smooth
infinite cylinder and multiple knife-edge obstacles. Finally,
propagation path loss prediction models are examined and, where
possible, useful factors are isolated.
PROPAGATION THROUGH FREE SPACE
Radio propagation between aerials situated in a perfect, lossless
transmission medium, e.g. a vacuum, when both aerials and the
line connecting them are remote from any reflecting or absorbing
surfaces, is governed .by the "free space" or Friis transmission
equation:l+·l
For isotropic radiators this expression reduces to the basic
transmission loss formula:
Lb - 32.45 + 20 10gl0 fUHz + 20 loglO dkm, dB
The loss may thus be seen to increase as f2 and d2 (6.dB/octave).
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4.2 PROPAGATION THROUGH THE EARTH'S ATHOSPHERE
The change in the refractive index of the earth's atmosphere
with altitude causes the radio waves to propagate along curved
paths. This ray bending may be represented, within the first
kilometer above the surface, by the use of an effective earth's
radius Ca) empirically determined as:I+·2,1+.3,1+.4
a • a (1 - 0.04665 exp(0.005577 N )}-l ,o s Ian
where a is the true earth's radius (6370 km) and N is theo s
surface refractivity of the atmosphere.
The factor N can be expressed as a function of the refractives
index, n , as:s
An average value of N is approximately 301, resulting in as
ratio of the effective earth's radius to the true radius of 4/3.
The effect of this curvature correction, however, is negligible
for ranges below 10 km, the height differential being less than
6 m.
Other effects such as ducting4•3 and ionospheric reflection4•3
have not been reported in the literature for the low powers
typically radiated by mobile systems in the VHF and UHF frequency
bands.
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4.3 PROPAGATION OVER A REFLECTING SL~ACE
A situation where two aerials are mutually visible over a
spherical earth of effective radius 'a' is depicted in Fig.4.1.
The aerial heights measured above the earth's surface are hI and
hZ' their heights above the tangent plane at the point of
reflection on the sphere are hI' and h2' respectively. Assuming
that these heights are small compared with the earth's radius,
the reflection point on the sphere can be located as:
Substitution for hl' and h2' in the above expression results in
a cubic equation, a root of which is approximately:
h
d = d(l + .2)-11 hl
The path length difference, 6r, between the direct and ground
reflected rays, when hl' and hZ' are very much less than the
total range, d, is:
• rl + r2 - ro
2h 'h '1 2
d
and the signal strength at the receiver is given by:~·S
/ Z 21r6ril + R - ZR cos (-,- - C) x Free Space Field Strength. e e 1\
Here R is the effective value of the reflection coefficient~·4e
defined as the ratio of the magnitudes of the reflected and
incident waves. The reflected wave will lag the direct wave by
Z1ran angle of lr 6r + (1r- C), where (1r- C) is the phase change
on reflection from the surface.
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4.3.1 PROPAGATIO~ O'v'ERPLA.\t:EARTH
For a perfectly 'conducting surface (Re • 1, C • 0), the received
signal will be given, for vertical polarisation, by:
12(1 - COS(2; ~r)J x Free Space Signal Strength
Substitution for ~r, assuming the aerial heights are small when
compared with their separation, yields the "plane earth"
transmission equation.~·6
(4: • h1':2' )2. (t Ct Cr A2)
1\ l611'2d2
•
Note that the loss associated with this expression (Pt/Pr) is
independent of frequency but is a function of d4 (12 dB/octave).
4.3.2 PROPAGATION OVER A S~fOOTH CURVED EARTH
When a beam of radio waves is reflected from a smooth, plane
surface, the beam continues to diverge after reflection at the
same rate as the incident beam. Only the phase, magnitude and
direction of propagation are modified. The reflection of a
radio beam from a curved surface, however, results in the
alteration of the divergence, convex surfaces serving to diverge
the beam at a greater rate than the plane reflector and concave
having a focussing influence. To account for this change in the
divergence of the incident ~nergy. a "divergence factor" (Q)
may be calculated.~·3
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The divergence factor for the smooth sphere depicted in Fig.4.l
can be expressed4•3 as:
Q =
where the assumption that sin~ -.tan~ is implicit.
The effective reflection coefficient can then be defined:4•3
Re •
GOl and Go2 are the gains of the aerials in the direction of each
other, Grl and Gr2 are their gains in the direction if the
ground reflection point.
4.3.3 PROPAGATION OVER A ROUGH SURFACE
The application of simple geometric ray theory becomes questionable
when the reflecting surface is roughened. In this case the
reflection is no longer a coherent divergence of energy but is an
incoherent scatter of the incident field occurring over a large
area of the surface. The signal at a point in space above the
plane will therefore be the vector sum of component rays having
seemingly random amplitudes, by virtue of the scattering
mechanism, and random phase angles, as a result·of the differing
path lengths travelled (Fig.4.2). The treatment of this type of
situation must, in the absence of an accurate surface profile
description, be statistical.
If the surface undulations are such that a single curve fit to .
the mean level appears reasonable (Fig.4.3), an empirical estimate
of the effective reflection coefficient may be usad:4•4
,J,J
Re
G G 2 1 -0.6 sh sin~
• R Q ( rl r J 2 exp (.. A )GOl G02
on condition that
-0.6 sh sin~
( ) is greater than either {sin~ or 0.5.Q R exp
In the situation where the above condition is invalid, the
following approximation has been suggested:4•4
R •e
,. G
(
I3rl r2)i ~G G sl.n....
01 02
sh is the rms deviation of the tarrain values from the smooth
s sin~
curve fit, h is the Rayleigh Criterion of roughness.A .
4.3.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE SMOOTH EARTH AND ROUGH EARTH MODELS
4.3.4.1 Line-Of-Sight Propagation Over Smooth Earth
The calculations performed in section 4.3.2 involved the use of
geometric ray theory and consequently have the following limit-
ations on their validity:4.7
(a)
(~
(b)
'-.
(c)
The operating region must be within the radio horizon.
The aerials must be sufficiently high for the surface wave
to be neglected.
The grazing angle has the following restriction:
tan~ > ( c )\
21T a f
For the case of propagation over a smooth homogeneous spherical
earth when the surface wave may be neglected, recourse to the
rigorous mathematical solution is required.4•7 Nevertheless,
4.3.4.2
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significant simplifications are available if some degree of error
is tolerable and the range of the param~ters is restricted.4•S,
4.8,4.9
The assumption that the earth is an homogeneous sphere of
uniform dielectric constant is generally untrue for terminal
separations greater than approximately 10 km. The presence of
water or minerals in the surface layers will produce a location-
ally variable surface conductivity, and the existence of water on
the surface will greatly modify the magnitude of the reflection
coefficient.4•4
At frequencies above approximately 1 GHz the treatment of the
earth as a smooth sphere is generally untrue. Consequently the
theory will only be strictly applicable bo such surfaces as tide-
washed sand, tarmac or calm w.ater4•10 and most practical surfaces
would be more reasonably treated as rough reflecting planes.
Line-Of-Sight Propagation Over Rough Earth
The method described in section 4.3.3 employs a single curve fit
to the terrain profile. In a situation where two effective
reflecting areas are possible (Fig.4.4) the method will be
inapplicable. Furthermore, the equations given for the effective
reflection coefficient will be wholly inappropriate when a high
degree of shadowing of the reflecting area results from the
predominance of a large·irregularity. In this case diffraction
effects should be incorporated.
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4.4 DIFFRACTION
When the line-of-sight path between the two terminals of a radio
link is obstructed by, say, a mountain ridge, the propagation
path loss measured is much greater than that predicted using the
free space propagation equation (section 4.1), even if it may be
assumed that, ignoring the obstacle itself, the transmission
medium·is indeed free space. The excess loss experienced may be
attributed to a diffraction mechanism, i.e. the means by which
radio waves bend around obstacles to partiaily illuminate the
"shadow" cast by the obstruction.
4.4.1 DIFFRACTION OVER ISOLATED OBSTACLES
4.4.1.1 Diffraction Over A Perfect Knife-Edge
The signal'strength at a point P behind a perfectly absorbing
~ infinite half-plane (Fig.4.5), or knife-edge, placed orthogonal
to the direction of propagation is determined as the vector sum
of all contributions from the secondary Huygan's sources in the
half-plane above the knife-edge (Fig.4.6). The solution yields
a Fresnel integral of the form:4•17
• 00
F(v) - (Y) f expo {H1Tt2}dt
v
whe~e y. is the Fresnel parameter defined as (Fig.4.5):
v - ./
Evaluation of the Fresnel integral requires numerical techniques
and is shown graphically in Fig.4.7 as a function of v. ]f the
v parameter is greater than approximately 2.4 the integral may be
determined using a series expansion of the integrand •. Subsequent
4.4.1.2
4.4.1.3
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integration by series yields:4•4
'F(v)' 1= 12 'IT V
Approximations to the value of the integral are available~·~
for v < 2.4 as:
A(v) • -10 10g10'F(~)' - 6.02 + 9.11v - 1.27 v2
for 0 < v ~ 2.4
2• 6.02 + 9.0 v + 1.65 v
for -0.8 , v , 0
Diffraction Over A Perfect Knife-Edge Situated On Conducting Ground
The placement of an absorbing knife-edge ~n a conductiong ground
plane will permit four,possible paths to exist by which radio waves
may travel between a trans:nitterand receiver located on opposite
sides of the obstacle. For this reason the geometrical construct~
ion is termed the "four ray" method.4•11
The four rays shown in Fig.4.8 have travelled along different
paths and accordingly have different phase angles and amplitudes,
the latter being a consequence of the diffraction losses incurred
by propagation over the obstruction. The resulting signal must
therefore be obtained by the vector addition of the individual
rays.
Diffraction Over Rounded Obstacles
The assumption that obstacles may be regarded as knife-edges for
the purpose of diffraction calculations is often invaiid when
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physical obstructions are being considered, especially at UHF
frequ~ncies and above when the wavelength is shorter than 1 m.
In these cases the influence of the diffractor's profile on the
loss must be incorporated into the calculation.
Fig.4.9 depicts a semi-infinite cylinder placed normal to the
direction of propagation. The cylinder can support reflections
from its surface which subsequently modify the Huygen's wave-
front above it in a manner similar to that of the four ray
theory4.12 described in section 4.4.1.2.
An alternative approximate solution4•13,4.14 may be obtained by
defining a dimensionless parameter p as (Fig.4.l0):
1 1
(~f6 Rl (~)!
'II' d1d2
p •
where R is the radius of curvature of the obstacle's crest.
The diffraction loss can then be represented by a two dimensional
quantity A(v,p) which, in turn, can be related to the one
dimensional ideal knife-edge attenuation, A(v,O), and a
"curvature loss", A(O,p), by:
A(v,p) • A(v,O) + A(O,p) + U(vp) , dB
where the factor U(vp) is a correction term.
The function A(v,O) has been given in Fig.4.7 for the case of a
perfect knife-edge. The functions A(O,p) and U(vp) are shown in
Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 respectively.
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A series of approximations for the term A(v,O) have been given
in section 4.4.1.1. The functions A(O,p) and U(vp) may be
calculated by:~·lS
A(O,p) - 6 + 7.19 p - 2.02 p2 + 3.63 p3 _ 0.75 p4
for p < 1.4
U(vp) - (43.6 + 23.5 vp) 10g10(1 + vp) - 6 - 6.7 vp
for vp < 2
U(vp) - 22 vp - 2010g10(vP) - 14.13
for vp ~ 2
The curves of Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 are strictly valid for
horizontal polarisation only, but a series of documented
~ measurements has shown that they may be employed for vertical
polarisation at VHF and UHF frequencies in the diffraction
shadow region with negligible error.~·12
The effective radius of curvature of a hill crest (Fig.4.13) has
been suggested4.~ as:
R -
2D d ds st sr
e (d 2 + d 2 )st sr
where Ds - d - dLt - dLr is the distance between the transmitter
and receiver horizons.
Irregularities on the surface of the cylinder have been found to
incoherently scatter the incident radio energy.~·12 The resulting
diffraction process then'tends to a~ree with results obtained by
recourse to knife-edge theory.
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4.4.2 MULTIPLE KNIFE-EDGE DIFFRACTION
The application of single knife-edge diffraction concepts to the
problem of a two obstacle transmission path involves the
evaluation of a double Fresnel integral over the planes above the
knife-edges as indicated in Fig.4.14. The full solution4•16,4.17
results in such considerable mathematical complexity that it
cannot easily be extended to cases involving three or more
diffractors. Consequently the trend has been for the continued
use of simple models, the most notable of which are outlined in
the following sections.
4.4.2.1 The Bullington Equivalent Knife-Edge Construction
Bullington4•18 suggested that the diffraction loss over a terrain
path containing multiple obstructions could be evaluated using
a single equivalent knife-edge placed at the point of intersection
of the transmitter and receiver hor~zon rays as shown in Fig.4.15.
The diffraction loss over the original terrain situation is then
taken as that over the virtual knife-edge.
Because the equivalent knife-edge construction reduces a funda-
mentally complex propagation situation to a simple probl~m it
has obvious advantages. On the other hand, terrain paths having
more than two significant obstructions are oversimplified, only
.~ two of these ever being relevant in the construction of the
equivalent knife-edge. The situation of Fig.4.16, by way of an
example, has two obstacles which are completely ignored and will
probably result in the final loss being under-estimated.
4.4.2.2
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The Epstein-Peterson Method
The method of determining the diffraction loss for a multiply
obstructed path propoaed by Epstain and Peterson4•19 sums the
attenuations produ~ed by the individual obstacles taken in
cascade. The diffraction loss for each edge is computed over
the path joining the crest of the previous obstacle' (or trans-
mitter if the first edge in the chain is being considered) to
the crest of the knife-edge under investigation and then to the
crest of the following obstacle (or receiver if the last edge in
the chain is being considered). The total loss for the case of
Fig.4.17 will be given as:
A(T - 01 - 02) + A(OI - 02 - R) , dB
where A(x - y - z) denotes the diffraction loss, in dB, evaluated
for the general path connecting points x, 'y 'and z.
Comparisons of the results obtained using this approximate
construction with those from the rigorous solution4•16 for a
two knife-edge case have shown that large errors are produced when
the obstacles are closely spaced. A correction factor has been
derived4•16 for the situation where the Fresnel v parameters of.
both edges are much greater than unity as:
1010glO (cosec5) , dB
where
cosec'5 -
Accurate results from the Epstein-Peterson method have been
demonstrated4•20 to exist only when 5 > 80°.
4.4.2.3
4.4.2.4
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The Japanese Method
Inclusion of the previvusly specified correction factor into the
Epstein-Peterson method has been shown4•22 to be equivalent to
a method originally attributable to the Japanese postal service.
4.21 The difference between the geometric constructions used by
the Epstein-Peterson and Japanese methods lies in the positioning
of the hypothetical transmitter. For the Epstein-Peterson model
this conceptual radiator is placed at the summit of the previous
obstacle while the Japanese construction places it at the point
where the projected horizon ray meets the plane of the true
transmitter. The total diffraction loss for the two obstacle
case shown in Fig.4.l8 is given by:
A(T - 01 - 02) + A(T' - 02 - R) , dB
The comments regarding the accuracy of the Epstein-Peterson
model are also true for the Japanese method.4•1S
The Deygout Method
Deygout4•23 has proposed that the diffraction loss over a
multiply obstructed path be evaluated as the loss over each edge
in order o~ decreasing influence. This is a complicated
procedure and is best explained by way of an example. Consider
the two obstacle path shown in Fig.4.19. The Fresnel v parameter
of each edge is calculated in.the absence of the other, vI and
v2 say. The obstacle with the larger value is termed the "main
edge" and produces the greater diffraction loss. For the situation
of Fig.4.19 this is the edge labelled 01 and the assoGiated loss
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is given as A(T -01 - R). The diffraction loss resulting from
the remaining obstruction is evaluated between the "main edge"
and the obstructed terminal, in this case the receiver,
A(Ol - 02 - R). The total loss is therefore given as:
A(T - 01 - R) + A(Ol - 02 - R) , dB
The process subdivides the path into sections on either side of
the main edge. If many edges are present the number of sub-
divisions created each time the problem is sectioned about
firstly the main edge, then a sub-main edge, and so on , are
numerous. Consequently a path containing more than four
obstacles results in al.lengthy solution which is not easily
programmed on a digital computer.
In a double knife-edge situation where one edge is largely'
dominant (vl!v2 » 1), good agreement with the exact solution4+16
is obtained. When the magnitudes of the Fresnel v parameters
are comparable, however, the method is found to overestimate
the total diffraction 105s.4•15 A correction factor for this
case has been derived as:
2 v2correction - 20 10gl0{cosec ~ - vI cosec ~ cot ~} , dB
2 VIcorrection - 20,10glO{cosec 0 - v
2
cosec 0 cot o} , dB
4.4.2.5
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where
cosec ~ • I (dl + d2)(d2 + d3)(dl + d2 + d3) d2
and
cot ~ I dld3• (dl + d2 + d3) d2
This'correctionfactor reaches a minimum of 6 dB for vI - v2 and
o
~ • 0 •
Comparison Of Diffraction Models
The Bullington, Epstein-Peterson and Japanese models, together
with some simple variants have been compared with the exact
solution for two knife-edges over many practical paths by
Wilkerson.4•24 Each model was found to have specific regions
over which it produced the minimum error.
(a) Unobstructed links with both obstacles below the line-of-
sight path (Fig.4.20).
The minimum overall error in this region was obtained by
summing the diffraction losses over each edge.,in the absence
of the other:
A(T - 01 - R) + A(T - 02 - R) , dB
(b) One Edge Predominant (Fig.4.21)
Here the Bullington equivalent knife-edge model was found
to consistently produce the lowest errors although the
errors obtained from all the methods were small.
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(c) Lightly obstructed paths where both v parameters are slightly
greater than unity.
The Epstein-Peterson model proved the most accurate in this
region.
(d) Heavily obstructed paths where both v parameters are much
greater than unity.
The Japanese method was found to be superior in this case.
Consideration of the models' performances in all the classes
resulted in the Epstein-Peterson model being recommended4•21 for
general use.
A comparison4•23 of the Epstein-Peterson and Deygout models with
measured values obtained over a limited number of highly
obstructed paths has shown that the Deygout method produced the
lowest errors while the Epstein-Peterson consistently under-
estimated the loss. It is doubted, however, whether the
improvement gained by recourse to the Deygout model justifies the
increased procedural complexity entailed.
4.5 PROPAGATION PREDICTION MODELS
Many methods of predicting the· transmission loss over practical
terrain situations have been advanced in the literature. The
techniques employed fall basically in two classes: empirical and
semi-theoretical.'> Models in the former category result from
large quantities of measurements and are, as such, formulated
to be applicable without recourse to anything except the most
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fundamental of formulae or other methods. The latter series of
models combine the principles outlined in the preceding sections
in different manners to produce techniques which may be inter-
preted to provide some indication of the modes of propagation.
4.5.1 THE EGLI MODEL
This methodlt•25 was. advanced in 1957 following an extensive
series of path loss measurements at frequencies above 40 MHz
over irregular terrain paths. The model forces agreement between
the measured values and predictions made using the plane earth
transmission approximation by utilising a correction factor (~):
The correction factor is presented in the original publication4•25
as a function of the aerial heights, polarisation, terrain rough-
ness and transmission frequency. The standard deviation of the
predictions has also been related to the terrain undulations,
these being pres~ed to be a log-normally distributed rarldom
quantity.
It should be noted that while the plane earth propagation
equation forms the basis of the prediction model, this is for
convenience only and is not intended to signify the propagation
mechanisms existing along the path.
4.5.2 THE EDWARDS A...'ID DURKL~ MODEL
A method of predicting the signal level which will be received
over a communications link working in the VHF band has been
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proposed by Edwards and Durkin.4•26 The model requires the
terrain diffraction loss to be calculated as a parameter and
recommends that all the necessary terrain profile analysis ba
performed using a digital computer. The diffraction loss is
subsequently added to the larger of the free space or plane earth
transmission losses to provide the estimate of the total
propagation path loss.
In the region close to the transmitter the direct and ground
reflected rays interfere to form a signal fading pattern about
the free space loss value. As the range increases, however, the
path difference between the two rays decreases until, at
differences of less than approximately A/6, the signal level
follows that predicted using the plane earth transmission
expression. The ~esu1ting complex interference waveform4•33
(Fig.4.22) is therefore simply modelled as free space propagation
out to that range from the transmitter where the path difference
is A/6, and plane earth propagation beyond.
4.5.3 THE BLOMQUIST AND LADELL METHOD
Blomquist and Ladel14•27 have advanced a model in an attempt to
describe the propagation path loss over irreg~lar terrain. This
is essentially given by:
The path loss over flat land (~ = 0) reduces to the plane earth
transmission equation whereas a highly obstructed link
{tu » (Lp - ~)} gives a total path loss equal to the sum of the
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free space and diffraction losses (~ + Le)' While the limiting
conditions appear intuitively reasonable, it is worth noting that
no justification, either mathematical or conceptual, has been
given in support of the model. The advantage· of th1s'techn~que
over, say, the Edwards and Durkin method is that it is
continuous in all space and for all terrain types.
4.5.4 THE ARMY SCHOOL OF SIGNALS METHOD
The method4•28 employed by the British Armed Forces in planning
their point-to-point radio relay links at frequencies above
2 MHz depends largely on hand calculations made using information
obtained from maps, 4/3 earth charts and nomograms.' The basic
technique requires that the terrain profile of the transmission
path be compared with a series of.reference.profiles and a
decision made to determine which is the closest to the true
situation. The series of instructions accompanying the reference
profile must then be obeyed to calculate the propagation path
loss.
The technique is specifically intended for use with carefully.engineered radio links having both aerials clear of any local
obstructions (e.g. trees or buildings) and sited on high ground
or aerial masts. The influence of buildings on the propagation
loss is not included in the method but the attenuation resulting
from diffraction over terrain obstacles is computed using the
Bullington equivalent knife-edge construction.
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The big disadvantage of this technique is that a decision must
be made using human judgement irlorder to determine which
reference profile is required. The method is therefore difficult
to programme on a digital computer and will be inapplicable to
paths which do not clearly fall into one of the defined
categories.
4.5.5 THE B.B.C. METHOD
This mode14•29 has been formulated by the British Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC) to facilitate the production of the area
coverage diagrams for their UHF (approximately 500 MHz) tele-
vision transmitters. The transmitting aerials are implicitly
assumed to be sited well clear of any local obstructions and the
receiving aerials are taken to be at roof-top heighc, (10 m).
The total propagation loss is enumerated by summing, in dB's,
the following three factors:
(1) The free space path loss
(2) The terrain diffraction loss
(3) An "absorption loss"
This last item, the absorption loss, is incorporated in the
summation to account for the effects which buildings and trees
in the vicinity of "the receiving aerial have on the transmission
loss. It is evaluated by considering the last mile of the
propagation path, i.e. that closest to the receiver, in ten 0.1
mile steps and computing a loss factor for each increment as a
function of the tree and building density within it. 'The ten
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resulting loss values are then weighted in inverse proportion
to their range from the receiver and summed. The section
'~~ closest to the receiving aerial is therefore given the greatest
-significance while the section 1 mile away is apportioned the
least influence. Factors are required in this prediction model
which are not readily attainable fro~ Ordnance Survey maps of
the regions, therefore necessitating a specialised site survey
and, ultimately, the formulation of an extremely detailed terrain
data base. The commercial applicability of the model is
consequently limited by the expense entailed in performing the
survey.
The assumption that the transmitter is unobstructed and well
sited limits the model's use to systems where the base station
(i.e. the broadcasting aerial) is atop a prominent terrain
feature. If the base station aerial becomes partially obstructed
it appears reasonable to presume that an extra absorption loss
term must be evaluated to account for the effects of the clutter
around the fixed terminal.
All ground reflections have been ignored in computing the trans-
mission loss, a reasonable assumption at UHF frequencies when
the magnitudes of the terrain undulations are large with respect
to the wavelengths. At VHF, however, the ground reflections
should be included unless the terrain path can be shown to be
extremely irregular.4•29
Modifications would also be necessary to enable the model to be
used when the receiver is below roof-top level, as is typical of
vehicle mounted equipment.
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4.5.6 THE OKUMURA METHOD
A large set of measurements4•31obtained over various terrain
paths in Japan has provided the basis for an empirical propagation
prediction model.4•31,4.32 The majority of these experimental
data were derived in towns or cities and consequently the model
is intended for use with radio links having the vehicular
terminal in the vicinity of buildings. Suitable correction
factors are recommended, however, for the cases when the mobile
station is in suburban and open areas.
The parameters which must be evaluated in order to determine the
various correction factors of the Okumura model are:
(a) The Effective Base Station Height (hte):
The height of' the base station aerial above' the average
ground level calculated over the range interval of 3 to
15 km (or less if the total range is below 15 km).
(b) The In'terdecile Terrain Undulation Height (~h):
The difference between the 90 and 10 percentiles of the
"peak-to-peak" value of the terrain undulation height,
computed over the 10 km of the path closest to the vehicular
station.
(c) Average Ground Slope (9 ):m
The average ground slope is d~termined over the 5 to 10 km
of the terrain path closest to the vehicular terminal.
The following corrections are given in graphical form within the
bounds of the relevant variables as specified.
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(l) Basic Median Attenuation (A ):mu
1 to 100 km link range
100 to 3000 MHz transmission frequency
(2) Base Station Height Gain (Htu):'
1 to 100 km link range
20 to 1000 m effective base station aerial height
(3) Vehicular Station Height Gain (H ):. ru
1 to 10 m vehicular aerial height
100 to 1000 t-lHzfor a large city
or 100 to 2000 MHz for a medium city
(4) Rolling Hilly Correction Factor (Ka):
10 to 500 m Interdecile terrain undulation height
450 to 1500 MHz transmission frequency
(5) Sloping Ground Correction Factor (KSp):
-20 milliradians to +20 milliradians average ground slope
Further corrections are available for the situation
where the vehicle is free from all obstructions for a range of
300 to 400 m (open ground) at frequencies in the range 100 to
2000 MHz and in a village or sparsely tree lined road (suburban
area) at frequencies from 100 to 3000 MHz.
The total path loss is predicted as the free space loss plus (or
minus depending upon the context) all the various correction
factors.
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Extrapolations of the curves and re-definition of the parameters
will be required if the Okumura model is to be employed for
radio links operating below 100 MHz and over ranges below 15 km.
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CHAPTER 5
~1EASv'REMENTAND ANAlYSIS OF THE RECEIVED
SIGNAL ENVELOPE MAGNITUDE
A detailed investigation of the spatially distributed r.f.signal pattern
created when the propagation path contains many obstructions
necessitates the motion of either the transmitting or the
receiving terminal. Furthermore, the complete characterisation
of the properties of the signal envelope requires the precise
knowledge of the mobile unit's position at every point on the
received waveform.
Communication of the details relating to a remotely located,
moving transmitter's instantaneous position can pose formidable
problems, particularly when the distance .to be travelled is
large. If the instrumentation is to be usable anywhere within
a city, it is preferable that the positional data be communicated
to the receiver by means of a radio link, thereby obviating the
need to trail cables behind the transporting vehicle. The
behaviour of the radio link under investigation, however,
normally has unknown properties and it would be unwise to
utilise this channel as the data link unless it can be ensured
that severe signal fading will not be in evidence at the receiver.
For the data link to be reliably established over a
large area, frequencies in the h.f. band (3 - 30 MHz) are
occasionally used, higher frequencies being judged to produce
intolerable fading patterns. The need for an h.f. aerial on, or
in the immediate vicinity of, the vehicle can result in serious
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E.M.C. problems being evidenced, notably in the deformation of
the aerial polar diagrams.
The movement of the receiver, on the other hand, does not require
a secondary communications channel, the positional information
being directly accessible at the receiver. However, much more
equipment must be transported in a receiving vehicle than in a
transmitting vehicle.
The problems posed by conveying positional data from a mobile
transmitter to a stationary receiver makes the moving receiver
method highly preferable.
5.1 THE TRANSMITTING STATIONS
A qualitative determination of the properties of radio signals ,
requires a radiator and a receptor of the r.f. energy.
Precise quantification of the propagation path loss between the
two terminals further demands the exact knowledge of the power
radiated and the use of a calibrated detector. A requirement is
established, therefore, for a controlled, continuously monitored
power source.
The investigations were largely conducted at frequencies in the
civil land mobile radiotelephone bands at 85.875 MHz (Low-Band
VHF), 167.2 MHz (High-Band VHF) and 441.025 MHz (UHF). Certain
of the investigations were also performed at 75.375 MHz, notably
during the period while the three main frequency allocations
were being obtained and the transmitting equipment was' being
commissioned. In all cases the transmissions were radiated by
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aerials atop prominent buildings in selected British cities and
received at a mobile unit driving along the streets of the
relevant city.
5.1.1 THE TRA.~SMITTING EQUIPMENT
The city being investigated was irradiated using the transmitting
equipment outlined in Table 5.1. All transmissions were of
unmodulatedt frequency stable carriers. The lack of modulation
over prolonged periods was.itselft found to be sufficient
identification of the signal at the receiver.
Observation of the power output of the transmitters over many
hours of continuous operation revealed that negligible
fluctuations occurred.
FREQUENCY APPROX I ,POWER AERIAL APPROX AERIAL
MHz A'IAE. TERMINALS TYPE GAIN (dB REL(W) i WAVE DIPOLE)
75.375 10 CENTRE FED i WAVE 0
DIPOLE
85.875 30 0
END-FED ),,/4
~ONOPOLES ABOVE
167.2 30 GROUND PLANE S 0
441.025 .3.8 4 CO-LINEAR FOLDED 5.6.
DIPOLES SPACED 90°
IN AZIMUTH
TABLE 5.1
DETAILS OF THE TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT.
5.1.2
5.1.2.1
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THE TRANSMITTING AERIAL SITES
The transmitting equipment outlined in Table 5.1 was transported
between sites in the cities of Birmingham, Bath and Bradford. An
indication of these sitings is given in Table 5.2.
MAP APPROX HEIGHT
ctTY ABOVE LOCAL OUTLOOK
REFERENCE TERRAIN (m)
BIRMINGHAM SP 4050 2839 36 FLAT CITY
BATH ST 3773 1646 18 ON THE SHOULDER OF
A VALLEY. APPROX 100
DOWNHILL TO CITY
CENTRE
BRADFORD SE 4157 4329 50 TALLEST BUILDING IN
THE VALLEY. COMPLETELY
SURROUNDED BY HILLS
TABLE 5.2
THE TRANSMITTING SITES
The Birmingham Aerial Site
The transmitting aerials were mounted on the roof of the Department
of Electronic and Electrical Engineering's building at the
University of Birmingham. The installations for the 85.875,
167.2 and 441 MHz aerials, shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, provided
an unobstructed view of the city centre (Fig 5.3) and many
surrounding suburban areas. The 75.375 MHz half-wave dipole,
however, was mounted at a different location on the roof of the
building from that employed for the other three frequencies.
While a clear siting was again achieved, care must be exercised
in comparing the results at 75 MHz with those at the alternate
frequencies.
5.1.2.2
5.1.2.3
5.2
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The Bath Aerial Site
The investigation in the city of Bath was conducted with the :~
aerials atop the Department of Electronic Engineering's
building at the University of Bath. This building, while having
a fairly low profile, is on the top of a large hill and affords
a view of the city centre and its surrounding districts unob-
structed by terrain obstacles. The positioning of the base
station aerial on a prominent hill is a technique frequently
employed in civil land mobile radiotelephony to achieve large
coverage areas and is considered to be a useful case for the
purposes of the research. The steep downhill slope into the city
centre of approximately 100 is not anticipated to have caused
significant modification of the aerial gains.
The Bradford Aerial Site
In the city of Bradford, the transmitting aerials were installed
atop the main building at the University of Bradford. This is
the tallest building in the valley and provides an excellent view
of the city centre. The site is completely surrounded by hills
at small ranges (approx 5 km) and afforded an opportunity to
examine the effects of terrain obstacles on the propagation path
loss.
THE RECEIVING STATION
Determination of the statistical parameters of the spatially
distributed field requires that the received signal envelope is
measured over a large distance of travel, typically many tens of
wavelengths.
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The necessary mobility was provided by mounting the receiving
equipment in a;.vehicle 'and deriving the power supply from a towed,
petrol fuelled mains generator. The resulting system constituted
a semi-permanent mobile test station, usable in any town or city
without major alteration.
5.2.1 THE FIELD STRENGTH MEASURING SYSTEM
Quarter wavelength whip aerials, cut for resonance at the
frequencies of interest, were mounted in the centre of the
vehicle's roof and employed as the signal receptors. The whip
elements for each frequency were interchangable and all utilised
the same physical mounting structure, the vehicle's roof acting
as a ground plane. This aerial, being the only protrusion on the
vehicle's rOQf, produced an omnidirectional radiation pattern in
the azimuthal planeS•l•
The received signal was fed along screened coaxial cable to a
field strength measuring set having a large dynamic range (80 dB),
,
a small IF bandwidth (25 kHz) and internal calibration facilities.
This receiver was tunable between 25 and 600 MHz.
The envelope detected output of b.hereceiver was recorded, with
suitable bufferingS•2, on an analogue FM instrumentation tape
recorder for analysis at a later time. The transfer characteris-
tic of the receiving system measured between the r.f. input
terminals of the receiver and the input terminals of the tape
recorder is shown in Fig 5.4. In the absence of suitable low-
noise standards the characteristic has been extrapolated from
5.2.1
(cont'd)
5.2.2
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I ~V down to 0.3 ~V r.f. input level, thereby extending the
operating range of the system.
The receiving system was continuously monitored during
its operation by listening to the audio output of the receiver
and by observing the input to the tape recorder using an oscillo
scope. By these means such faults as interfering transmissions
and receiver drift were noticed immediately.
The field strength measuring system is shown in the upper half of
Fig 5.5.
DERIVATION OF POSITIONAL INFORMATION
A complete description of the spatially distributed field
envelope pattern requires that its physical location at every
instant is known. This positional information was obtained using
pulses derived at regular intervals of the vehicle's travel and
by subsequently counting the total number of pulses produced
since a known reference point along the route, e.g. a street
intersection. These distance markers were generated by
photoelectricallY sensing the rotation of a wheel towed behind
the measuring vehicle. The electronic systemS•2 created short
duration pulses at intervals equivalent to approximately 2.8 em
of the vehicle's travel for the 85.875, 167.2 and 441.025 MHz
data and, using a slightly different configuration, 25 em for the
75.375 MHz measurements. The markers were recorded on the tape
recorder co-instantaneously with the field strength information
as shown in the lower half of Fig 5.5.
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5.2.3 THE MEASUREME~T PROCEDURE
The desired distance marker separation was achieved by inflating the
pneumatic tyre of the towed wheel to a pressure of approximately 16
psi and by providing a spring loading on the wheel of approximately
20 lb. This latter adjustment ensured that the wheel would remain
in contact with the road surface at a speed of 9 m/sec (20 mph) even
on quite rough roads.5~: The time invariance of these parameters
was such that the checks only needed to be made at the start of each
day's recording.
. .The appropriate quarter wavelength whip aerial for the frequency of
the investigation was installed on the mount in the centre of the
vehicle's roof, ensuring that any other aerials were removed •. The
field strength measuring receiver was set for AM detection and 25 kHz
IF bandwidth, tuned for a maximum deflection on ~he field strength
meter at the transmission frequency being used and the rf input att-
enuator adjusted such that the internal meter indicated approximately
mid-range. The input attenuator setting was found to affect the
loading on the receiver's input stages and was accordingly held con-
stant at its operational value while the receiver was calibrated
using the internal oscillators.
The tape recorder was started and the vehicle driven along the meas-
urement route at approximately 9 m/sec (20 miles/hr). Continuous re-
cordings of the signal envelope magnitude, the distance marker pulses
and a voice commentary of geographical details for future use were
made.
5.2.3
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The calibrations were checked at the end of each series of measure-
ments to ensure that no equipment malfunctions or receiver drift
had occurred.
THE AREAS ulmER INVESTIGATION
Propagation path loss values have been measured in three British
cities over differing, but frequently encountered, geographical situ-
ations. The most comprehensive set of measurements was obtained over
the ostensibly flat terrain of Birmingham, permitting the influence of
the buildings on transmission to be determined largely in isolation
from terrain effects. The remaining two measurement sets were ob-
tained over the sloping ground of Bath and the hilly.terrain of
Bradford.
5.2.4.1-'.; The BirminlZham Measurements
Terrain profiles drawn along radials from the Birmingham transmitter
site to locations in the outlying districts of the city are shown in
Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. The magnitudes of the ground undula-
tions can be seen to be typically less than approximately 20m, suffi-
ciently small to suggest that the influences of the terrain on the:
propagation may be ostensibly neglected. The urban case to be con-
sidered in Birmingham, therefo~e, is one of a city constructed on
sensibly flat ground with suburbs comprising two or three storey
buildings extending for a range of approximately lOkm around a heavily
built-up centre.
The propagation situation to be investigated is one where 'the trans-
5.2.4.1
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mitter is mounted atop a large building and radiates to outlying
districts in the manner shown, in idealised form, in Fig.S.IO.
In these circumstances the presence of the urban obstacles (eg
buildings) may be considered to be responsible for the departure of
the measured values from simple theoretical predictions. The meas-
urements were accordingly tailored to enable the influences of physi-
cal urban parameters to be isolated.
The vehicle containing the field strength measuring.system was driven
along routes selected to provide a representative sample of street
widths and street orientations on all compass bearings around the
transmitter at ranges from 1 to 10 km. The lower of these range
limits was imposed by the unavailability of suitable roads at
smaller ranges, ar.dthe upper limit by the maximum tolerable path
loss which, as indicated in Chapter 4, is a function of the trans-
mission frequency.
Where possible the measurements were taken as a continuous series.
This action greatly reduced the time "wasted" in moving from one
location to another and correspondingly increased the amount of data
collected. Routes were thus devised by which the vehicle might
traverse all the preselected individual streets within an area in
sequence. This process often resulted in the vehicle being compelled
to travel along meandering paths. The quantity of data eventually
collected in this manner was equivalent to approximately 50 km of
the vehicle's travel at each of the frequencies used.
5.2.4.2
5.2.4.3,
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The Bath Measurements
The city of Bath is situated in a river valley and is composed of
taller buildings than are generally found in suburban Birmingham
along narrower streets. These buildings, while being taller than in
the suburbs of Birmingham, are much smaller than in central Birmingham.
The suburbs of Bath, however, are largely similar to those of Birm-
ingham except that their extent is substantially less.
A terrain profile drawn from the transmitter"through the city centre
and out to one of the suburbs investigated is presented in Fig'•.5.11.
The ~opography, in so much as the central region is concerned, may be
regarded as downward sloping but otherwise flat (Fig. 5.12)
The Bradford Measurements
The city centre of Bradford is situated in a river valley and is very
similar in building type and density to central Birmingham. Trans-
mission to the outlying suburbs and villages, however, is obstructed
by gross geographical features. An estimate of the effect of terrain
obstacles on propagation can therefore be gained from measurements
made in the outskirts. Terrain profiles to the measured regions are
shown in Fig. 5.13.
5.3 DIGITISATIONOF THE MEASL~D SIGNAL ENVELOPE
The quantity of measurements needed. to average the effects of any un-
controlled parameters and consequently derive a valid statistical
estimate of the influence of known factors is large. The'storage.and
5.3
(cont'd)
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manipulation of this bulk data calls for the use of digital computers,
both for the mass storage media available and for the high processing
speeds attainable on such machines. These benefits are most read~ly
attained on large computer installations such as the University of
Birmingham's central lCL 1906A.
A problem is encountered, however, in the conversion of the analogue
record into binary form prior to the mathematical manipulations by
digital computer. Here the computer in command of the digitisations
must be exclusively occupied in monitoring the conversion process if
none of the digitisations are to be overlooked, a facility not gener-
ally available on large machines because of the large running costs
incurred by the inefficient operation. A system was accordingly de-
veloped which enabled analogue-to-digital conversions to be performed"
on a PDP-ll minicomputer and transferred to a 1906A installation by
the various means described.
ANALOGUE-TO-DIGlIAL CONVERSION OF THE RECEIVED SIGNAL ENVELOPE RECORD
The analogue record of received signal strength stored on magnetic
tape as part of the measurement process was digitised on a PDP-ll
minicomputer using the system described in detail in Appendix A.
Each analogue-to-digital conversion was performed when commanded by
the existence of a distance marker pulse. The points on the resulting
digitised signal envelope were thus effectively spaced by approximately
2.8cm of the receiver's .travel, giving equivalent average detectable
fade depths of 34. 28 and 20 dB at 85. 167 and 44l'MHz respectively.
i . The 25cm distance marker spacing used
5.3.1
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at 7S MHz provided an equivalent average detectable fade depth of
18 dB.
The interconnection of the equipment for the conversion process is
shown.in Figure 5.14. The xlO temperature compensated amplifiers
were incorporated to ensure that the full !lOV dynamic range of the
converter was utilised when working from the +lV output of the tape
recorder. A simple passive R-C low-pass filter was included to re-
duce the effects of impulsive noise. This filter's cut-off frequency
(30 Hz) was selected to be slightly greater than the maximum baseband
spectral component of the waveform. Reference to Figure 2.10 reveals
this to be twice the maximum doppler frequency which, for a 440 MHz
receiver travelling at 9 m/sec, is approximately 25 Hz. The analogue
signal envelope record was monitored continuously at conversion time
using a storage oscilloscope operating with a slow scan rate. By this
means the presence of interferers could be instantly recognised and
appropriate allowances made in the subsequent analyses.
The distance marker pulses also recorded on the magnetic tape were
amplified on playback. to attain TTL' logic circuitry compatibility
and checked using the pulse verification network. shown in Figure
5.15. This network examines both the amplitude and duration of an
incoming pulse and produces an 'out put pulse only if these were
within permissible limits. Any spurious pulses originating from such
vagaries as power supply fluctuation or magnetic tape vibration .._
across the ferrite heads were therefore eliminated.
5.3.1
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The signal envelope record was digitised in sections over which the
parameters of street width and orientation remained sensibly constant.
Close scrutinisation of a town plan reveals this interval to have a
maximum value of approximately 250m. The route was accordingly
plotted on a street map and subdivided at easily locatable positions,
eg street intersections, which were specified on the voice commentary
of the tape record.
DATA TR&~SFER TO THE rCL 1906A COMPUTER
The data samples created by the analogue-to-digital conversion process
were written in unformatted binary mode onto the magnetic disc store.
This enabled the converter system to operate at maximum speed by
using the most compact data format available. Before analysis may
proceed, however, it needed to be transferred to the central rCL 1906A
computer from the PDP-ll minicomputer. The two methods of transfer
employed, namely magnetic tape and direct data link, are described.
Data Transfer by Magnetic Tape
During the period while a data link to the 1906A was being commiss-
ioned, a system involving 7-track magnetic computer tape was developed
as an interim measure. This system is operable with all forms of
frequently encountered PDP-ll files and is described.clndetail in
Appendix B.
Data Transfer by Data Link
.The operation of the data link connecting the PDP-II and 1906A com-
puters is described in detail in Appendix C. The PDP-II is inter~
faced to the link to appear as a remote card reader on the 1906A
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5.3.2.2
(cont'd)
and, as such, must transmit card image records in formatted ASCII
(GRAPHIC) mode. The data is written to the PDP-ll magnetic disc
store in unformatted binary mode for maximum efficiency of the
analogue-to-digital conversion process and maximum packing density
on the disc store. Consequently the data must be reformatted before
being sent along the link.
5.4 ANALYSIS OF THE SIGNAL ENVELOPE
The received signal envelope records were analysed on the University
of Birmingham's central ICL 1906A digital computer using FORTRAN IV
programmes. These analysis programmes, documented in Appendix D,
calculate the mean and median signal levels of the 250m small sector
segments, the signal envelope probability distributions, produce
visual signal presentations on the incremental graph plotter, auto-
correlation analyses ,etc.
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CHAPTER 6
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE SMALL
SECTOR MED~~ PATH LOSS
The investigation of the filtering processes detailed in Chapter 3
demonstrated that the magnitude of the signal experienced by a moving
receiver must be described in terms of its "small sector" statistics.
The characteristics of the spatially distributed field pattern ex-
isting within these small sector cells have been documented in Chap-
ter 2 as those of the fast fading field. The factors influencing the
small sector median received signal level are now examined with a view
to the formulation of a prediction model based on the measurements
obtained in the largely flat city of Birmingham.
Before commencing the analysis of the experimental data it should be
noted that the broadcasts at 75.375 MHz were detected using a rec-
eiver which travelled along routes of up to 1 km and that the resul-
ting signal records were digitised at displacements equivalent to
25 cm of the vehicle's movement. The total number of routes invest-
igated by these means was less than 100. Furthermore, the base
station aerial was sited at a different position on the building's
roof from those at the alternate three frequencies. For these
reasons,the results obtained at 75.375 MHz will not be directly com-
pared with those at 85.875, ..167.2 and 441.025 MHz, but trends will
be examined where possible.
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6.1 RANGE DEPENDENCE
A significant factor in theq~antification of the propagation path
loss incurred by a radio link is the distance (d) by which the trans-
mitting and receiving aerials are spatially separated (Chapter 4).
In order to establish the precise nature of this range dependence
the measured small sector median transmission loss values have been
-nregressed against a curve of the form Pr.Cl d applied by the
least squares error method to the experimental data. The results
shown in Table 6.1 indicate that an inverse fourth power range law
may be used to describe the path loss measurements at the two VHF
frequencies with reasonable accuracy. No such conclusion.is evident
for the 441 MHz values.
Frequency Exponent Mean Error Standard Deviation
! n . of Error
MHz dB dB
85.875 3.8 0.004 7.4
167.2 3.9 0.005 6.2
441.025 2.4 0.002 7.8
TABLE 6.1
REGRESSION AGAINST A CURVE OF THE FORM P Cl ' (TOTAL LINK RANGE)-nr .
As a further test the measured data has been regressed against a curve
-4of the form Pr Cl d • The results are given in Table 6.2 •.
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(con t+d)
Frequency Mean Error Standard Deviation
of Error
MHz dB dB
85.875 0.005 7.5
167.2 0.005 6.2
441.025 0.004 8.3
6.1
TABLE 6.2
REGRESSION AGAINST A CURVE OF THE FORM P a (TOTAL LINK RANGE)-4
r
Examination of the error statistics of the UHF measurements shown
in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 reveals that ~ecourse to an inverse fo~rth
power range dependence, rather than that of the optimum exponent
value, only results in a small degradation of the'statistical para-
meters. It is reasonable to suggest, therefore, that the small sec-
tor median path loss can be satisfactorily predicted using a model of
the'form proposed by Egli 6.1
Here the.factor "B" is incorporated to correct the plane earth propa-
gation expressi~n (Section 4.3.1) for the influences which buildings
and trees have on the propagation path loss and in no way attempts to
\.\\.i,.ij physically describe the propagation mechanisms which exist. (Section
7.1)• Accordingly "~' is termed the "urban clutter factor".
Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 depict the variation of the measured
small sector median transmission loss values at 75.375, 85.875, 167.2
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6.1 and 441.025 MHz respectively against the total link range. Fourth
(cont'd) power range laws describing the propagation path losses are drawn
through the measured points and are compared with the plane earth
propagation curves computed utilising the aerial heights measured
above local ground. Table 6.3 shows the results of a statistical
comparison between the measured data and their equivalent Egli
predictions.
Frequency S Mean Error Standard Deviationof Error
MHz dB dB dB
85.875 16 0.8 7.5
167.2 19 0.2 6.2
441.025 36 0.8 8.3
TABLE 6.3
~TATISTICAL COMPARISON OF MEASURED DATA WITH EGLI PREDICTIONS
6.2 FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE
The departures of the small sector median path loss measurements from
their corresponding plane earth values are plotted against frequency
in Figure 6.5. For ease of comparison only the spread of the points
and the mean value at each frequency .are shown.
The curve sketched through the measured data in Figure 6.5 has the, .
same general shape as results reported by other workers 6.2.6.3 16•4
j
. inasmuch as the loss (expressed in dB) is not linearly related to the
logarithm of the frequency. The precise form of this dependence will
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6.2 be discussed in more detail in later sections.
(cont'd)
6.3 THE INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL URBA.~PARAMETERS
The knowledge of the manner in which the urban clutter factor (S)
varies with frequency (Figure 6.5) permits the measured values to be
normalised against both range and frequency to form a secondary data
set which will be referred to as the "frequency corrected urban
clutter factors" (S'). This correction process will facilitate a
direct comparison of the measured small sector median path loss data
at all the frequencies (some 900 values in all) with relevant physical
parameters.
6.3.1 VARIATION WITH STREET ORIENTATION
For the purposes of this investigation the..street orientation. (Cl) is
defined as the angle subtended between the longitudinal axis of the
road and the line joining the transmitting and receiving aerials. To
enable the influences which uncontrolled variables have on the
propagation path loss to be minimised, large quantities of measure-
ments needed to be analysed at each of the street orientation angles
considered. For this reason a quantisation interval of 5° has been
employed, thereby providing approximately 50 values at each of the
angular steps.
Figure 6~6 shows the spread of the measurements and their mean value
at each angular interval. Although street orientation is undoubtedly
an important factor s.a, 6.5
ately discerned.
, a simple relationship cannot be immedi-
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6.3.2 VARIATION WITH STREET WIDTH
If the street width is measured as the distance between the buildings
on opposite sides of the road, open spaces such as gardens, footpaths
and cycle tracks are then included in the value obtained. In most
practical situations this action places the vehicle very close to the
centre of the street and therefore obviates the need to know the pre-
cise position of the receiver at 'every measured location. Localities
where buildings only exist along a single side of the street will have
anindeterminate width and consequently the measurements pertaining
to these cases must be examined with care.
The spreads of the frequency corrected urban clutter factors and their
mean values are shown in Figure 6.7 at 3m intervals of street width.
The form of this relationship will be examined in detail in the
following sections.
, 6.3.3 VARIATION WITH EFFECTIVE STREET WIDTH
IFigure 6.7 demonstrates that the width of the street in which the
mobile terminal is situated is closely related to the small sector
median path loss. A more relevant factor, however, will be the dist-
ance between the mobile unit and the buildings measured along the
line-of-sight path between the transmitting ang.receiving aerials, as
shown in Figure 6.8. This distance win be termed the "effective
street width" (Wl) and may be seen to directly incorporate the vari-
able of street orientation 'and width, possibly making it a useful
,
physical parameter.
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6.3.3 The mean values of the frequency corrected urban clutter factors at
(cont'd) 3m intervals of the effective street width variable are shown in
Figure 6.9. The general trend indicates that higher path losses are
experienced in narrow streets than in wide, a not altogether un-
expected conclusion. 6~
6.3.4 RELATIONSHIP OF PATH LOSS TO DIFFRACTION LOSS*
The single knife-edge diffraction situation depict~d in Figure 4.5
has a Fresnel-Kirchoff v parameter given by (Section 4.4.1.1):
v •
The case under consideration normally has..the mobile terminal located
close to the diffractor, assumed to be a building, and remote from
the fixed station. The assumption may therefore be made that df> d2,.
in which case the v parameter simplifies to:
.~v. A.d. 2 ..
The resulting diffraction loss, ifv >1, may be approximated S.8 by:
A(v)= - 20 loglOi'd2+ constant, dB
A curve of the form "-lO.log d2 + kIt is compared with the measured
values in Figure 6.9 and can be seen to closely describe the overall
trend of the,excess clutter factor (S'). This observation leads to
the hypothesis that the diffraction loss over the buildings adjacent
to the mobile terminal and obstructing the line-of-sight transmission
path is an important factor in determining the small sector median
* Please see over.
Footnote to page 80
Here the diffractor is positioned at a
distance W, from the mobile terminal and
• ~J is taken to be orthogonal to the line-of-
sight path between the transmitter and the
receiver. However, the influence of an
inclined diffractor may be assessed using
techniques developed in the Geometrical
Theory of Diffraction.6•9
The field strength existing behind a diffractor
inclined at an angle ~ to the direct ray
(Fig.6.8) can be shown to be inversely
proportional to sin(<<). The assumption of
an orthogonal knife-edge therefore holds to
within approximately IdB for inclinations
greater than 60° and to 3dB for inclinations
greater than 45°.
J -
6.3.4
(cont'd)
6.3.5
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path 10ss6;6,6.7,6.4
If it is assumed that the buildings are 12m tall, that the vehicle's
aerial is 2m above local ground and that the mobile unit is located
30m away from the obstructing buildings, diffraction loss values of
16, 19 and 23 dB are obtained at frequencies of 85, 167 and 441 MHz
respectively. These values are compared with the measured data in
the frequency dependency of Figure 6.5 and demonstrate that a good _
estimate of the urban clutter factor (e) may be derived at VHF from
the use of the simple knife-edge diffractio.n approximation. The
departure of the measured values from the theoretical knife-edge
model at 441 MHz however, suggests that the buildings must be treated
as diffracting wedges having finite thicknesses when compared with
the 60 cm wavelength.
VARIATION WITH AERIAL HEIGHTS
The plane earth propagation equation (Section 4.3.1) has, for con-
venience only, been used throughout the preceding analysis to describe
the manner in which parameters such as the overall link range and the
heights of the aerials influence the transmission loss. While the
range dependence has been demonstrated to be largely in accordance
with this expression, verification of the effects which the aerial
heights have on the propagation loss has yet to be given. An invest-
,igation to this end has, regrettably, not been performed, primarily
as a result of the unavailability of the specialised equipment re-
quired, eg a large aerial tower (up to around 50 m) for the base
station height investigation and an extendable mast on the vehicle
(up to 10 m). It is therefore necessary to draw upon suitable results
6.3.5
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published by other authors.
Okumura ~ has measured the height gain dependency of the transmission
loss on both the base station and vehicular aerial heights. The base
station aerial height, ht' was found to satisfactorily describe a
law of the form Pr a ht2 for all aerial heights above 20 m when the
link range was less than 20 km. The vehicular aerial height, hr, was
found to obey the following:-
h < 3m
r
P a h 2 for
r r
h > 3mr
The error in using the term (hthr)2th:refore appears to be relevant
in the region where the vehicular aerial is below 3m. In this case
the law would be better described as ht
2hr• However, when hr attains
its maximum value of 3m in this region the error betwewn the two forms
is only 5 dB, insufficient to cause any serious problems. At the 2m
vehicular aerial height used, this error is 3dB.
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CHAPTER 7
THE SMALL SECTOR MEDIAN PATH LOSS PREDICTION MODELS
7.1 COMPARISON OF POSSIBLE PREDICTION TECHNIQUES
The propagation situation depicted in Figure 7.1 is an idealised rep-
resentation of a path chosen at random from amongst those encountered
in Birmingham. The small sector median transmission loss over this!path was measured as l27dB at 85.875MHz. Path loss predictions ca1-
~ culated using various techniques are compared in Table 7.1. These
methods are:
(1) Edwards and Durkin (Section 4.5.2).
(a) Free Space Path Loss + Diffraction Loss , dB
(b) Plane Earth Path Loss + DiffractionLoss , dB
(2) Blomquist and Ladell (Section 4.5.3).
(3) Multi-Ray Analyses (Section 4.4.1.2).
(a) All four rays indicated in Figure 7.2.
(b) Rays 1 and., 2 in Figure 7.2.
(c) Rays 1 and 3 in Figure 7.2
7.1 Model Method PredictedPath Loss
(cont'd) dB
Edwards and Durkin: Free Space + Diffraction 99.4
Edwards and Durkin Plane Earth + Diffraction 124.4
Blomquist and Ladell Section 4.5.3 113.7
Multi-Ray Analysis Rays 1,2,3 and 4 in Fig 7.2 131.6
Multi-Ray Analysis Rays 1 and 2 in Fig 7.2 120.8
Multi-Ray Analysis Rays 1 and 3 in Fig7. 2 96.2
TABLE 7.1
CO!1PARISON OF VARIOUS PREDICTION TECHNIQUES
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Of those models employed, the Edwards and Durkin method of combining
the plane earth and diffraction losses can be seen from Table 7.1 to
provide the closest estimate of the measured value, the error in this
\ case being less than 3 dB. Also giving a good measure of agreement
is the multi-ray analysis utilising all the four rays shown in Fig
7.2, the error produced being 4.6 dB when a perfect reflection is ass-
umed. However, a number of points are worth noting before any con-
elusions about this latter method are drawn.
The grazing angle of the ray which is reflected from the ground sur-
face on the vehicle's side of the obstacle (~ ) has a value in the
2
region of 0.4 radians for the parameters specified in Fig 7.1. This is
very close to the pseudo-~rewster angle for vertically polarised sig-
nals over land 7.1 (of all forms)· and, in-reality, the magnitude of the
theoretical reflection coefficient will be less than approximately
0.4 for frequencies above 30 MHz. 7.1 The presence of surface rough-
ness and ground undulations will serve to further reduce the magnitudes
87
(cont'd)
of the rays propagated in this manner 7~ (Rays 3 and 4 in Fig 7.2).
By comparison, the grazing angle of the ray reflected on the base
7.1
station side of the obstacle (~ ) has a value of approximately 0.01
1
radians,' giving rise to a reflection coefficient with a theoretical
.magni tude in exces s of 0.9.7•1 The value of 120.8 dB derived by
summing rays 1 and 2 in Fig 7.2 is therefore more realistic than those
obtained using the other multi-ray constructions.
If it may be assumed that d »d,h and h (Fig 7.3), the diffraction
1 2 1 0
loss for ray paths rand r can be approximately expressed, for v
1: 2
grea ter than uni ty 7.3, as:
A(v) ~ m
2
2rr(h - h )o 2
If isotropic radiators are used, the total path loss for the construc-
tion of Fig 7.3 approximates to:
20 10gi0
Ch - h )
o 2 )
h h
o 1
dB
The Edwards and Durkin model utilises the same diffraction loss value
as stated above but incorporates the plane earth expression to give:
20 10glO
(h - h )
o 2)
h,h
1 2
dB
The error generated in the use of the Edwards and Durkin model is
therefore:
20 log h
J..::'
h
1
, dB
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(cont'd)
~For the situation under consideration, h • 10 m and h - 2m, the mag-o 2
nitude of the error is 15 dB. It should be noted that the predicted
7.1
values in Table 7.1 obtained using th~ multi-ray analysis assumed a
unity reflection coefficient but did not resort to the approximate
,knife-edge diffraction computation. The final solution may accord-
ingly be seen to be sensitive to the factors involved in the determ-
ination of the magnitudes of the rays. The application of the multi-
ray constructions is therefore limited to transmission paths which have
accurately defined parameters, The use of approximatio~s becomes nec-
essary, however, if the propagation path loss prediction is to be cal-
culated quickly and easily.
A final point to note is that, in a practical situation, the location
of the reflecting plane is a difficult task, especially in a town or
city. Indeed, it is unlikely to be a simple, smooth plane but more
probably a large irregular surface supporting reflections of the rf
signal over a large area. The magnitudes of the various parameters are
therefore difficult to define but will rarely be the true values meas-
ured with respect to the local ground level, as were used in the com-
putations of the figures in Table 7.1. Nevertheless, the accuracy
attained using the mast heights appears sufficient to warrant their
continued utilisation.
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7.2 THE "FLAT CITY" MODEL
The results of the analysis of the small sector median path loss meas-
urements detailed in Chapter 6 and the comparison of the prediction
techniques given in Table 7.1 indicate that the transmission lOiS may
be satisfactorily estimated at VHF by summing, in dB, the plane earth
path loss and the diffraction loss incurred by the propagation of the
signal over the buildings adjacent to the mobile terminal. At UHF a
further correction was found to be necessary, accordingly termed the
"UHF Correction Factor" (y). This correction factor, given·:in Fig.
j, 7.4, is the departure of the measured and the predicted curves shown ..
in Fig. 6.5.
The "flat city" prediction model, so ca1led because it does not in-
corporate factors to account for effects attributable to terrain
features, is similar in form to that proposed by Edwards and Durkin
(Section 4.5.2) for propagation over irregular terrain. The differ-
ence is that ~he diffraction loss for the terrain features computed
in the Edwards and Durkin model is replaced in the "flat city" model
by the diffraction loss for the buildings plus the UHF correction.
Path Loss • Lp + LB + Y , dB
7.2.1 COMPARISON OF THE BIR...'1INGHAMMEASURMENTS WITH PREDICTED VALUES
Path loss predictions calculated using the "Hat city" model have been
compared with the equivalent small sector median transmission loss
measurements made in Birmingham. A statistical analysis of the,:,pre-
diction error~ (measured-predicted path loss values) obtained using
a1l the 918 Birmingham measurements at 85.875, 167.2 and 441.025 MHz
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7.2.1 revealed the mean prediction error to be 0.8 dB with a standard devia-
(cont'd) tion of 8 dB. The performance of the model at each individual frequ-
ency is shown in Table 7.2.
Frequency Mean Error Standard Deviation
of Error
t-niz dB dB
85.875 1.8 7.5
167.2 2.3 6.5
441.025 -2.4 8.2
TABLE 7.2
PERFORMANCE OF THE "FLAT CITY" PREDICTION MODEL IN BIRMINGHA..'1
The standard deviations of the prediction~rrors at each of the frequ-
I
encies shown in Table 7.2 are similar to those obtained using the range
regressions (Tables 6.1 and 6.2). The performance of the proposed
model is therefore comparable with that of a purely statistical app-
roach tailored specifically to the measured data.
The'mean prediction error derived using this "flat city" model can be
seen to be sufficiently small to vindicate its'use over level ground
but the validity of its application to other types of ostensibly flat
cities must be investigated further.
7.2.2 COMPARISON OF THE BATH MEASUREMENTS WITH PREDICTED VALUES
The elevated position of the transmitter site at the U~iversity of
Bath (Figure 5.11) afforded an unobstructed view of a'large part of
the city centre. The Bath measurements will accordingly be assumed to
have been obtained from a flat city situated on a sloping base as re-
presented in Figure 5.12.
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7.2.2
(cont'd)
A statistical analysis of the prediction errors obtained using the
"flat city" model revealed the following:
Mean Prediction Error • 3.6 dB
Standard Deviation of the Prediction Errors -
Total Number of Measurements Analysed -
7.9 dB
98
•. ~ r
The increase in the mean prediction error over that arising from the
Birmingham analysis is a possible result of the partial intrusion by
the shoulder of the valley into the first Fresnel zone ellipsoid having
the transmitter and receiver as foci, therefore requiring that a cor-
rection should be included for the terrain diffraction loss produced.
However, the magnitudes of the mean error and the standard deviation
of the errors are.sufficiently.small to suggest that the "sloping-flat
city" assumption has been largely verified and that the "flat city"
nodel could become a viable prediction technique.
7.3 THE "HILLY CITY" PREDICTION MODEL
The influences of terrain irregularities on the propagation path loss
have not been considered in the preceding analysis and consequently
the "flat 'city" model is only applicable to cities built on sensibly
level ground. Further investigations must therefore be conducted to
establish an appropriate means of quantifying the effects of the var-
ious geographical parameters,i.e.the terrain diffraction losses, and
to determine how these additional factors should be incorporated into
a mathematical prediction model. The resulting "hilly city" model may
ultimately be dissimilar from the "flat city" version as a result of
92
7.3 the existence of differing propagation mechanisms, notably in the in-
(cont'd) ability of rough or mountainous terrain to support a coherent reflect-
ion from the ground surface. In this case the criteria governing the
use of the two models must be defined. However, it would be prefer-
able if a single model could be formulated for use in cities con-
structed on any type of terrain, this latter "continuous" model re-
ducing to the "flat city" form as the terrain diffraction loss becomes
negligible.
Values of terrain diffraction loss determined using the Bullington
(Section 4.4.2.l),Epstein-Peterson (Section 4.4.2.2), Japanese atlas
(Section 4.4.2.3) and Deygout (Section 4.4.2.4) approximate--knife-
•edge models for the terrain profiles shown in Figure 5.13-are given
in Table 7.3. As anticipated in Section 4.4.2.1 the Bullington Equi-
valent knife-edge construction underestimates the magnitude of the
diffraction loss when it is compared with the remaining three methods.
It is worth noting from Table 7.3 that the Epstein-Peterson, Japanese
atlas and Deygout constructions produce similar values and that the
additional compexity entailed in the application of the Deygout method
does not therefore appear to be warranted. It is concluded from this
cursory examination of the diffraction models that the Japanese atlas
method is the most appropriate for the terrain profiles considered,
having been shown 7.3 to be more accurate than the Epstein-Peterson
model yet being easily calculable.
" .
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TABLE 7.3
COMPARISON OF DIFFRACTION LOSS MODELS OVER THE BRADFORD TERRAIN PATHS
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(cont'd)
Three propagation prediction models are compared with measured path loss
values in Table 7.4. These models, in detail, are:
7.3
(1) Edwards and Durkin Models (Section 4.5.2)
(a) Free space path loss + terrain diffraction loss
+ building diffraction loss
+ UHF correction
, dB
(b) Plane earth path loss + terrain diffraction loss
+ building diffraction loss
+ UHF correction
','" dB
(2) Blomquist and Ladell Model (Section 4.5.3)
The limited data available appears to indicate that the Edwards:t.and
Durkin plane earth based model (lCb» is the best of those examined
for paths having an isolated obstacle while the Blomquist and Ladell
model (2) gives the smallest prediction errors for paths having two
or more obstructions. In the case involving an unobstructed path the
Edwards and Durkin model (l(b» and the Blomquist and Ladell model
(2) agree. Even for the single obstacle situation the Blomquist and
Ladell model produces a more accurate prediction than does the free
space based Edwards and Durkin model (lea»~, and is within 10 dB of
7.3
(cont'd)
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prediction obtained using the plane earth Edwards and Durkin version
(l(b». The Blomquist and Ladell model therefore appears to be a reas-
onable compromise as the "hilly city" model and achieves compatability
with the "flat city" case.
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7.3.1 COMPARISON OF THE BRADFORD MEASUREMENTS WITH PREDICTED VALUES
A statistical comparison of path loss predictions calculated using
the "hilly city" nodel and the corresponding small sector median
transmission loss measurements obtained in Bradford has been performed.
The statistical parameters were found to be:
~ean Prediction Error • 5.5 dB
Standard Deviation of Error • 10.7 dB
Total Number of Measurements Analysed • 118
Insufficient experimental data have been collated over irregular ter-
rain paths to enable any definite conclusions to be drawn buCthe
error statistics derived from the Bradford measurements suggest that
1.the "hilly city" prediction model may nctrbe summarily dismissed.
7.4 THE OKUMURA EXTENDED MODEL
The Okumura prediction model has been applied by various authors 7.4.1 7.5
to radio links operating in towns or cities and has given close agree-
ment with measured values. This, coupled with the ability of the -
model to operate over all forms of terrain, with various building
densities and at frequencies in the VHF and UHF bands, has led to the
Okumura model being frequently quoted as a standard against which
other prediction techniques are compared. -
The Okumura model h6 , described in detail in Section 4.5.6, was speci-
fically -,:formulatedfor use over the frequency range 100 to 3000 MHz.···,.
Extrapolation of the various curves to facilitate operation down in
frequency to 75 MHz is a straightforward process and will not be
reported.
7.4
(cont'd)
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Some of the correction curves given by Okumura are directly applicable
in terms of the range between the two terminals a~d the transmission
frequency, eg the basic median attenuation, while others are presented
as functions of intermediate terrain factors,-eg the base station
height gain factor. The definitionsof these physical terrain para-
neters are only given in the literature for radio links having a
total operating range greater than approximately 10 km, the precise
range limit depending upon the factor to be calculated. The methods
of calculating these parameters over paths of less than 10 km have not
been clearly defined by Okumura ~6
If the Okumura propagation prediction model is to be employed for~the
1 to 10 km urban·radio link ranges under consideration a method must
be devised whereby the terrain parameters may be calculated for any
link greater than 1 km, thereby enabling all the various correction
factors to be utilised. Suitable laws governing the computation of
these terrain factors, produced largely by recourse to "engineering
judgement", are presented. These are not necessarily the optimum
choices and therefore a great deal of experimental validation of this
"Okumura Extended" model is required before it may be freely employed.
BASE STATION AERIAL EFFECTIVE HEIGHT
For a radio link with the transmitter and receiver separated by a
distance 'd', the base station effective aerial height is determined
as the height of the base station aerial above the straight line curve
fit to the terrain profile computed using the least squares error
method over whichever of the following intervals is appropriate:
7.4.1
(cont'd)
7.4.2
7.4.3
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d to d
"4
if 8 km ~ d ~ 1 km
3 km to d if 15 km ~ d > 8 km
3 km to 15 km if d > 15 km
The base station is assumed to be located at zero range.
INTERDECILE TERRAIN UNDULATION HEIGHT
The interdecile terrain undulation height is calculated as the diff-
erence between 90% and 10% of the peak excursions of the terrain un-
dulation height about the least squares regression line to the terrain
profile over the following link range intervals:
(d - 10 km)' to d if d > 12 km
2 km to d if 12 km'?d '> 6 km
1 km to d if 6 km ~ d ~ 1 km
AVERAGE VEHICULAR GROUND SLOPE
The average gr.ound ~lope in the vicinity, of the vehicular terminal is
determined as the slope of the least squares regression line applied
to the terrain profile over the following intervals:
1 km to d if 4 km > d ~ 1 km
2 km to d if 7 km > d ~ 4 km
(d - 5 km) to d if 9 km > d ~" 7 km
In the case where d ~ 9 km, the larger of the computed slope values
over the following intervals is taken:
100
7.4.3 (d - 5 km) to d
(cont'd) and(d - 10 km) to d if d ~ '12 km
or 2 km to d if d < 12 km
7.5 .COMPARISON OF THE OKUMURA EXTENDED MODEL WITH MEASURED VALUES
Measured values of small sector median path loss have been selected
from amongst the set of measurements made in Birmingham such that the
corresponding locations of any two measurements were never closer than
1 km. A statistical evaluation oftrhe errors obtained when predicting
these transmission losses using the Okumura extended model and, for
comparison, the "flat city" Model is given in Table 7.5.
Okumura Extended "Flat City"
Model Model
Mean Prediction Error (dB) 4.9 2.2
Standard Deviation 7.7 6.75
of Error (dB) .
Total Measurements 176 176
TABLE 7.5·
COMPARISON OF PREDICTION MODELS WITH THE BIRMINGHAM MEASUREMENTS
A similar comparison using the Bath measurements was found to be un- \
feasible because of the limited area (only a few square kilometers)
over which the path loss values were obtained.
Predictions of ,:the path loss for the terrain paths shown in Figure
5.13, calculated by both the Okumura Extended and the "hilly city"
LOI
7.5 ~ode18. are compared with the measured losses in Table 7.6. The two
(cont'd), prediction techniques can be seen to produce very different estimates
of the path loss at UHF, the Okumura model being the closer to the
measurements. The UHF correction factor (Figure 7.4) incorporated in-
to the "hilly city" model therefore appears to be inappropriate for
highly obstructed terrain paths. However, insufficient data is avail-
able at UHF·to enable a corrective procedure to be determined. At the
85.875 and 167.2 MHz frequencies the predictions calculated using both
models can be seen to be similar to the measured values, thereby demon-
strating that the models are adequate for general use. An important
factor to note is that the number of computations ~equired in the
employment of the "hilly city" model is; much less than in the Okumura
Extended model.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
An investigation aimed at uniquely identifying the so-called slow and
fast fading field components of the signal envelope experienced by a
moving vehicular receiver using simple filtering techniques has been
performed. This has shown thatthe improvement in the filtered output
gained by recourse to raised cosine or triangular weighting functio~s
rather than a rectangular window having the same overall width is
negligible. In this context an improvement is judged to.have been_
obtained if the magnitudes of the high frequency spectral components
of the field are diminished,i.e. the ripple on the filtered waveform
is reduced in amplitude.
The width of the window function was noted to influence the output
waveform produced and is concluded to be a highly relevant parameter.
In order' to establish the optimum window width required to isolate the
slow and fast fading fields, the autocovariance functions of low-pass
filtered waveforms, determined using a 64 m rectangular window, have
been calculated. These demonstrated that the slow fading signals
changed by negligible amounts ever distances of up to approximately
75 m. The optimum weighting function was therefore deduced to be
rectangular in shape,and to encompass less than 75 m of the received
signal record while containing sufficient data samples to ensure that
a valid statistical estimate of the signals properties is obtained.
The fast fading signal patterns produced by high-pass filtering meas-·
ured signal records using various window shapes and sizes have been
examined. These have indicated that the resulting envelope probability
8(cont'd)
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distribution, rather than being Rayleigh as anticipated from multi-
path constraints, was better described as Weibull of the form:
_r·5P(x~ X) - I - e X ~O
It has been suggested that this distribution is a consequence of the
inherent inseparability, by simple filtering methods, of the slow and
fast fading fields caused by an overlapping of the two frequency" :\
spectra. The terms "slow fading" and "fast fading" were therefore
deemed to be inappropriate and it was racommendad-ltha t the field
pattern should be described in terms of the statistical parameters
existing within "small sectors" over which all discernable factors
influencing the 'received signal strength remain sensibly constant.
, .
The measured data were accordingly an~lysed in terms of small sector
records comprising the equivalent of less than 250 ID of the vehicle's
movement •. This distance was selected because such variables as street
width, street orientation and the terrain profile of the transmission
path were judged to remain largely unaltered.
-nThe application of curves of the form Pr Cl (Range) to the median·
values of the small sector measured data using the least squares error
method has shown the exponent (n) to have optimum values of 3.8, 3.~
and 2.4 at 85.875, 167.2 and 441.025 MHz respectively. These results
lead to the hypothesis that a significant amount of the energy arriving
at the receiver has undergone some form of reflection from the ground
surface over nearly all the paths at the two frequencies in the,VHF
band whereas this infrequently appears to be the case at the 441 MHz
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8 frequency. This is perhaps to be expected from consideration of the
(cont'd) Rayleigh criterion of roughness which evaluates the amplitudes of the
surface irregularities in terms of the transmitted wavelength. As the
frequency is raised, therefore, the larger the effective heights of
.the irregularities become and consequently the surface appears rougher.
The magnitude of the coherent reflection from the surface at any given
non-zero grazing angle is accordingly reduced.
-4The use of a curve of the type Pr et. (range) to describe the small
sector median path loss measurements was found to produce negligible
degradation of the error statistics at VHF over those obtained by the
use of the optimum power law. The 441 MHz measured data, perhaps sur-
prisingly, was found to yield only a slight increase in the standard
deviation of the errors about the curve fit from 7.A dB to 8.3 dB.
It appears, therefore, that the received signal can be satisfactorily
described using a model of the form proposed by Egli:
p •
r
where '}3" is termed the "urban clutter factor".
The urban clutter factor values for the measured small sector data,
assuming that the aerial heights in the above expression are taken
above local ground, have been demonstrated to be statistically well
(~) described by the diffraction loss over the buildings adjacent to the
molHle terminal and lying on the line-of-sight path between the trans-
~itter and the receiver. The use of knife-edge diffraction-theory was
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8 found to be adequate at the frequencies in the VHF band but grossly
(cont'd)'( underestimated the total loss at u~F, p~ssiblY as a result of neglec-
,~
ting the large thickness of the buildings compared with the 60 cm
wavelength.
Two mathematical models have been proposed to facilitate the prediction
of the median small sector propagation path loss, one empirical and
the other semi-theoretical. The empirical method is an extension to
the Okumura model formulat~d to enable all the relevant correction
factors to be utilised for any link range greater than 1 km. The semi-
theoretical method, on the other hand, is based on a technique acc-
redited to Blomquist and Ladel1 and includes correction factors found
to be necessary from the analysis of the measurements. This latter
model evaluates the propagation path loss, in dB, as:
Free Space Path Loss + «Plane Earth Path Loss - Free Space 2
Path Loss)
+ (Terrain Diffraction Loss)2)i
+ Diffraction Loss over the Adjacent
Obstructing Buildings
.' '\
.~ + UHF Correction Factor
The terrain diffraction loss requited as a parameter in the model
has been found to be satisfactorily estimated using a construction
suggested by the Japanese Postal Service, and this method is recom-
mended even though the Epstein-Peterson construction was advocated
in Blomquist and Ladell' s original publication. By comparison the
Bullington equivalent knife-edge model was thought to underestimate
the loss while, over the paths under consideration, the Deygout
construction did not warrant the considerable complexity entailed by
its use.
) .
(cont'd)
!
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The UHF correction factor is the deviation of the measured path loss
values from predictions based on simple knife-edge diffraction theory
and is only significant at frequencies above approximately 200 MHz.
Predictions derived using both models have been compared with the
corresponding path loss values measured over the flat terrain of
Birmingham, the sloping ground of Bath and the hills of Bradford. In
the case of the semi-theoretical model the mean errors were found to
be consistantly less than 6 dB in magnitude while the empirical model
exhibited a slightly worse performance. The standard deviations of
the prediction errors were deemed to be comparable with those produced
using a purely statistical approach and, as such, were small. The use
of both techniques therefore appears to have been vindicated and little
can be seen, insofar as.the prediction .accuracy is concerned,...to rec-
ommend one rather than the other. The semi-theoretical model, however,
utilises physical urban parameters and may be interpreted to give an
indication of the propagation mechanisms existing in an urban mobile
radio si'tuation.
It is worth noting that the number of computations required to evaluate
the propagation path loss prediction using the empirical Okumura model
.is far greater than that needed by the semi-theoretical model to obtain
a largely similar prediction accuracy. It is therefore concluded that
the Okumura prediction model is more complex than is essential for
applications involving British cities.
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APPENDIX A
AN k~ALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION SYSTEM FOR THE
ANALYSIS OF STOCHASTIC WAVEFORMS
A.l INTRODUCTION
The analysis and subsequent characterisation of random signals
require that large quantities of data are considered. Even the
calculation of such simple parameters as the mean value and standard
deviation needsmany hundreds of individual measurements from a
single ensemble if negligible statistical errors are to result. In
this type of situation the application of digital computers is
beneficial both as bulk data storage devices and for the high
processing speeds attainable. Analogue waveforms cannot be handled
as such, but must be converted into digital form before they are
manipulated by digItal computers. The monitoring of the analogue+t o-
digital conversion process and the subsequent transcription to a high
capacity storage unit, such as magnetic disc or tape, calls for the
total involvement of the ccmpuce r l s central processor unit for the
duration of the digitisations. The permanent utilisation of the
central processor unit is generally unavailable on large computer
installations because of the inefficiency incurred and consequential
prohibitive cost.
A system for performing analogue-to-digital conversions using a PDP-ll
minicomputer is described in the following sections.
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A2 THE ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER ASSEMBLY
A2.l THE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
A general purpose analogue-to-digital conversion system having eight
multiplexed analogue input channels was required. The assembly was
required to operate in conjunction with a PDP-ll minicomputer
and must commence conversions upon receipt of either an external
(user supplied) or internal (computer supplied) convert command pulse.
A2.2 THE GENERAL INTERFACE UNIT
Operational on the PDP-ll minicomputer at the Department of Electronic
and Electrical Engineering during the design phase were a series of
general purpose data buffers and status registers connected to the
computer's "uni-bus" peripheral communications system. The schematic
diagram and a list of the connections to this general interface unit
are given in Figs.Al and A2 respectively.
A2.3 THE ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER
An analogue-ta-digital converter and eight channel analogue multi-
plexer with the specifications shown in Table A.l were connected to
the general interface unit (Section A2.2) as detailed in Fig.A3. The
quantisation interval available using this system is approximately
5 mV with a peak signal capability of ± 10 V.
Data buffer 1 (Address: 160002) holds the three bit code needed to
select the multiplexer input channel. This lies in the range 0 to 7.
Data buffer 2 (Address: 160004) stores the digital output of the
analogue-to-digital converter. This is sign extended (bit 12) to
111
A2.3
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occupy all the available 16 bits of the standard PDP-ll word. The
buffer is loaded only while the converter is inactive, determined by
performing a logical 'AND' function on each of the individual bits
with the STATUS output from the converter.
Bit 0 of the status register (Address: 160000) flags the current state
of the analogue-to-digitalconverter. It is set while a conversion
is in process and is cleared on completion. The bit is loaded by a
logical '&~'operation between the STATUS line of the converter and
the logical 'OR' of monostable multivibrators connected to the STATUS
and STATUS outputs.' The condition of the STATUS function is loaded,
therefore, when either conversion starts (STATUS becomes positive) or
when conversion stops (STATUS becomes positive).
Conversion may be commanded by a +5 V pulSe supplied either'externally
or by a programmed reference to the 'SELECT 10' pulse (Address: 160010).
A3 THE ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION PROGRAMME
The electronic system described in the previous sections is of little
use in its own right. To achieve versatility and,efficiency of
operation, the PDP-11 minicomputer must be programmed to function in
conjunction with the converter assembly.
",
The tasks to be performed by the programme are basically the monitoring
of the conversion process and the subsequent storage of the digitised
samples on a bulk storage peripheral, in this instance a high packing
density magnetic disc. It is vital that no time is wasted during the
execution of the real time operations assigned by the programme, a
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A3 factor which rules out any possibility of using a high level computer
Cont'd
language (e.g. FORTRAN IV) and necessitates the utilisation of an
efficient coding system such as assembly language.
A3.1 THE PROGRAMME OUTLINE
A general purpose PDP-II computer programme was required to operate
in conjunction with the analogue-to-digital converter system working
under externally clocked conditions. The functions performed fall
into three sections:-
1. A programme pre-amble comprising the operator commands (input/
output functions on teletype), disc file manipulation and checks
prior to opening the file for write access.
2. A real time segment composed of recursively setting the mu1ti-
plexer channel as ..required, monit.oring of the converter status t
reading the data word into core memory and transcription onto
the disc file. This portion of the ·programme must fulfill its
duties at the maximum speed possible.
3. A programme termination routine consisting of closing the disc
file and communications with the operator.
A3.1.l The Programme Pre-amble
A large number of the operations required by the programme are performed
prior to the real time computing section. During this period the
converter is assumed inactive, with the consequence that slow execution
speed is tolerable. The steps transacted fall into two broad
categories :-
A3.1.1
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1. Operator - Programme Communications.
2. Magnetic Disc File management.
In order to achieve the minimum time wastage during the real time
programme segment, the file on disc must be in the most compact form
possible. This uses unformatted binary mode data in a contiguous
file, thereby entailing no unnecessary disc head manipulations.
Data files maybe easily handled using FORTRAN IV but the subsequent
loss of speed during write processes is intolerable. This high level
language is therefore restricted in its applicability, as far as this
programme is concerned, to teletype management.
On a single disc drive computer installation the data must be written
to the same'physical magnetic disc as 'stores the'system utility
programmes. It is consequently imperative that the greatest care is
taken when writing to this disc to ensure that a disc "wreckll does
not occur. To guard against this possibility the programme only
permits a file to be used which already exists on the disc. A full
series of tests can then be performed to check the "start" and "end"
disc file addresses, that the "length" is consistent with the difference
between these and that it is a contiguous file. These checks are only
available when using assembly language instructions.
The Real Time Programme Segment
In order that the completed analogue-to-digital conversion system be
capable of performing at the maximum clock speed attainable, while
still maintaining the ability to.handle the data output, the minimum
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number of programme steps are employed. The programme applicability
and disc security are not sacrificed to achieve the desired speed.
The steps necessary are:-
1. The analogue multiplexer input channel is selected prior to a
conversion being commanded. This is performed at the earliest
moment available within the programme.
The multiplexer channel may be specified as a sequence of
channels determined by the operator for the analysis to be
performed.
2. The programme now waits for a conversion to commence. This.is
signalled when bit 0 of the status register becomes set. In
waiting for this event, the programme ensures that only one
sample is read from the converter for each digitisation performed. , I
The system waits for an external convert command pulse to be
supplied. Time can only be guaranteed to be available at this
instant in the real time segment and all non-data manipulations
must be performed here. One such important facility, hitherto
unmentioned, is the ability for the operator to "HALT" the
conversion process at any time and to "FINISH" when desired. The
former request is required when the operator wishes to blank out
a portion of the analogue waveform for any reason. In this case,
the digital output of the converter is disregarded until the
operator requests'the continuation to be undertaken. The "FINISH"
command is supplied by the user when no more of the conversions
being performed are to be stored in the current disc file. The
A3.1. 2.
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current core buffer is appended with zeros and written to disc
as described in the following section. The fastest and most
advisable means the operator has of signalling his intentions to
the programme is by way of the computer console switch register.
Of these, bit 0 is designated the "HALT" switch and bit 1 the
"FINISH" switch. Switch down (clear) indicates that no action
is required. If the programme finds both bits 0 and 1 set
simultaneously, while waiting for a conversion to begin, the
segment is exited via the programme termination section. If
bit 0 is set and bit 1 is clear, the programme re-examines both
bits sequentially until either changes. Bit 0 set prevents any
examination of the converter status register being performed.
Bit 0 clear, however, results in a recursive examination of the
converter status register and bit 0 until either becomes set.
The converter status be'comdng rse t causes' a jump'to the next
step.
3. Having detected the start of an analogue-to-digital conversion
the programme waits for the digitisation to be completed. This
is heralded by bit 0 of the status register becoming clear.
4. Upon completion of a conversion, the digitised data sample is
read into the next available word in a core memory data buffer.
The routine is restarted from step 1 if this buffer is not full.
When the data buffer is full, however, it is written to the next
section of the disc file. The disc address is automatically
incremented and a check made that this is within the file
boundary. If this check proves false, an error is generated and
A3.l. 2
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the programme terminated. Providing that the disc address is
valid, the data buffer pointer is reset and the routine restarted
from step 1.
The magnetic disc on a PDP-ll installation uses blocks of 256
words regardless of the quantity of data supplied. Efficiency
of operation is therefore improved by the use of the full block
size, reducing the number of occasions on which the disc is
accessed. The use of a single block buffer increases the
versatility.
The Programme Termination Routine
This routine is entered when the operator commands the programme to
"FINISH" by use of the console switch register. The data buffer is
appended with zeros and written to disc. The file is closed and
details of the quantity of data handled are written on the teletype
for user reference.
A3.2 THE PROGRAMME
The final programme is realised in two sections. The section manip-
ulating the disc file and monitoring the conversion process is a
FORTRAN IV subroutine written in assembly code. The FORTRAN "CALL"
statement for this routine i5:-
CALL ATOD (FILE, IX, ICH, ILOOP, IERR)
The variables input to the subroutine are:-
FILE; The disc filename for the data storage. This may be an
A3.2
Cont'd
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array containing a Hollerith string in 3A4 format.
ICH; An array containing the required multiplexer sequence.
ILOOP; Four times the length of the multiplexer sequence. The
quadruple arises because a FORTRAN variable uses 4 bytes of
storage.
The variables output by the subroutines are:-
IX; Number of data points in the last block of file. This does
not include the zeros wri tten when· the "FINISH" command was
encountered.
ILOOP; The number of full and partially filled blocks of file written
to disc.
IERR; An error indicator in the range 0 to 7. These values corres-
pond to:-
o No error
1 Filename error - illegal syntax
2 A non-existant file
3 A non-contiguous (linked) file
4 File has an invalid disc start address
5 File has an invalid disc end address
6 Disc control was not ready at the time of a disc
operation
7 File is full.
Return to the main program is not possible if the subroutine is
entered with an incorrect argument count. The program is commanded
to "HALT" with zero·displayed in the console register.
118
A3.2 The complete programme is given in Fig.A4 and the outline flow diagram
Cont'd
in Fig.AS.
A general purpose FORTRAN IV main programme is given in Fig.A6.
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FUNCTION ~/D CONVER~....R ANALOGUE MULTIFLEXER
Power Supply +15V G30mA +l5V@5mA
-15V@40mA -l5V@45mA
+5V@300mA +5V@13mA
Number of Inputs 1 8
Analogue Input Range ~lOV -:lOV
Analogue Output Range - ±olDV
Input Impedance >lM..n. >lK~
Settling Time _- V-S for 20V step
Digital Output 12 bits (ino. sign) -~Binary (2's comp.).
Conversion Time ~s -.Convert ccmnand >lOOms
Pulse )2.0V -
Maximum Conversion 4kHzRate -
,
I
I
\
Table A.l
Speoifications of the Analogue - to - Digital Converter
and Analogue Multiplexer
, I ., _~~1:~_~~.[~~t~6~~X:U_S
~A~A ~----------~--~ TAADDR~SS DA'U. Bt)"FFER I -=~~A.::.:......~")
---. l bl ts 0-7)
_(__16_B_l_'l'~L ~--\._)c:::=. ==~~.JSK.T:17
--'---.------------I-N...J. lbi:t$_8 ...1~)
16&"(x2. gUT
I~
DATA
. :)
-DATA BUFFER
(16 BITS)--_._, --_--- _-
16xxxO IN
STATUS REGISTER
16xxi6 ..IN Single
Bi t_1-ps Load.Pulse
~---Z~~~~}SKT:42
DAT.A- •++---~~=..::.-=:.:_
INC'COUNT
COUNTER
(16 81'1'5)
~---- +1
Addre·s·s· to Bus ..
+1
._- --- . ,_, -.---_._-- ... __ ._-- ----.
ADDRESS COUNTER
(l6BITS) .
CO
Cl
l7x.xxx)
:tNOUT
10
Data
;Direction
Comp. lIlt-;·· . .MIOS
.. - .
THE GENERAL INTERFACE UNIT
f_IG ..A. 1
-----------DATA BUFFER TWO DATA BUFFERS A~E AVAILAaLE~ EACH ARE 16 BIT. INfUT
AND OIJTPUT DATA F'OR EXTERNAL USE A!~E AVI-\IL.48LEAT SKT: POSITIONS 17 &. 25
V IA A 43 '.~AYF:DGE CONNECTOR BOARD TYPE: - "CABLE BOARD/3 181" .
ALL OUTPUT SIG:-JALS F'ROM THIS UNIT Af\E VIA OPE:-.JCOLLECrlR LOGIC
THEREFORE IT IS SUGGESTED THAT ALL USERS NOT WORKING ADJACE~T TO THE
P.D.P. 11 S~OULD RECIEVE THESE SIGNALS AT THEIR UNIT WITH THE FOLLOWING
CIRCUIT. THOSE WHO ARE WORKING ADJACENT TO THE COMPUTER REQUIRE ONLY
A lK RESISTO~ TO TH~ +5V SIJPPLY LINE ON EACH SIGNAL RECIEVEO.
SIGNALS RECEIVED BY TH;::INTF.:RFACE~ FRO,"1IJSERS NOT ADJACENT TO THE
.CO:v1PlJTER~ARE ASSUMED TO BE F'ROi"1OPEN COLLECTOR LOG ICl. E.
TH IS DOES NOT AFFECT OTHER USERS.
PI;\!CONNECTIONS FOR 80TH DATA 8'JFFERS ARE AS FOLLO','IS.ALL SIGNAL NAMES
ARE '..}ITH RF:SPECT TO THE INTERrACE AND I-\Rt::HIGH FOR A$SEi~TIOI\J.
L.S.B.=0ZJ
PIN NO: USE PIN NO: USE
------- -------
1 EARTH 21 lIP LOAD PULSE eMIGH)
2 EARTH 22 SLT 10 PULSE
3 lIP O:J 23 COMPUTER INT:
4 lIP 01 24
5 lIP 02 25
6 lIP 03 26 OIP 33
7 N/C 27 OIP 01
3 lIP 04 28 OIP 02
9 lIP 35 29 OIP 03
10 lIP 06 30 OIP 04
11 lIP 07 31 OIP 05
12 lIP 03 32 OIP 06
13 lIP 09 33 OIP 07
1Ll lIP 10 34 OIP 03
15 lIP 1 1 35 OIP 09
16 lIP 12 36 OIP 1~)
17 lIP 13 ·37 OIP 1 1
18 lIP 14 3d OIP 12
19 lIP 15 39 alP 13
20 lIP LOAD PULSE (LO~,J) 40 OIP 1441 OIP 15
STATUS BUFFER
\0 ------------- o.\J!=:11, BIT STATUS 81JFFER IS AVAILABLE. EACH OF TME 16 BITS
CAN BE: LOAOE:D INO IVI DUALL i: OR ONE PULSE CAN BE USE D TO LOAD ALL
16 BITS. CONECTIONS FOR lIP DATA ~ SINGLE PULSE LOAD I-\REMADE VIA
S\(T: POSITION 51 USI:-JGA 43 WA'(EDGE· C6NNECTOR BOi-\RDTYPE:-
CABLE BOARD/B/BI. TO LOAD BITS INDIVIDUALLY THE BOARD IN POSITION 47
IS REMOVED A0JD A 43 .~·IAYEDGE CONNECTOR BOARD IJSED TO CONNECT TO TnS
INDIVIDUAL LOAD LI;\!ES.
AS FOR T~E DATA BUF'FER ALL OIP SIGNALS ARE VIA OPEN COLLECTOR
/.
·FIG A.2 -
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LOGIC.
PIN CT'J\Jr.:CTIO:-JSFOR TdE BIJFFF.h(f\R~ AS FOLLO~,S. i-.LLSIG,\.)ALNA~1ES A~E
WITH RESPECT TO THE INTERFACS AND ARE HIG'; FOR ASSERTION. L.S.B. =0;).
PIN NO: liSE .PIN NO: USE
------- -------
EARTH 21
2 EARTH 22
3 II? :30 23
4 II? 01 24
5 II? 02 25
6 II? 03 26
7 N/C 27
8 lIP 04 2:3
9 lIP 05 29
10 lIP ,,,,:\ , 30....0
1 t lIP 07 31
12 lIP 33 32
13 lIP 09 33
14 II? 10 34
15 lIP 11 35
16 lIP 12 36
17 II? 13 37
18 II? 14 33
19 lIP 15 39
2;) II? LOAD PULSE: 40
41
PIN CON,\I~CT IONS FO~ THE EDGE CO.\jNECTO~ BOARD
BITS INOIVIO'JALLY ~qE AS FOLLOltlS
PI,\JN3: IlSI=:
-------
1 EARTH
2 EARTH
3 lIP LOAD PIJLSE OJ
4 lIP LOAD PULSE 01
5 lIP LOAf) PULSE 02
6 lIP LOAD PUL:>r.: 03
7 N/C
3 lIP LOAI) PULSE 34
9 lIP LOAD PULSE ~5
I\-) lIP LOAD PULSE 06
11 lIP LO.~D PULSE 07
12 lIP LOAD P'JLSE OS
13 lIP LOAD P'JLSE 09
14 I,IP LOAD PULSE 10
15 . lIP LOAD PIJLSE 11
16 lIP LOAD PULSE 12
17 lip LO ..~O PULSE 13
18 lIP LOAD PULSE 14
19 lIP LOAD PULSE 15
COUNTER
-------
CO~"PUTER INT:
INIT:
OIP 00
OIP 01
O/P 02
O/P <;)3
OIP 04
Ol? 05
OIP 06
OIP 07
OIP \) ,',0
0/.0 09
OIP til
OIP 1 t
Ol? 12
OIP 13
OIP 14
OIP 15
USSD TO LOAD ALL 16
. '
ONE 16 BIT COU\lTER IS.AttAll.ASLE. INPUT DATA" INCREMENT CLOCO<"
AND "COUNTE:R = ZERO SIGNAL" CON:'J!:CTIO·\.JSA~E AVAILABLE AT POSITIO.\1 42
VIA A ~3 WAY EDGE CONNECTOR BOARD TYPE :- CR8LE BORRD/S/OI
AS FOR THE DATA BUrFER ALL O'JTPUT SIGNALS ARE VIA OPEN COLLECTOR
LOG IC. •
PIN CONNECTIONS FOR THE: COIJNTER ARE AS FOLLOI,.}S.ALL SI Gi'JRLN~MES
"'FIG A.,2 -
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ARS t·} ITH RtSPECT TO THE INTERFACE AND ARE HIGH
PPJ NO: USE PIN NO:
------- -------
1 EARTH 21
2 t::ARTH 22
3 lIP 00 23
Lt II? 01 24
5 lIP 02 25
6 lIP 03 26
7 NIC 27
:3 lIP e4 28
9 II? 05 29
10 lIP 06 30
1 1 lIP or 31
12 lIP 0<3 32
13 lIP 09 33
1 Lt lIP 13 34
15 lIP 11 35
1 6 lIP 12 36
17 lIP 13 37
13 lIP 14 38
19 lIP 15 39
20 lIP LOAD PULSE 40
41
ADDRESS COlINTER---------------
FOR ASSERTION L.S.B=03.
USE
COU".ITE R= ZERO
INC: CLOCK
OIP !j')
OIP 0"1
OIP 02
OIP 03 --
OIP 04
OIP 05 .;
OIP 36
OIP 07
alP 03
alP 09
O/P 10
OIP 1 1
alP 12
OIP 13
OIP 14
OIP 15
ONE 16 8IT ADD:::SSS COIJNTER IS AVAILABLE. THIS IS ONLY
REQUIRED WH~N NON-PROCESSOR REQUESTS ARE TO 8~CARnIED OUT.
INPIJT ADDRESS, INCREMENT CLOCK, ANON.P.R CONTROL SIGNAL CONNECTIONS
ARE AVAILABLE "AT POSITION 34 VIA A 43 WAY EDGE CONNECTOR BOARD TYPE :-
CA8LF: BOARD/S/OI. AS FO~ THE: DATA BUFFER ALI. OUTPUT SIGNALS ARE VIA
OPEN COLLECTOR LOGIC.
PIN CONNECTIONS FOR THE COUNTER ARE AS FOLLO:.·iS.ALL SIGNAL NAMES
ARF: WITH RF:SPF:CT TO THE INTERFACE AND ARE HIGH FOR ASSERTION L.S.B=00.
PIN NO: IJSE PIN NO: USE
------- -------
1 EARTH 21
2 EARTH 22 INC: CLOCt<
3 lIP t~ C) 23
4 lIP 01 " 24
5 lIP 02 25 TII'''!EOUT
(, lIP 03 26 N.P.R Dl r~ECTI0N
7 N/C 27 END CYCLE
8 lIP 04 28 OBTAIN BUS FOR N.P.R
9 lIP 05 29
10 I/P 06 30
11 I/P 07 31
12 lIP 03 32
13 lIP 09 33
1 Ll lIP 10 34 ,"
15 lIP 11 - - 35:-
" 1 6 lIP 12 36
17 lIP 13 37
18 lIP 1 4 38
19 lIP 15 39
20 lIP LOAD PULSE Ll0
"FIG- Ao"2 -
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THS M las' ADDRESS SELECTOR PROVIDES GATING SIGNALS FOR INPUT
AND OIITPIITOF 'DATA FROM THE P.D.P. 11. THE ADDf~ESS OF THE INTERFACE
CAN BE CHANGSD BY THE POSITION OF THE CONNECTORS ON THE FRONT. THIS
ADDRESS CA~ BE SET BETWEEN 1~0000 & 177760 OCTAL AS THE 4 L.S.B.
AR~ NOT CHA~GABLE BY HARDWARE.
A LIN~ INS~RTED = 0
4 5 6 7 8 9 1 QJ 1 1 12
r'l 782
THE ."1 7 8 2 IN TER IJ PT 80 A:~0 Pr; 0 v I 1)E S PJ T~RUP T 0 F THE P. D • P 1 1 AND
ALSO A I)"IIOIJEVF..:CTORADDRESS BET'.'JEEN0'.)4 .& 374 OCTAL.
A LI~K INSERTED = a
\JECTOR = x x 4
LOCATION 27----------- IF A N;P.R IS TO BE CARRIED OUT BY THE INTERFACE THE
BOARD IN LOCATION 27 SHOULD BE REPLACED BY THE ONE MAR~ED ",'I.J.P.R"
FOR ALL. OTHER IISES .THE BOARD IN THAT LOCATION SHOULD BE THE ONE
MARKED ..INT ....
NON-PROCESSOR REQUESTS----------------------TRANSFER OF DATA BETWEEN THE INTERFACE AND MEMORY
CAN BE CARRIED OIJT VIA A N.P.R. THE DATA Ta BF.: TRANSFERED SHOULD
8E PLACF.:D IN~OR RECEIVED FROM~THE DATA BUFFER USING LOCATION 17
THE ADDRESS OF THE: TRANSF'!.":RSHOULD BE IN THE ADDRESS COUNTER. THE
DIRECTION OF TRANSFER IS DETERMINED BY M LEVEL ON PIN 26 OF LOCATION
34. +3.6VOLTS =TO MEMORY GROUND= FROM MEMORY
TIME OI1T
THIS SIGNAL WILL 8S ASSERTED CH) BEFORE A N.P.R IS CARRIED
OUT~ IF' AN ERRONEOUS ADDf\ESS IS IN THE ADDRESS REGISTER~OR IF
THE SLAV~ FAILS TO RESPOND IN 20 MICROSECONDS.
END CYCLE
AN END CYCLE PIlLSE ~oJILLBE ASSERTED AT THE END OF EACH
N.P.R DATA TRANSFER AND IS USUALLY IJSED TO RELEASE CONTROL OF THE BUS.
CO~-m:CTIONS TO THE GENERAL INTl::R1".ACE UNIT ?IG-,A.2-
PAGE 4 or 5.
INITIALIZATION (INIT)-------------- ------ THIS SIGNAL IS ASSERTED SY THE PROCESSOR
WHEN TH2 START KEY ON THE CONSOLE IS DEPRESSED1WHEN A REST INSTRUCTION
IS EXEClJTEDIQR W~EN THE POWER rAIL SEQUENCE OCCURS.IT CAN BE USED
TO CLEAR AND INITIALIZE PERIPHERAL DEVICES.
lIP LOAD PIJLSE
--- ----
A PULSE OF' AT LEAST 150 NAi'JOSECONDS DURATION AND
LOGICAL "1" LJ:.:uJ:.:L>2.0\JOLTS IS REQUIRED AS AN INPUT LOAD PULSE
TO ALL SUFFERS AND REGISTERS.
THE DATA TO BE LOADED SHOULD BE PRESENT ON THE INPUT LINSS
rOR THE cor"PLETE DUi:ATION OF THE LOAD PIJLSE.
_'_--
·!'IG s, 2-
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UNI-BUS
I
PDP - 11 I
I CHANNEL
ADDRESS
I
I,
I
~.:I
12
BITS
OUTPUT ,
DATA
~ BUFFER -.
ANALOGUE INPUTS
~ o C) ~ C C c:
ANALOGUE
MULTIPLEXER
INHIBIT
ANALOGUE j
OUTPUT
DATA
f+- BUFFER
__ MONO-
STABLE
STATUS ~ I,._ REGISTER a.._...:----------------+-----''
. ,
ISELECT 10
STATUS
.CONVERT ~Lff...
COMMAND ~
OR
ANALOGUE
INPUT _.
AID CONVERTER
STATUS
-
-.
Ir
l.
THE A - D CONVERTER
FlG.A.3_
jANALOG TO DIGITAL FORTHAI"] SUBROUTI:-.JE
j - FO RUSE T,.]I TH E:(TEP.N AL GLO CX PUL 5E5
JATO D.t1AC
jALLOGATE CONTIGUOUS FILE EEFORE CALLING:
J CJ:l.LL ATODC 'FILE.EXTt~ IX .. I CH .. ILOOP1 IERRl
j 'FILE.EXT' ~1AY BE INSTEAD A REAL ARP.AY Dlt1ENSION 3
jC~EAD INTO ARRAY IN 3A4)
;IX RETUPNS FI~JALDATA POSITIOtJ 1,·JITriIN FINAL ELOCK «256.)
; ArRAY I CH CON TAl N S 11UL T I PLEXER G:-IAN;.JEL SE QUENCE
jILOOP IS FOUR TI~ES THE DIMENSION OF ICH,
j AND RETUP:'JS NU~18EP. OF BLOCKS TRAi'JSFERRED.
j IEP.? ?ETUr':-JS 0 FOR NO ERP.OR 0:1:
; 1 FILE~JA~1E ERROR
; 2 FILE DOES NOT EXIST
j 3 FILE NOT CONTIGUOUS
; 4 INVALID START ELOCK
j 5 INVALID END BLOCK
j 6 er s« CONTr:OL HAS ~JOT REA!:'!'
; 7 FILE FULL
; HALT vr r« 0 IN DISPLAY P.EGISTEP.: ~JP'O[-JG NO OF AF.GUi1ENTS
; DITTO \.JITH 177777: DISK DRIVE NOT nEADY
; _ OTHERWISE DISPLAYS RXER AFTEP. A DISK ERROR
;SWITCH REGISTER ElT 0: UP = PAUSE
; DOWN = GO / CONTINUE
;SWITCH REGISTER ElT 1: UP = FINISH
;CCURRE."JT SLOC!-< APPENDED WITH ZEROS)
; DOt'IN = NOF ..'1AL OPERATION
• TI T1.. E ATO D
.GLOSL ATOD
.~CALL .INIT, .LOOK
R0=~0
Rl=%l
R2=%2
R3=%3
R4=1.4
P'5=%5
SP=%6
PC=1.7
STATUS=160000
EUF=STATUS!4
Ci'iAN=STATUS! 2
SWR=177570
RKDS=177400
RKEP.=177402
P.KCS=177404
RKWC=177406
m<8A=177410
RXDA=177412
RX D B= 1 774 16
jDRIVE STATUS
; ER FoOR RE GIS T E R
;CONTROL REGISTER
; 1..10 RD COUNT
j BUS ADDRESS
; DI SX ADDRESS
; DAT A. BUF.FEP..-~- -. _.
0,0
FILBLK: 0,0,0
e
,.'
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ANALOGuE-TO-DiGITAL
CONVERSION PROGRAMME
e
LNKELK: e
e
• BYTE 1#0
• RAD50 IDKI
FILE:
ATOD: CLR Re
. C~1PB e R5> 1 IS
BEQ .+4
HAL T
CLR @12CR5>
~10V 2eRS)IR0
MOV IFILEIRI
r10V #71 R2
NCHAR: TSTB eR0)
EEQ FIN
C~PB CRe> 1'40
BEQ FIN
ERR1 :
EXT:
SPCHR:
FIN:
PACK:
N?K:
;HALT WITH 0 IN DISPLAY REGISTER
;5 ARGS ?
iNO ERRO~S YET !IIERR=0
; FI LEN AME. EXT '"',
i7CHARACTERS C+'. ') MAXIMUM
iANY OiARACTERS LEFT c : ')
iNO
C~1P8 (P'0)~1I56 ;='.'7
EEQ EXT ;YES
M0 VB CR0 >+ I CR 1) + i N 0 I UN PAC K N AI1E
DEC R2
ENE NCtiAR
MOV 111'12CR5>
RTS R5
INC R0
~OV ,41P.2
CMP R 11 , F I LE + 6
BEQ NCHAR
BH I ERRl
MOV8'40ICRl)+
BR SPCHR
CMP R II I F I LE + 1 1
BEQ PACK
EH I ERRl
MOVB 1140ICRl)+
BR FIN
MOV IFI L..BLKI R3
ncv IF ILEI - CSP)
CLR -CSP)
EMT 42
BCS ERRI
MOV (SP)+I(R3)+
CMP ?31 IFI L BL.K+6
· BLO NPK
TST (SP)+
;FILENA:1E ERROH
iLAST OIARACTER?
;YES
; TOO t1A.."JY!
; • RADPK .
iREMOVE ARG FHOM STACK
i BLOCKS TRAN SFERRED COUNTER
;EOF TEST-
CL? BLOCKS
CL? ENDFL
.INIT NLNKBLK_
.LOOK #LNKBLKI #FILELK1 1
MOV (SP)+ .. START - .... -;START
MOV cSP)+ILENGTH
TSTB (SP)+
EMI El
;FIND FILE ON DISK
BLOCK NO.
_ ; NO. . 0 F EL.0 CK 5
ANALOGUE-'l'O-DI GITAL
CONYERSION ,1;'ROGRAMME__
FIG. A.4
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El:
E2:
E3:
E4:
MOV 112" @ I :2 ( R5 ) ; FI LE DOES NOT EXIST
RTS R5
ASL -2(SP)
TSTB -2($P)
B~1I E2
MOV 113" f!l12( RS) ;LINKED FILE
RTS R5
CMP START" 1/4800.
BLO E3
MOV 114,,@l12(RS) ; INVALI D START BLOCK
RTS RS
MOV START" Rei
ADD LENGTH" R0
DEC Rei
MOV R0" BLK
JSR PC" B1..0 CK
,.
~10V iIlRKDA" END
CMP R0" 1480e1.
BLO E4
MOV 115"t*12(R5) ;INVALID END BLOCK
RTS RS
MOV START" ELK
J SR PC" ELO CK
TSTB @IRKCS . ; WAI T FOR CONTROL
EPL .-4
t10V @ 10( RS)" R2 ; R2=4* CHANNELS
MOV NEUFA" R4
CLR RI ; FI RST CHANNEL
RTN: CLR R3
RET: MOV 6 ( R5) " CH
MOV 2( RI)" (!t1Ct-IAN
CH=.-4
ADD N4" RI
CMP RI" R2
BLT WAIT
CLR RI
WAIT:
CONT:
BIT 112,,@lISWR
ENE DUMP
BIT Nl"t"ISWR
ENE WAIT
BIT Il"il/STATUS
BEQ WAI T
BIT Nl,,@NSTATUS
ENE .-6
BIT IleI,@,CHAN
SNE PHASE
MOV,'BUF,,(R4)+
INC R3
CMP R3" 1256.
BLT RET ;NO
J SR PC" DKWRT
CMP R4" IBUFB+S·12.
BLO • +6
MOV IBUF A, R4
BR RTN
;FINISHED?
;YES
;NO"PAUSE'?
;YES
;NO"WAIT FOR A-D TO START
;VJAIT FOR A-D TO FINISH
s BINARY OR ANALOGUE INPUT,?
;BINARY WORD TO STATUS REGISTER
; FULL BLOCK'?
;YES"WRITE BLOCK TO DISK
;END OF BUFB'?
- - , .
~ .... ; YES'" START ON EUFA
FIG. A.4
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ASR PH
ASR PH
ASR PH
81 C 11177770~ PH
MOV PIi~ (R4) +
BR CONT
DUt1P: MOV R3~ li4(RS) nX=R3
CLEAR: exp R3~ II 2S6 •
BGE EXIT
CLR (R41+ ;APPEND BLOCK WITH ZEROS
INC R3
BR CLEAR
EXIT: COM ENDFL ;NO EOF ERROR
J SR pe~ DKWRT ; PREPARE TO WRI TE
MOV ELOCKS~~10(R5)
TSTB @NRKCS ;WAIT FOR END OF TRANSFER
BPL .- 4
RTS RS
PH: 0
START: 0
LENGTH: 0
END: 0
BLOCKS: 0
ENDFL: 0
BLK: 0
eYL: 0
SUR: 0
SECTR: 0
DKiIl'RT:T STB tHRKDS ; DRI VE READY ?
BMI DKiJT
MOV lI-l~R0 ;DRIVE NOT READY
HALT
DK1.JT: TST8 @#RKCS ; CONTROL NOT READY ?
8."1 I DKC
MOV #6~ tH 2( RS)
TST (SP1+
TST8 ~#RKCS
EPL .-4
RTS RS
DKC: TST @1IRl<CS s DI SK ERROR?
BPL DKWT1
MOV @#PJ<ER~R0 ; 01 SPLAY RKERR IN CONSOLE
HALT'
DKWTl: CM? @#RKBA~#BUF8+S12. ;8UFA OR 8UF8?
8LO .+6. . ;WRITE BUF8
MOV #BUFA~@#RK8A ;WRITE BUFA
MOV #177400~@#RKwe ;WORD COUNT =-2S6.
INC ELO CKS
Ct1P @ #RKDA~ END
8LO DKWT2
TST ENDFL ; DUt1P SW USED?
8NE DKWT2 ._. .
r10V #3~ @,RKCS ; lJRI TE~ GO"'>
MOV R3~ @4( RS) ; IX= R3
MOV 8LOCKS~~10(RSl
MOV #7~@12(RS) 'FILE FULL
ANALOGUE-TQ-DIGITAL
CONVERSION PROGRAMME~.------_--- --- -. __ ....
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TST (SP)+
TSTB @#P.KCS
BPL •-4
?TS ?5
DKWT2: MOV #3,,~#RKCS
RTS PC
J toJ AIT !!
; \.J P.ITE" GO
BLOCK: MOV BLK" R2 ;INTERPRET MaN BLOCK NUt1
CLR RI ;SEE DISK DRIVER FOR COMMENTS
BR DKIN20
DKIN10: ADD R2"R1
ASR R2
ASR P.2
ADD R4,,?2
DKIN20: MOV R2"R4
BIC #177760"R4
BIC R4" R2
ENE DKIN 10
CM? R4,1I12.
BLT • +6
ADD #4,R4
AGD P.4" PI; EKDA I N R 1 N0 \oJ
CLR SECTR JLOAD SECT?
8IS RI"SECTR
BIC #177760"SECTR
CLR SUR ;LOAD SUP.
ElT #20"R1
BEQ .+6
INC SUR
CLP. CYL JLOAD CYL
BISRI" CYL
ASP. CYL -'.
ASP. CYL
ASP. CYL
ASP. CYL
ASR CYL
BIC 11177400,CYL
TST8 ~#RKCS J FlK11 CONTROL REACY ?
EPL .-4
M0 V RI, (it II RK 0 A
MOV IIBUFA"@IIRK8A
RTS PC
BUFA:
.=.+512.
BUFE:
.=.+512 •
•END
ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL
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&'JTER
YES
CHECK DISK FILENAME
SYNTAX AND UN.PACK NAME
LOC.A'l'E FI LE
O~ DISK
DISPLAY ZERO
IN CUNSOLE REG.
..
HALT
NO ::itT ~RROH. FLAG
TO 1
EXIT
NO SET ERROR !:'LAU->--"---1
TU 2
EXlT
SET ERROR FLAG
TO 3
EXIT
SET EltH.OH. FLAG
TO 4
ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSiUN ~ROGRAM1~
- FIG. A.5
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SE',r,l!;ltROn Fw'\.G
TO 5
EXIT
SELECt MULTIPLEXER CHAN~
ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION RROGRAMME
FIG •.. A.. 5
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Rl:.:AD3 JHT BINARY WURD
FRUM STATUS REGIST~H.
YES
WRITE DATA BLOCK
TO DISK FILE
~~END CURRENT DATA BLOCK
WlTti ZEROS
WRITE DATA BLOCK
READ A./D CONVERTEr
DATA "BUFFER
NO
ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERSION .E.ROGRAMME
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C
C
103
104
105
106
5
10 1
102
107
108
1 1
1 1 1
12
112
13
113
14
1 14
15
115
16
116
17
1 17
20
21
22
ADC.fTN
GENERAL ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERSION PF.OGRA~1
DIMENSlON FILEC31.,ICHC 10)
WRITEC6,,103)
FOP.:1ATC IH$,,' LENGTH OF SEQUENCE,?: ')
RE ADC 6" 10 4 ) I L
FORMATe I 1)
WRITEe6" 10S)
FORMATelH$,,' WHAT IS THE SEQUE."JCE?:el FOP.t-1AT"l SPACE)')
READe 6" 106) C I CH CJ)" J= I" I L )
FOF.~1ATC 10e II" IX»
tolRITEe6" 101)
F 0 FMATe 1H s" , F I LEN At1E?: ')
READe 6" 102> fILE
FO F?~~ATC3A4)
ILOOP=IL*4
CALL ATODeFILE"IX1ICHIILOOP"IERR)
IFeIERR.EQ.0)GOT020
IFCIERR.GT.7HIRITEC6.1 107>IERR
FOP!1ATC IX,,' UNKNOWN ERROR: '" I 2,,/)
WRlTEC6,108)IERR
FOR1AT, IX .. ' ERROR NUMEER: '" I 21 /)
GOTOe 11,12,13,14,15 .. 16,,17>IERR
WRI TEe 6" 11 1 )
F 0 F!1AT C 1XI' FI LEN A:1 E ER RO R ' " I >
GOTOS
WRI T E C6, 1 1 2 >
FOPMATC IX,,' NO FILE! 'I I)
GOTOS
W?ITEC6,113)
FOPMATclX,,' FILE NOT CONTINGUOUS'"I>
GOTOS
WRITEC6" 114)
fOP11ATC IX,,' INVALI D START BLOCK' I/)
GOTOS
tolRI TEe 6" 1 15)
FORMATe IX,,' INVALI D END BLOCK'" /)
GOTOS
T,olRITEC6,116)
FO~~ATCIX,,' DISK WAS NOT READY'"/)
GOTOS
WRITEC6,,117)
FO~~ATCIX,,' FILE FULL!',/)
GOT05
WRITEC6,,21)
FOF.MATC IX, 'fINISHED!!!!! ',/)
WRITEe6,,22)lLOOP,lX
FOP.MATCIII"lX,I2,,' BLOCKS FILLED; ',,13 ..
l' DATA SAM PL E SIN LAS T EL 0 CK ' .I 1)
GaTOS
END , -
..
ANALOGUE-'rO-DIGITAL CONVERSION
MAIN PROGRAMME FIG. Ao6 _i .
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APPENDIX B
TRANSFER OF DATA FROM A PDP-II TO A 1906A COMPUTER
USING 7-TRACK INDUSTRIALLY COMPATIBLE MAGNETIC TAPE
Digital computers are commonly interfaced using industrially compatible
magnetic tape systems, even though their internal and tape character
codes may differ. The immediate problem of finding a medium suitable
for both machines is of prime importance, a problem which may be
solved by recourse to magnetic tape insofar as the physical dimensions
of the tape are machine independent, e.g. tape width, number of tracks,
inter-track gap, packing density, etc., but are only a function of
the tape transporter.
The two computers to be interfaced were a PDP-II minicomputer and a
1906A general purpose installation, the latter having both 7 and 9
track magnetic tape stations at packing densities of 800 and 1600 bpi
respectively. A PDP-II was available on campus with a 1-track, 800
bpi magnetic tape unit, therefore enabling this mode of transfer to
be employed. The basic differences in the character sets and the
word storage bit patterns between the two compu.ters required that
assembly language instructions be used for all data manipulations.
BI MAGNETIC TAPE FORMAT
The single reel file structure of FORTRAN IVan the 1906A is shown
in Fig.BI. It must comprise, in sequence, a header label to define
the tape to the operating system, a start-of-data sentinel to define
the data file structure, as many data blocks as are required, with the
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Bl proviso that the tape is physically long enough to contain them, and
Cont'd
finally, an end-of-file trailer label.
Bl.l THE HEADER LABEL
The header label defines the magnetic tape to the GEORGE III operating
system (1906A). It must, therefore, contain information which makes
it unique within the system, i.e. serial number and tape name,
together with housekeeping information such as date written and
retention period.
This block must have 9 (or more) words of data. These are:-
WORD
o The 4 characters 'HDDR'
1 The tape serial number (~ 37777777 Octal) .,
3 The filename (12 characters)
2
4
5 Reel sequence number (0 to 511)
6 File generation number (~ 0)
7 Retention period
8 Date written
The tape serial number must be unique within the 1906A operating
system and should be obtained from the chief operator.
The filename may be any 12 alphanumeric characters, the first being
a letter. The name 'TRANSFERTAPE' is implicit in the programme.
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The reel sequence number for a single reel file (the only form
permitted under FORTRAN IV) is o.
The file generation number and retention period are set to zero.
The date written is given as the number of days since 31st December
1899.
Bl.2 START-OF-DATA SENTINEL
The start-of-data sentinel must contain 20 words and follow the
header label and a tape mark. The words required are:-
WORD
o Bit 0 - 1
Bits l8·~ 23 • the character '2' ::
1 Maximum Data Block Size to follow or zero
2 ) zero3
4-19 user information (set to zero).
Bl.3 THE DATA BLOCKS
There may be as many sequential data blocks on a magnetic tape as are
required by the application, provided that the tape is physically
long enough to accommodate them. Each data block must contain between
5 and 32767 words with at least one complete record of between 2 and
512 words.
It should be noted that the maximum number of words in any data block
Bl.3
Cont'd
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has been defined as word 1 of the start-of-data sentinel (if not
given as zero). A formatted data block is as follows:-
WORD
o Number of words in a record
1 Space, Space, Space, Carriage Control
Records space filled to the record boundary.
The carriage control character (Byte 4 of Word 1) may be 41 to 47 or
51 tq 57 giving 1 to 7 lines or page advances respectively when the
tape is listed on a line printer.
Bl.4 END-OF-FILE TRAILER LABEL
The trailer label indicates that the end of the data has been reached.
No further read operations should be performed unless a REWIND or
BACKSPACE command is executed.
The trailer label should be the last valid block on the tape and
should be preceded by a tape mark. It contains:-
WORD
o Trailer identification (Bit 0 • 1)
1 Data block count (excluding labels, sentinels, tape
marks and dumps)
2 ) zero3
4-19 User information (set to zero).
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B2 THE PROGRAMME REQUIREMENTS
A PDP-ll programme was required which would write a header label and
start-of-data sentinel to a magnetic tape, read data blocks from disc
file as formatted or random access records, reformat these using 1906A
tape character codes and write them onto the tape. It should
correctly terminate the tape by an end-of-file trailer label when the
data is exhausted.
The serial number of the tape must be a variable and the data files
should be easily accessible on the 1906A.
Binary (random access) data stored on the disc should be written to
tape in the equivalent format to 8 (16, lX) for a FORTRAN IV programme.
B2.l THE PROGRAMME REALISATION
The programme assumes that a linked disc file consists of formatted
ASCII records while a contiguous disc file contains unformatted
binary records. These are the only two file types permitted.
Each data record written to tape starts with either a 0 or 1. The
character 0 indicates that the next line is a data line whereas a 1
denotes the last record of the file. Each data file on tape is
preceded by its filename as shown in Fig.B.2.
As no pre-knowledge of the number of data files to be written is
available, each data file is terminated by a tape mark, a~ end-of-file
trailer label and two backspaces of the tape. Any attempt to write
another data file in the input chain will then overwrite these two
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B2.l blocks, whereas termination of the programme will result in a valid
Cont'd
single reel data file.
B3 THE PROGRAMME "NAG"
B3.l INPUT/OUTPUT ON TELETYPE
Control Commands are accepted from the keyboard and error messages are
displayed on the teletype. The programme may be terminated in the
normal manner at any time.
Input data is required in response to the BATCH stream prompt "#"
printed on the teletype. The first data record entered must be the
required tape serial number. Any error at this point will result in
an error message or, if undetected, an incorrectly labeled magnetic
tape. Subsequent keyboard inputs are taken to.be data filenames on...
the PDP-Il disc filestore. Errors in the filenames are signalled on
the teletype.
All inputs may be given as a BATCH stream.
After each file has been written to the tape, a count of the total
number of blocks written is printed on the console as an octal
integer. This provides the capability of verifying that all'the data
records in the files have been handled.
Console switch register bit 0 controls the monitoring of data transfers.
With bit 0 up (logical 1) and a contiguous disc file, the data records,
after formatting, are written to the teletype and the magnetic tape.
B3.l
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B3.2.l
B3.2.2
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Bit 0 clear (down) condition causes this facility to be cancelled.
PROGRAMME OPERATION
A simplified flow diagram is given in Fig.B3 for the programme of
. Fig.B4.
Tape Initialisation
To ensure that the tape is correctly loaded, no operations are
allowed unless the tape is at the beginning-of-tape (BOT) mark.
Failure of this condition causes an error to be flagged and the
programme loops until corrective action is taken.
The Header Block and Start-of-Data Sentinel
The--various parameters for the header block are now calculated. The
date given by the PDP-l1 is converted to the number of days since
31st December 1899 and placed into a buffer store.
A character "#" is printed on the teletype and the tape serial number
read from the keyboard and checked for eight octal digits. Failure
at this point causes the programme to be terminated. The tape is
given the label "TRANSFERTAPE" while the reel generation number, the
file generation number and the retention period are set to zero.
The header block, a tape mark and the start-of-data sentinel are now
written to tape.
B3.2.3
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Data Blocks
The prompt character "#" is printed on the teletype and the name of a
disc file read from the keyboard. This is scrutinised for legal
structure, syntax and to ensure that a file of that name exists. This
.file is then examined and its disc location and length noted. Failure
to this point results in an error diagnostic on the teletype and a
restart from the ''#'' prompt.
The file is examined to determine if it is linked (formatted ASCII
mode) or contiguous (unformatted binary random access mode) and a
block of the file read in whichever mode is appropriate.
The filename is preceded by the character "0" and written to tape in
1906A 7-track tape code.
A block of contiguous file (if a contiguous file has been read) is
formatted to be the equivalent of FORTRAN 8 (16, lX) format and each
line preceded by "0", unless it is the final line of the file in
which case it is preceded by "1".
Each line of a linked file is preceded by "0" or "1" as indicated
above but reformatting is unnecessary.
This block of data file is now converted from PDP-li internal machine
code to leL 1906A 7-track tape code. The block is transferred to the
magnetic tape.
B3.2.3
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If more data is present in the disc file it is read and the process
of reformatting repeated. If the file is exhausted, however, the
programme continues by writing a tape mark and a trailer label on
the magnetic tape, followed by two backspaces. The next filename is
requested and the program either terminated or continued.
The total number of blocks written to tape is printed on the teletype.
The End-of-File Trailer Label
This block is set up in a buffer and is now transferred to the tape
to signify the end of the data records. It is accompanied by a tape
mark and two backspaces.
Termination of the program results in the tape being correctly written.
Any subsequent attempt to write on the tape will overwrite the trailer
and permit more data to be placed on the tape. A new trailer will be
required at the end of this new data.
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.11CAL.L .~Sll,
• !'AK,~!I
• IIP t N !, ." t1 ~\tj,
.REtlO, .CLUSE,
.UAIT, .P-LSt:,
.SPEC,
.cs r i ,
.LUOK
• r:-n T
.~!,LUC':
;PRUGRAI-1 Tu PAh:lFEr( DATA F.:(I)rl .'\ Pl)iJ-11 FlU: ~.lNTU
;rtA(JTAPt: Ii., Ir.L 1'.'U,) FUf\TRAI'I [\;\TA FiLE FUJ:L·'AT.
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:ENTER If AS is UI,;TAL DltJlTS
I ~,•
I
i DATA ~TRUCTURc:
; L I {Ij KED I- I LE - '·1U s T I: nUT A I 1'4 FOR [., ~ r TEO AS c I I L I !~t: S (T A IJ ALL o wED )
; .tACH Ll~t: CUPIe~ DIRECTLY. luu CHA~ACTERS MAX.'
; CON T I G U U II S F t Lt: - n IJS T t.: 0 NT A I N \,HI F U IU1A T TED BIN A R V D.-\T ;\
itA eli' ~U R !J I S CON V ~ R TeD T U F U lH R Afoj It)' C i1A R .'\ C T E R F o i? f-1 AT
•,
iEVERV
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u - :.,sX T LI 14 t: t s .vIu T tf E ~ D A TAL [ N E
, - ;.j £;,:( T LI r-l EIS THe F I LE! 1At-1t:
iEVERV
·,·.,
CR=15
LF·12
VTI:13
MTS=17Z)l!O
STA~T: • Ion T
.INIT
.INIT
c L~
I,; LR
.!fRITE
,UAIT
rlLNI'..lP
P LNKIJP1
;tLf.l(I'IT
U3LKS
l'!iuVF
ilLrH(UP1,,;n1
;llNI\'JPl
.SPt:(,; "LNil.IIT ,;t~FtsOf)
uIT ,140U, SFi.iU(I+£
urlE ""T~D
."'RITE i7LN~OP1,pn4 i'!"APt: NUT AT SOT
• 'lA I r r7LN~Url
UOTWT: ~IT #40,atlfMTS :'/AIT FUR. 8tH 1\1AIO::E: ~
~e~ SOTwr
WTHD: MOV bJtJ40 , RO
MOV J2(ttlJ),R~ ;OBTAIN OATE
ADO "!>4fo4,k,l :, YU6A IS MUCH ULDEH !I
MOV H2,fW .
U I C ;I' 7 f , ()U , K 0
.,SR PC,Ct1COllP
,"!UV8 RO,IJATE+3
ASR K2
ASM R;!
ASR R~
ASR tt2
ASR K2
-'-: :.......
rIG.B;r-
PAmI l'ot 10IUCHrftIC TAPE TRANSPER FROGIWatE
I-\S~ R2
,l1.1V I{;!, HI)
b 1 C j11 '( (l 0 I P. 0
JSR "CI~:1C(Ji'"
f1UVti RU,ll,\Tc+Z
ASR t{2
I\$i{ ~2
,1\ 5 ~ !C!
i\S~ 1<1-
i\SIi ~2
AS~ I<l
1'lqV K;~,K!'
~ 1 C ~ 1 II (IIU I R0
J S R pe, c H CO!·, P
r'luva ~O,lJ:'TE'"
.!)RITE "LN!(Uf'1,;;'-ql'iPT
.:JAIT iJLN("LIP1
.REAP pLN~lPIRUU~1
• !JA IT ;1 L r~K 1 P
t; I 1P !:H! F 1 to 4 , H 1 0 • : ~1lJ Sf 11~ V E i,\ CH AI{ S + :: R , LF
~EQ rSNIj~
~AO'rSN: .!lRITE
• '.1 A lor
!:SR
;# LN i(·JP1 , ;lao
ilLN"UP1
t:XIT
: ~rA0 TS N
rSNOK: MOV ~4,~4
MOV IISUF1"'6,~5
MOV IIrSN,R3
TSN1: Move (R~J+,~U
(;I1PB RI.l,;J60
tSLO BADTSN
t.:I1PB RU ,1167
IHt I d ,\ 0 T S :1
!:SIC 11177(70,1(0
ASL RO
ASL ~() ,
AS L KC)
110\18 (R») ... ,1<1
t,;flP~ R1,r16U
,I$LO tsADTSN
c,;NPB R1,tl67
!:Sill BADTSfI
tSIC R17rf70,.R1
ADO W1,RU
JSR PC,CUCUi1P
M()VB ~O,(~3)'"
u-EC R4
tH~E TSH',TRAN IILNKMT,_TRANH~ ;URITE HEADER
,SPEC PL~~MT,PTHARK
toIEGIN:
• T RAt. P'LN~t'T ,:~S()DS.URIlE "LNKUP1,#~lNPT
• ~JA IT PLNI!..IJP1
.Rt:AO I'LNl\lP,III:WF1
• IJA I T IILNKIP"
-
e r TB R 1 0 u , n UF 1 +,3.' - ,..;Et~o. OF SATCH INPUT '?-
~EQ ~TR\iE"'" ..
.UAlr IILNKMT
• R LS'E "lNKr.,T
EXIT:
,,_"- ...--.--------_,...-----~- ...._.--,.-
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~IT
tHIE
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e t T
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,tJRITE
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I,;r, P
l:J!lE
.WRITE
JrtP
t;flP~Ne
."RIT~
JI1P
~np6
cEQ
Cl :
CZ:
~SP)+,R'
,'1 ,1<1
t:i~
flL;-"KUP1,iJERIH16
tHC,lfl
;J2,1<1
t;{'
;SLhKVP1,.JERRr.t7
dEGIN
FILtH(,,#~l
(;1
;1LNK.IJP1 ,;rCERR1
UEGIN
FILdK+4,#52
1,;2
;JLNKUr,,~CE~R2
IjEGIN
FIL81(.+6,H37l
(.;3
;2 OK MURE I/° FILES
;2 U~-MURe SWITCHES·
;'*' 111 FILE~;\ ..vtE
t"l
;'*' IN EXTENSIUN
I,;r!PB fILUK+7,::377
iH!E ex
(;3: .URITE RLNI(,UP1,#CERR3 ;'*' IN vr c
J ,·1P IjE G 1 ~
ex: NOP
.INIT IILNKIIK
,LOUK #LNK8~,;sFILaK
r"OV (SP)"',LfNGTH
IST6 (SPI+
tU1l UPEN
• R LSE tJ LtJ K IiK
.'.'RITE rJLNI<OP1,-Ell
JI1P tsE(jlN
~LR tsLK+.!
""OV 114,tiLY-
I,; LR c on r 1 G
ASL -(S"')
TSTB (SP)+
I:UU ,+0
~nM (;ONTIG
MOV IIFILtsK,RU
UPEN: ;RE"O
;FIRST BLOCK
.. - -
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• U PEN I ,1 l N " 0 K , k. IJ
J ~ ~ ~ ~ , L·j C rl V
tsl) F1 +6
I).H i\
IjR wT'AT/\
NULINE: JSR ~5,L~CNV
IHJ F +0
l),'\ T A
WTDATA: JSR P~,k~~D
HOVU ~1),nAT~+1U
tSlT£I ,'t10U,BUF+.5 ;FOF ?
tH!E TRAf',
11'1 V ~ It 7 4 , DA TA + 1 U
7RAN: ,TRA~ #LN(MT,~TR~DAT
• If A 1 T ;J L fit K.IH
,rIC Do LK:S
tHIE • +6
IIIC Or.OVf
c r' P I:S 0 A TA + 1 U , r 7 4
UeQ rHJ LIN E
.11-, P c LOS !:
. l.ENGTH: U .
C')NT 1G: U
~eAO: TST c.;OhTIG
tU'L c.;oti
.REAl) ~LNft..Bw:,tltS!.IF
.lIAIT P'LNKijr.
ISI T B # 1 , lJl J F+ .s ; E X C E S S I V E L1'~ E LEN G T Ii ?
tWe ,+4
HTS PC
.URITE ~LNK~p',~nJ
,IIAIT ,JLNKUP'
uR LKRD
CON: TST CONT1G
tHIE tON L'~
U Eel.. E N (a r u
~PL (;ONl:
tsISB tt1Uu,BUF+5
HTS PC
LKRO:
CUNC: ,BLOc.;r. ~LNI(I;H~'HI!LK
.~..JAIT nLNlC.tiK
rsru nu,+'
tf E"l cOtl 1
, WR 1 T E po L Ii~'J P' , IP 0 5 : Po L U C!( R b\ U E R ;t IJ R
.IIAIT I1LNKUP1
rST (SP)+ :RESET STACK
JflP c LoSt
(OM1: INC aLK+~
r'lO V "3~• , CON T I G
r·wV ~ l K+ C. , P u 1 NT
~ONLN: MUV _X.,~4
co,,~:
''Inv H!llJf+(.,Kj
JSR "'C, fl1Tlh
uEC R4
tHlE CONt:
..,0VS peR, (R's)+
..lova :tLF,(R,S)+
. --
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CONS:
POINT:
FHTLN:
FNT1 :
DOCTX:
OOCT:
l)EC t;ONTlr;
Ij 1 T ,t 1 , cl 111 ,-()? IJ
!;H~E • +4
p(TS PC
1'10V H~ d • , r: U r + l•
• !IRIH: -;1LNKIJr1 ,~nut:
•uA 1 T rl LI~ K IJP 1
KTS PC
V
MOV illPOINT,t<U
A 0 0 II Z , PU I In
1",0 V8 :t I , < I{s )+
r-i10VU ~p , (lU)+
'fST KO
tiP L FIH1
I'1V\lo ;1'-,-1 {1{3)
NEG RO
JSR PC,lJUCT
1<1S PC
VMllV:;10UIJIl.,DIVUCT
JSR PC,Dt::r.OlV
MOVS DOCTX,(R3)+
HOY P10Uu.,Dl~Ot;T
JSR PC,DEr.OiV
MOYO DUCTX,{\{3)+
MOV W10U.,DIVOCT
,JSR PC,l)t:CDIV
MOVU OOCTX,{~3)+
M-O\l #10.,O!VUCT
"SR PC,l>l:rOlV
MOVB DO'TX,<~3)+
AOD IfOO,Ht:
r.,OVB RO,U~3)+
t<TS ~C
o t VUC T: 'JDECDIV: ~LR OOCTX
~np OIVO\;T,f<U
!SHI .+1~.
:.iUB OIVUCT,RtJ
,UC i)OCT;<'
I:SR .-14.
ADD '60,l)nCTX
KTS PC
CLose:
SHIFT:
.spec "LN"I"IT,~T:'At{!(
MOV ~6+Tt-T"nUF+4
MOV RBUf+1.+TZ-T1,RJ
MOV "T2,t{4
MOVS _(R~),-<R3)
\;f' P R4 , ;I T 1 -
~HI SHIFT
M(lV Dr\LKS,~1)
MOV ;.(o,H.~
"SR Pc,WTSLK
--... .~ •• '0"
:CHAR cuunT
,MAGNETIC TAPE TRANSPER PROGRAMME
1
~JSR PC,CHCOlljJ
110V fj t{1I,ur..CI'IT+3
"IOV l>i30VF,R~
I(fJR R4
I{OR RZ
I(OR f{4
I(OR R2
ASR !{2
ASR fa
ASR R2
ASR R2
r1(1 V !{~,i\U
JSR PC,~T£'L~
JSR ~ C , c Iicor'! P
NOVtl ~ 0 , D r, C I'~T + 2
ASR IC'e,
ASR r{l
ASR RZ
ASR R2A5~ ~2
ASR RZ
MO" ~C!,Kv
JSR PC,WTI?LK
J S R .., C , C. f1 C 0 t11'
1"1() V B R 0 , u n c r~T +'
1'10'18 ::74' !)S~NT
.WRITE ~LNKUP,,##nUF
• 1,.1A (T ,; L N K.0 P 1
.TRAN ~LN'MT,~~OFTL
.SP~C ~L~KHT,PBKSP
.C'LOSE rlLNK.I;K
.RLSE ;:#LNK.I:Sr.
• URI T E ~ L N I<.uP' ,;J N 1 ,'I P T
JfW liEG IN
;\lRlTE tst.nCKS Olli TAPE
WTBLK:· MOV RO,k4
!:SIC n17((70,R4
ADO n6u,R4
Mova R4,-(R.3)
MOV RO,R'+
ASR R4
ASR R4
ASR R4
tslC jlf1'lf70,R4
ADO ,,6U,1(4
MOVB R4,-(Rj)
MTS PC
LHCNV: \:LR R4
MOV (R5)·,R2
MOV (R5)+,R.5
AOD ,,9.,1<3
~CHAR CUU~IT'
:SPAce FUR R~C LeN6T~ & CARR CNTRL & 1 C
-i'lAR
OLN: . ,.,OV8 (R~)+,RU
tsle _177oQO,RO
tsEQ .0 LN
~ f1PBR" , n, ,
tsEQ TAB
~- ."~
...
;TAU ?
MAGNETIC TAPE TRANSFER PROGIWAiIJ$
- _--_........ _, ".-~----'-_.......__-- - .... - --,_.- --... -.~-,---..
TAB:
I,;nP t3 R iJ , ,1 1 1(
ti E (01 0 L l·t
~ !'l P B R0 , ;' C R
~E I~ t r: j) L N
JSR j)C,~rlr.NV
r'IO V J R0 , U~3 ) +
ule K/~
tSR DL1-II"0 V U H:> I. , ( R j ) +
1~!e fo( I. .
!:SIT 1/7,'r<4
LiEQ l)U~
tSR TA~l
",DD ;:lJ.,t{!.t ~I0 LN :
PAD: I.;np i<4,;,;,j~\.dLU PADSi>
tSIT ;13,1-<4
~E(~ DUiTH
PAOSP: MUVtS ~j~,(Rj)+
l!le K4
tsR PAD
OlGTH: t.;f'P ~4,1I~().
iHI IS n LKUK.
~10V8 ;:74,(Rj)+
lue K4
!:SR DLGTM
8lKUK: ASR R4
; P'Ui:! WIT ?
: I Nc L U ClE HO ROC 0 U~H , C ~, R ReT ~ L ~, C H A I~
; ~ u e IiA R S t-ll N
;nIN BloeY- SIZE = :> \oIORUS
:= PDP," WUKDS
1'10\1 R4,Ti{1:0AT+4
ASR R4 ;a 1YU6 wn~DS
110V K4,RU
J S R PC, c 11 C 0 f'l P
1'10V6 ~v, P'iH '\+3
ItTS R5
CHCNV: dIC #177600,1<0
1,;11 P RO,;';100
tSLO CH LU'J
t;HP R0,;; 'I 34
~F.~ CHeRi{
l,;f'1p RI),;11:S7
~HI (';Hi:Hl{
':SIJB ;;40,1{1)
dR CHCUI'!I)
CHLOW: I,;rtPRIJ,F60
tHIIS CHNUN
\;MP RO,R40
tlLO CHERK
Cnp,RQ,1I404
!:SEQ DOLLAR
SUB "20,10((1
dR CHeal-1!'
OOLLAR: MOV w74,KO
dR CHCOr' P
CHNUM:
CHCOMP:
SUB ;l60,1'{()
MOV Rf)'R1
tHC ,3,1{1
tilS ,,74,1(0
s rc R' ,!tu
:= '~06 TAPE ~UOE
: nA X 6:3 WO R 0 S =, ~ 54!' C H ~ f< S
- ~ ,... """:' :,.- -_ .. "', .. -
", ..
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I<TS PC
C HER R : t'1f) V if 7 ( , I( f)
~ R C H c I) 1'1i'
I)
UIKIP: U
.RAi)~O /(;fl11
.GYTe t s o
,RAL>:>O /Kgl
u
I.NKOP1: ,tJO;(L) 0
• P.AU,O I C""J/
.BYTE: 1,0
.RAO~O I'(,.B/
U
I.NKtJK: IJ
.RAD,,, /iJSFI
,OYTE , ,I)
U
IJ
I.\lKMT: V
IJ
.BYTE 1 IV
,RAU~O IflTI
u ;FATAL ER~OK
,BYTE ,!,V
FILBK: ,WOND o,u,o,U,o
CSIBK: t;BH
I.NK~~
~ILBK
CDH:
SUF1 :
: c S 1 3 IJ F H iH De I~
nv r s cuun r
.=.+~4. ; liP 9UFFC:R
aUF: 100.
U
U
; '·1A X C HA Reo lHJ T
.-.+'00,
SF~OU: ,BYTe 6,l
.\.IORD0
,BYTE H,'!
.~'O~D 0
:30U ePI, OOU PARITY
TRANHD:
HeADER:
TSN:
,WO~D O,HEAOERi4U.,2,O
.BYTE 24,30,lO,16 ,_ :HDOij
• BY T a 71+,7/., f 4 , r 4 ~_ '~~r: iTA P t:: SE R I A L ~11JMBE R
,BYTt 1(J,16,j5,l~,17,32 ;FiL'~"AM£::a TRANSFERTAPE
.flYTE 31,16,10,J),14,31
FfG~ -B.4 '
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.BYft 1,,+,/4 , f I.. , 14 ;REEL Iit i~r: ~ ,~T t c« :10 • = U
.3YTt: 1..,l:..,II. , f 4 ;I=ILE I.jt:NE~:\TIJi'~ ~!0 • = U
.BYTI: 11. , l 4 , 14 , "(4 ; P. E Tt:IIT 1(Hl i>!:: q 1 'J 0 =u
DATE: .BYTE ,..,74,14,(4 ; f) An: '..IR 1 TTEN
.BVTE 10,/4,14,(4
.BV"Tt: 74,74,14,/4 ;PADI>ING •••
.BVTE 11.,74,14,(4
.BYTE 14,74,14,/4
.I.HTI: 74,,4,14,'(4
.BYTE 74,74,14,(4
,BYTE 74,74,14,/4
.OYTI: 74,74,14,74
.BYTE 1,+,7'4,11..,-,,+
.OYTE 14,74,/4,',+
.BYT~ 14,74~(4,14
SODS: •~IOKi) (J,~a(),4(j,,~/O
SOD: .SYTt:: j4,74,11.,/6 ;STAKT UF DATA S E ~lTIN EL
.BYTE ',+,74,14,(4 : rIA x gLUCI< $IZE
.BYTE: (..,/4,14,(,+
• By 'r E (4,74,14,(4
.=.+64.
TRNDAT: • IJOR I) IJ,LlI\TA,O,2,O
PATA: .BYTt:: 14,'4,14,"14 ; t<40RL>S I III RECORIJ
.BYTt:: 74,74,/4,S) ;CAIHtIA~E CUNTROL
.=.+'10.
6lK: ,UORI> 4 ;tNPUT FunCTION
u ;~LK NUMSER
u ;SUfFER ADDRESS
u ;GUFFER LENtiTH
n1ARK: ,BYTE 2,~
,I.:ORD u,u,O
DBLKS:
OBOVF:
eOFTL:
tOF:
OBCNT:
v
V
.WORD U,~OF,40.,t,0
,BYTt:: ]4,74,/4,14
.BYTE 74,74,14,74
.BYTE 74,74,/4,74
.BYTE 74,74,(4,/4
:TRAllEt<
;DATA BLOCK COUNT
.-.+64.
BKSP: ,BYTe 5,j.'-IORO u,.!,O
UFFLN: .BYTe 1,j
.UORO o,v,O
81: ,YORO O,U,8~-B'-O
.ASCII '1906 MAtiTAPE - VUU2A'
.BYTE CR,LF
82: .WOI<O O,V,Bj-B2-o .. :''':.<,:,~~.
• A sell' F I L E rJ 0 T FUUNO... !'
·,8YTE CR,LF,·~,VT .
83: .WORO O,U,B4-93-0
)lAGlETIC TAPB TRANSFER PROGRAWE
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,GYTe Ck,LF
!:i4: .1I0RL> U,U,B~-R4:"6
• ,\ S C 1 t 'r 1\ P En 0 TAT BOT t'1t' R ;<. eR I'
ISYTt: Ck,LF
tiS: ,t/ORO u,v,Bo-n~-()
,ASCII '~Lu'K Rt:~D ERROR !'
,SYTt: Cr:,LF
i;i 6 : • 1;10 i{ 0 0, u , ~:I PI f'l T- ~6 - 6
.ASC11 'U~O TSN I!'
.nr r e Ci<,LF
NINPT: .WORD U,u,ERKM1-NINPT-6
,RYTE '",VT
fRR'11: .\JURI.> O,IJ,Ei{Krl2-tRIHi1-6
.ASCII ISYNTAX E~RUR II
.OYTt ~?,lF,'#,VT
ERRH~: .',.IORD O,I),El{iH13-t:RRi'1l-6
.xsc r r luliE UUTPUT OEVICE Ui'ilY !I
ERRM.5:
.BYTf CR,LF,'n,VT
, \.J 0 f< DO, I) , E rO~1·14 - t: R R II:S - 6
.ASClt I~O UUTPUT SWITCHES ALLOWfn II
.CYT~ CH,LF,"r,VT
I '.,0 R 0 U I IJ , E R ,{Cl 6 - f RRH 4 - 6
.ASCII ISPECIFY OUTPUT uEVIC~ I
.GYTE Ck,LF,'n,vT
,'JORI) O,v,Ei{Rn7-r:~RiI6-6
.AS~lI ITOU rlANY I,~PIIT FILES 1/
.BYTt ~R,LFI'~,VT
.\JORD O,u,Ct:~R1-ERRI"7-6
.ASCII ITOU I1ANY SwlTCrlES !
.GYTE ,CP.,Lf,',;,VT
.I,JORO O,U,Ct:KP,2-t;ERR1-6
.ASCII 1* NuT Al.LOWeD FUR fiLENM1EI
.BYTE GR,LF,'-,VT
• \10 J< DO, IJ , Cf RP 3 - C I;RH2- 6
,ASCII :,* NUT ALLOWED FUR EXTENSION I
ERIHI4:
,ERRH6:
eRRNI:
CERW1:
CERRZ:
.BYT~ CR,LF,'~,VT
CERR3: .UORO O,U,T'-CER~3-6
.ASCII 1* hUT Al.LowED IN UIC!
.nYT~ ~R,LF,'.,VT
T1:.ASCII • DATA _LUCKS ON TAPE'
,BYT-~ Ck,LF
T2:
.END STAI{T
~GDTIC TAPE TRANSPER PROGRAWME
',I'
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APPENDIX C
TRANSFER OF DATA FROM A PDP-II TO A 1906A
COMPUTER USING A DATA LINK
The ICL 1900 series of computers allow remote job entry terminals,
comprising a line printer, a card reader and an operator's teletype,
to be linked to the main frame installation via telephone lines.
These are known as "7020" terminals; the block diagram of the basic
hardware configuration is presented in Fig.CI.
It is possible, by the use of a synchronous interface, to replace the
transmission control unit of Fig.CI by another computer. This is
commercially available for PDP-II computers as depicted in Fig.C2.
"Cl THE PDP-II CONFIGURATION
The system block diagram shown in Fig.C2 must be modified to cater for
the real peripheral configuration of the computer employed as the line
termination. The system incorporating the PDP-II in the Department
of Electronic and Electrical Engineering is given in Fig.C3.
It should be noted that the 1906A requires a card reader as the input
peripheral and ~ line printer as the remote output peripheral (Fig.CI).
These both operate on "card image" records in "GRAPHIC" (formatted
ASCII) mode on the data link. Any string of characters input or
.output via the PDP-II must therefore be in this format if it is to be
compatible with the 1906A. .;,.
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C2 THE PDP-I! PROGRAMMES
A suite of progratmnes, known as the "7020 Emulator Package", was
developed by the University of Nottingham to permit a PDP-II mini-
computer to operate as a standard 1906A remote installation. The
package operates in a time-shared (multiplexed) mode under the control
of an executive programme (PIPIT). Data flow is achieved by a system
of hardware priority interrupts, the DP-li synchronous transmitter/
receiver having the highest priority level and the input/output
devices having the lowest.
The programmes read data records (in formatted ASCII mode) from disc,
teletype or card reader and transmit them along the data link to the
1906A. Data strings received from the line are written to a line
printer or teletype as required by the operational context. The PDP-ll
employed, however, did not have a line printer or a card reader,
thereby necessitating slight modifications in the programmes to
re-route all output to the operator's console. This means that the
single low speed device is performing a multiplicity of input and
output functions and, as a consequence, becomes very congested.
The keyboard has to perform three input duties:-
(1) Control of the PDP-ll progratmnes and system
(2) Remote operator control of the cluster
(3) Pseudo-card reader data input to the 1906A.
To indicate which of the above facilities is required, the separate
duties have differing programmed input channels on the same keyboard.
These are numbered 0, 1 and 2 for the three input duties listed,
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Cont'd
these being preceded by the character "*" to change the conceptual
teletype. All data strings commencing with an asterisk (~ the
GEORGE III default file terminator of ****) are consequently
misinterpretted as requests for a change of input function.
C3 TRANSFER OF FILES FROM PDP-ll TO 1906A
The default terminator of **** is forbidden via the teletype. To
overcome this a terminator must be specified, e.g. 1/1/. The
GEORGE III input command is required on the card reader channel (*2):
*2 INPUT : username, filename, T////
where: username is the 1906A user's registered name and filename is
the required name for the 1906A file.
The statement has the effect of opening, for input, a file under the
GEORGE III operating system. It is now required that the file on the
PDP-ll disc store is opened for read access:
• OPI PDP-ll file / FA
where PDP-ll file is the PDP-ll filename and the /FA switch indicates
that the file is stored in formatted ASCII mode. Note that all
character strings. typed on keyboard 2 commencing with , ,. are
interpretted as commands.
The transfers must now be started:
.co
The file is transmitted along the data link until'lt is exhausted. At
this point the message:-
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ITP + END OF FILE
is printed. The PDP-ll and 1906A files must be closed:
.CLO
/11/
The "card reader" is devoid of cards at this instant and causes the
main installation to signal:
UNIT 1115 FREE
where 1115 is the unit number of the pseudo-card reader for the
cluster.
C3.l CLOSING A 1906A FILE WITH UNKNOWN TERMINATOR
If the terminator option (T or S parameter to the INPUT command) is
neglected for any reason, it is possible to close the file correctly
by typing, in'response to the message "lIP ..END 'OF FILE", the
statement:-
*lTE 1115
where 1115 is the unit number of the cluster card reader on the
1906A.
C3.2 MULTIPLE FILE INPUTS TO THE 1906A FILESTORE
When many files are to be transferred to the 1906A files tore from the
PDP-ll disc, the instructions detailed above may be typed for
each one. The ensuing process is lengthy and requires an operator's
presence to respond to the 1906A prompts. It would be advantageous,
obviously, to structure the system in a manner allowing automatic
data transfers to be performed.
C3.2
Cont'd
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The 1906A treats all inputs along the line as if they.had been issued
by a card reader. Knowledge of the real peripheral used. is, insomuch
as the 1906A is concerned. irrelevant. If it were possible to place
all the commands and data records. into one large file," they could be
.sequentially transmitted to line and decoded upon reception by the
1906A.
In this case. the default file terminator of **** is permitted because
it is not handled by the teletype decoder.
A sample data file on PDP-ll disc would appear as Fig.C4 with the
files destined to : USER with filenames of FILEA. FILEB and FILEC.
To send the records in this file to line. all that is needed is to
provide read access ee it·and to start theoperation:~'" ..... . ..'·_",'c,
.OPI filename/FA
.GO
and in response to the end-of-file message to close the file:-
.CLO
C4 CONVERSION OF BINARY TO FORMATTED ASCII DATA
The analogue-to-digital conversion programme of Appendix A writes to
PDP-II disc in unformatted binary (random access) mode whereas the
data link requires formatted ASCII records. A basic restructuring of
the data files must be performed before the latter may be used.
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C4 The basic method is straightforward, requiring that the data is read
Cont'd
from disc in random access mode and written back in formatted ASCII.
The process necessitates a"DEFINE FILE statement and a random access
read operation while the latter needs a formatted WRITE only.
A programme demonstrating this and the data file stacking of Section
C3.2 is given in Fig.CS with an outline flow diagram in Fig.C6.
The data files specified by the user in response to the teletype
questions are each read from disc and written back into a file called
G3FILE.ASC. Each individual original file (presumed to have It.BIN"
as the filename extension) is preceded by a GEORGE III INPUT command
.and trailed by the default terminator ****.BATCH mode operation
is permitted by the programme.
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IN~U~ :USER,PILEA
data line
data line
****
INPUT USER,PILEB ,,
da.ta
****
INEUT IUSER,FlLEC
data
**** .
-- ......
StACKIN~ OP DAtA PILES to FACILItAtE MULTIPLE
TRANSPERS
- FIG. C••
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
~',Rl r z Fl L.ES ~f.u,l LEvI CEo ifl u,JIJ Li::.Vl C::' iT;J
~4C1 Pr.C:CEijE.i: 2Y T,t. ,.;;~jLli;::' 8 !\\iPUT Cv"di ..U~
~.\j [, T ~ f~\'lL·J 1'- T ~ c 'Cy ",. '" ...- "
[,pTp STA~S/'~--.'/,
DATA E.:H:I 'FliH '/
'.dn !EC6" If.:'')
10 FO (;'·If:.T, 11~" 'GE.J so t:: u S l:.S~J ;';'.'1£? : '>
SE 4 C, d" 1 1 ') G 3r··)?>:.j E.
I 1 F 0 c;t·gr (3 p. 4 ')
-..121 ! c: , 5, 1U
1 2: F o F,;1~!' 1~{" 1 cX" "J L.i T F ur 1W! o Cl'::f 1 L. E.. ?>S c , ., / / / )
C Al...L. S c:T F 11... , .}, 'G 3;. 1 L.E. AS C ' , 1 ~ n 2., , WK ' )
111 ~~ITE'6.,4)
4 FOF.r--lATC !i$,,' FIL.£.'U~:·lE.?: ')
fiE pD, j" 5 ) F1 L.Eo 1 ~ 1 )
5 F0 R~H).i, 1p.4 )
1 F, F 1 LEI ( 1 ) • E.Q. Ei'J D) GJ TJ J. 1 "
t<iRITEC6" 2:J)
23 FJR.'H.:.T, H;6. 'G~ FiL.E."H'~1l:.?: ')
ftE pDn" 1 1 , GF 1 L.E
CAl.L.· SE.:rFll.C 1., Fl 1..£ 1" 1 Efo..f.." 'DK' ')
1.~'R1TE(o,,'2~'
25 FORc1P.TCld$" '-iOI.~ (1,:;NY t:l.QCI<.S~l~')?: "
RE-ADed., ~6,)N c
26 FOF.(1ATC 13)
i'J £:.=N e.. 32
I.<iRI'! E C5" 27') Nb F 1 L.l!.l' 1') , G3;·JP.:·l £" GF 1L. Eo
27 fJf;;11A'I'CIX s :13,,' E:LOC~<.S uF',lJ.:!4,,' L'JTJ ',,'.:;("'4, '. '".j{..4,,/')
WR1TEC3,561G3N~ME."GFIL.£'
5 6 F0 Rt'1AT, ' 1 :~ ~. ~ A4" " '., 3 A4 ) .
CEFI:.JE FIL.E lCNf\,d,w"IVf,iR)
DO 3e·~; JAS= l,,;·j C
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1 R=J AS
InS= C1R- 1'). 32+ 1
I fiT= 1 R- 3 2
00 3 J = 1 RS., 1RT
READe l'J~ ON,TeI ')~ 1= l"d)
\;j f.l TEe 3.. 1 ~ 1 1 , I NT ( 1) .,1 =!= 1" d )
FOf'>l.·H~,!,(dC1X .. 10") .
CONTINUE
CQNTl:-'JUE.
lNRCI'E( 3" 57) STARS
f 0 :<':11=1 T (. 1 A 4 ) .
EN OF 1 LoE. 1
GOTO 11 1
E~ DF11..£3
CALoI.. EXIT
E~D
101
3
302
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PROGBA~am1'0- iERMIT THE SmlI-AuTOWATIC DATA TRANSFERS
BETUEN THE PDP-ll AND THE 1906A COMPUTERS _'ICI. c.s
SET OUTPUT DISK FILE
TO 'G3FILE"ASC'
READ PDP-II ~ILENAME
FOR TRANSFER
READ DESIRED GEORGE
IFILENAl.1E
READ NUMBER 011"256.WORD BLOCK
CONTAINED IN PDP-Il FILE
--- -..._-.~--.._ .,--.------.r-- ._._----,
WRITE DETAILS ON TELETUE
FOR USER REFERENCE
WRITE 'IN lusername,filename'
IN PDP-II FILE 'G3FILEoASC'
WRITE RECORD TO 'G3FlLEoASC'
LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PROG~~ FACILITATING MULTl~~
FILE TRANSfER~_ .
IJ'PENDIX D
DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMMES FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF THE 1!E!SURED DATA
The eom~ter )trogrammes in this appendix are documented·
as a nu~ber of illustrations, each of which is
subdivided into three seotionsi
(a) A Erief' Programme Description
(b) An Outline Logic Flow Diagram
(c) A Listing of' the Programme Statements
All the programmes reported here are written f'or
use with the ICL 1906A background FORTRAN IV compiler
and the GEORGE III or IV operating systeos. The data
f'iles raquired by the prograc::lesare assumed ,to ,.._".,
consist of oard image records written in GRAPHIC
mode.
, "I
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D.l DATA ANALYSIS PROGFAtlMES
The fol1o'.vingprogra:nmes are documented I
136
FIG. NO. Programme Purpose
PLOTFL
D.l.2
G~aphical plot of the measured
signal (aB aoove ~V) against
distance travelled.
Graphical plot of the signal
after w~ighting (d3 above ~V)
against distance travelled.
Determination of the mean and
AVl'LOT
median values for many data files .
ALLMEANS
Determination of the pdf histo- .AIl.PDFS
gra!:lsof many ,data.·files ......:- .'
Determination of the pdf histo-
gram of a high-pass filtered
signal.
Determination of the auto-
covariance fUnction of a low-pass
filtered signal.
Name
REMNANT
AUTOAV
D.2 GEN"ERALtY"USED SUEROUTI1'ES
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The following generally used sub-progra~mes are reported:
Fig.No. Programme purpose Name
D.2.1 Conversion of stored data to dB
above Y'V
Conversion oj signal from volts
to dB above y.V
•D.2.3
D.2.4
D.2·5
D.2.6
D.2.7
D.2.8
D.2.9
Conversion of signal froe dB above m:CONV
Y'V to volts , .
Sorting of stored data and dis- ADJ
carding of spurious points ,.
Rectangular window function AVS
Triangular weighting function AVS
Raised cosine weighting function AVS
Calculation of median values along MEIS
signal 'record
Dete~ination and plotting of,the PDF
pdf histogram for a given data set
Scaled plot routine on graphical FLOT
display
COlTVRT
RECOIN
D.2.l0 Issuing of GEORGE commands IGECOM
RAW SIGNAL PLOT
(i) DTfUT/OUTPUT CHAnNEL ASSIGN'~"T
Inputctannel 5 lOn-Line Card Reader
..Input Channel 7 : Card Reader For Data File
Output Channel 6 t On-Line Line Printer
Additional Output: File ~riter Channel For
Incremental Graph Flotter
ON-LINE CARD READER I}!RJT REGJJIP3D
Card No.1 I A title consisting of 80 alphanumeric
characters to be written onto the
graphical output.(This cannot be a
totally blank cardl)
Card No.2 I Three variables read in free field format.
NB, NS ,ATl'EN'
I
I'
Ii
I
i
I
. ..
where n."the number of 256 word blocks of the
file containing valid data samples.
NS-the number of valid data samples
wi thin the NB th bl~ck ·~'fthe file.
ATTEN.the setting of the receiver
input attenuator at measurement time.
Card No. 3 I The character L,H or U representing data at
the frequencies 85.875,167.2 and 441.025MHz
respectively.
(iii) ON-LINE LINE PRINTER OUTPUT GIVEN
The total number of ~rious points detected in the data
file are printed.
.. -.- .. ."~... --~. ~ .
FROGRAMME FLOTFL
- FIG. D.l.l(a)
Fage f of 2
(iv) SUB-PROOP..c\,\1MESR ~IRED
Routine
Called
Fig. No.·· Routines required by
Called routine
AN
CONVET
PLOT COMP8'
REGION
LIMITS
. :BORDER
CURPTO
AXESSI
CRSlZE
PLOTCL
(FORTEl~ library)
GHOST
LIBRARY
(v) PURPOSE
To convert a data file to dB above ~V and plot it on
the incremental graph plotter using the LEEDS GHOST
plotter package.
GREND GHOST LIBRARY
_' .._.' ,"
- t~ .... - -
,.... '.
PROGRAMME PLOTFL
" ~,.'. ", .• '1
- FIG.D.l.l(~)
Page 2 of 2
BEGIN
INPUT CHANNEL: SREAD title (80 chars)
~~quired on output plot
INPUT CHANNEL: 5 READ NB ..NS,ATTEN
·in free field format.
INPUT CHANNEL: 5
Calculate total number of data
.points in the file:
MAX=(N~1)*256+NS
.READ frequency BLVD
.\a single character)
READ data file into,
a_rray 'REC'
Sor~ data array and discard
anY,spu~ious points
Convert every data
.value in array to
dB above ~v
Plot data array on graphical
dispay unit
END
-
---, "-.--~ ..... ~.~.- ._:_',:.- _.'_. - _ .• :"'1. ••..• -. '. .•.• _ ._.
aAW SIGNAL PLOTTING
~ROGRAMME (£LOTFL)
SUBROUTINE "ADJ"
-.-- _.-- .._ .
SUBROUTINE "CONVRT"
..--
! SUBROUTINE "PLOTtt
FIG D.lol(b)
2.PROGRAM (FORT)
INPUT 5 • CRO
OUTruT 6 .LPO
INruT 7 • CRl
END
MASTER MAIN
COMMON RARR(8192),X(8l92),CHAR(lO)
READ(5,6)CHAR
READ(5,2)lm,NS,A'J.Yl'EN .: .
FORMAT(2IO,FO.O) .
MAX-256*(1~-1)+NS
READ(5,7)BAND .
FOEMAT( lA8) ..
READ(7,1)(RARR(I),I.l,MAX)
FORMAT(8192FO.O)
FORMAT(lOA8)
CALL ADJ(L,MAX)
MAX.MAX-L
WRITE(6,5)L • .
FORMAT(lHl,I),16H SPURIOUS POINTS
IX) 3 J.l,MAX
CALL CONVRT(RARR(J),RARR(J),ATTEN)
J.NB
MAXM,:.J*256
, IF(J .EQ.NB)MAXM-MAX
CALL PLOT (MAXM, BAND)
CALL GREND
STOP 'OK'
END
)
7
1
6
5
3
RAW SIGNAL PLO'J.Yl'ING pnOGRAMME (PLOTFL)·
•
FIG. D.l.l(c) ,
WEIGHTED SIGNAL PLOT
(i) nrFUTjouTPJT CHANNEL ASSIGN'mfr
Input channel 5 IOn-Line Card Reader
Input Channel 1 I Card Reader For Data File
Output Channel 6 IOn-Line Line Printer
Additional Output File writer Channel For
Incremental Graph Plotter
(ii) ON-LINE CARD READER L~T R3:Q.UlRED
As shown in FIG. D.l.l(a)
(i1i) ON-LTh"'ELINE PRINTER OUTFUT GI~
As shovm in FIG. D.l.l(a)
(iv) SJB-PROG~~S REQUIRED
Routine Fig. No~ Ro~tines.requiredcalled by called routine
J..J)J D.2 ..3 -
CONVRT D.2.l -
DECO~ D.2.2RECO -
AVS D.2.4,D.2.5&D.2.6 -
PLOI' D.2·9 COMP8 FORTRAN LIBR.a.RY
REGION .
- .' LJ1IITS
:BORDER,.
CURPTO >
AXESSI GHOST
CRSIZE SYST£M
.PLOTCL LIBRARY-
GP.EI\T]) - ." . - 00 0' -- .... ._
(v) RJRPOSE
To weight a data file and plot on the graph plotter.
FROG~ AVPLOT
BEGIN
INPU'I:CHANr.tEL;. _. ..~-.----.---- .....
title (80chars)
required on outpnt plot
INPUT'ClL\NNEL: 5
iN ~,~~CHANNEL:
READ frequencr ~ND.
(a single character)
. READ data file into
array 'REC'IN~\lT,CB.JJiNEL: ,. ,7
Sort data and discard
any spurious points_
Selec~ firs~ data point
I in anay: J = 1
Convert data' p~int to
d~'above y.a.V
Select neAt data point
lin J.rray: J= J+l
I Convert data point
! to volts
WEIGHTED SIGNAL RLOTTING
iROGRAMWE (AVPLOT)
II
'ii
II
II
t
SUBROUTINE
"ADJ"
) .
I
SUBROU'fINE
"CONVRT"
i SUBROUTINE
1 "DECONV"1_, __ ••. _ ...
\,.._._.___ TO. ,, •. _,
:PIG D~1.2\b) .
Ba.ge 1 ot 2
weight dat.a array
Reconvert data to
aa above- ;,u.V
Plot weighted field
pattern on graph plotte
END
. ~
... -..---~'-''WEIGHTED SIGNAL PLOTTING
PROGHAMME (AVPLOT)
SUBROUT-INE
"AVS"
SUBROUTINE
"RECONV" -
SUBROUTINE
"PLOT"
FIG D. 1.2 ( b)
Pa.ge 2 of 2
==:::=::::=::=::============'='" ---,-_._ --- - __.. ,- , - *. __ '" " - - ._.. - • ----
.-..
._. . ..
"_
?,'WEIGHTED SIGNAL' aOTTING '
:,i BROGlID!ME' (AVPLOT) I .,;
;"~: ._l_~ __ .•_. ._ ..- ...;..., ..""-.~ ..: ,.~__,'.._..:.- ,~"..__ , :,._:_...,.._.;,.."~::.~;
f FIG'D.l.2(c) .__
i. •. ,.,.:.__ _. -.".- ..-'-- .,.--"
DEI'EmmrATION OF lrEAN AND MEDIAN VAWES
(i) INPUT/OUTPUT CF...~'nTEL ASSIG1"'MENT "
Input channel,5 IOn-Line Card Reader.
Input cliannel 7 I Card Reader (l) unassigned at start
,- ..this will be sm tclled by the programme.
>? '"
Input channel 8 I Card Reader (2) assigned to a file containing
all the GEORGE m, "ASSIGN" commands required
by input channel 7.
Output cha.nnel 6 IOn-Line Line Printer.
Output ccannel 9 I Card Punch (0) assigned to an output file.
(ii) CARD READER INPUT REQJJIru..'"lJEi\~S ,. f
1. On-Line Card Reader ( Unit No.5)
The input required on unit 5 consists of two cards for
each data file to handled.These are:
Card 1 I A series of 80 alphanumeric characters to be
printed on the output (not all blanks!) ,
Card 2 I Three variables to be read in free field format.
NB,NS, ATrEN " .,....
where these are described in FIG.D.l.l(a).
At the end of the input data ,i.e. when no more files
are to be handled and the progra~me is to be terminated,
a 'card containing the alphanumerio character string
NOMORE is needed.
2. The GEORGE Assignments File ( Unit No.' 8 )
The inputs required on unit no. 8 are the GEORGE III
coxmands to be issued by the programme. Firstiy the
directory must be selected (e.g. :USER say) and then
each file of data must be assigned to the relevant card
reader ( say filenames FILE1,FILE2 and FILE) are required
on card reader l).The file would then contain.
DY :USER
AS *OR!, FILEl
AS *CRl, FILE2 ._. ~..
AS *CRl, mE) .,r'O ~, , - "
and so on for all the input files.The files assigned by the
programme in this manner must be synchronised to unit 5·
PROGRAMME A.LLilZANS
_ FIG. D.l.)(a)
Page 1of 2
'I
Routine Fig. No. Routines required by I",'
called called routine
comS FORTR..\'~COMPILERLIBRARY
IOECOM D.2.10 soarer SYSTEM LIBRARY'BHAMLIB '
ADJ D.2.3
CONVRT D.2.1
DECONV} D.2.2RECONV
MEnS D.2.7
(iii) ON-LINE OUTPUT GIVEN
.The mean and median' values of the file currently
assigned to the card reader on input channel 7
are rnitte~ on the card punch alongside the
annotation requested on input channel 5.
(iv) SUE-PROORA1Th4ESRS~IRED
(v) PURPOSE
To calculate the mean and median values of files
read from input channel 7·
,.J' .,_ .• ' " • '.- ''!".
:-.". ... - ...
PROOIWJME ALLMEANS
_ FIG. D.l.3(a)
Page 2 of 2 -
~et up entry for
correct user file
director
SUBROUTINE
"IGECOM"
INPUT CHANNEL: 5
INPUT CHANNEL: 5
INPUT C~EL: 7
READ title
output into
of
.,
Assign -required -da ta'-
file to input channel 7 SUBROur IKE"IGECOM"
READ
array
:SUBROUTINE
"ADJ"
Set
, __ ,.__ -_.,~,_"';'_~'----'_,:,_-_~'~'-"'_-':"""':"'~i~:-:~~-;;---"-"'-'
, -DETERMINATION OF MEAN
.AND MEDIAl'i 'VALUES (ALLMEANS)
FIG D.l.3(b)
Page 1 ot 2-
'Select next data point
J=J+l
data .point
Convert data point to
..dB above ~V
Convert data point
to volts
--Add data values
SU},{-SUM+REClJ) .:_
... ---.~..
-:--OUTPUT CHAN~'1.:L:9
J:>rint-m'eanand-
m.edian T&lues-
Calculate--mean value
Stlld/lWC.
.....
Convert mean value to
dB above yV
Convert all data values
to dB above' ;rV
Calculate median value'
DETERMINATION OF MEAN
AND MEDIAN VALUES (.Al.'i.MEANS)
SUBROUTINE
"CONVRT"
SUBROUTI~~
"DECONV"
SUBROUTINE
: "RECONV"
StrBROuT INE
"RECONV"
---SUBROUTINE
"MEDS" .
FIG D.l.3lb)
.Page 2 of 2
P~q\.i'!'\:~ ( .. \j~(;)
I;JP '.J r s = :: .: 'l
() II T P )) r :)= L ~ 11
I "J P 'J I !::C i~ ~
I In' ,IT :j= i~ i~2
OiIT?\JT y=:t.:rfj
E'~~)
f·-\,)Tt,~ (1:,l';
D ,:. T;~ S : : j)': ' ; l IJ i· \:: F ' I
IF(Il.r:(~.1)s'r 'I" 'F,Ul.. GEIHJjF trklJR Pi "DY'"
1 ;J REA (I ( ) , 1 i C'I
1 j" :J rn;, T ( , J ~,:))
CAL l. C .J IW ~ C r. oj ( '! ) , t; :1 D , 1 I I >
IFCId.!:(:·.i)5T~P '('K ,'.FTEt< P;d)(iR,';i1'
R ~ ,; D ( ') , 2 ) ~"B , 'j:; , .~T T S ~I
2' FURMAT(lIu,FU.0>
r'lAX::.:!So*(t'S-1 ~+r;:;
CALL (Sr:l:',I:l(li)
IF (11. ~ ~.1) C;1,'r 'F,;t L GlfJKGE Cr)r-\r'l,\:iO E~~I<U~'
R c ,\ r. ( r , 3) l f' !: C '. I ) , I =, , ',I .., X )
3 FUnM~T(8,u~FJ.0)
CA'L LA) J , L , r·l., " )
S Ull = U • ')
Dr) v J=1,fl,\;<
C !I, L L C () r~'j J.: T ( h :~C ( J ) , R cC ( J ) , .i TTL t: )
CAL L ') E C .. Ii'! ( " t: C ( .: ) )
Q S:J!l::;:iUr!+[..i:c<Ji
S!) 11:: :iU!~I ;:V':d .:p~ :'. }
C.\LL REccr:v (t·I'~·l)
DO " J=i,r:.o\"
12 CALL REC.)NV (REC (J»
CAL L f1!:D S \ n ,1. ,\ , r:t\ x )
tJRI rr: (n, 1 1) (t,;i!( I), I=1,t)) ,~tJ!-1,H'I(')
" FIJR!1""T(''',uAo,F7~:S,F;j.3)
GOT(J11J
S T () P • () K ;....F Tt:" p P t} GRA! : •
EN)
.". - . ._
DE'lEaiu~TION 0" MEAN.AND
MEDIAN VALUES (ALLMEANS)
I; rIG, D. 1.3 ( c ).
RAW SIGNAL PLOT .
(i) JlllUT/CUTPUT CF~1~ ASSIGW~~S
Channels 5,6,7 and 8 are the same as shown in
FIG. D.1.3(a).
(i i ) ~~ P.EADER INPUT REQ,UIREMElfrS
These requireoents are as shown in FIG.~.1.3(a)
(iii) ON-LI1TE lDiE PRINTER CUTRJT GIVEN
The histograo of the pdf of the data file input on
channel 7i5 plotted in 1da steps.
Routine Fig. No. Routines required
. ~
Called by routine called
IGECCM D.2.10 sower SYST:l1 lDRA.RY
."
'3RAM1D'
CCMPS . ..,...~. - - FORTlWT LIBRARY I
~ ,,->1
.w D.2·3 -
CONVP.r ., D.2.l .-0,_ -
PDF D.2.8 - e
(v) PUaPOSE
To determine the pdf of data files read in on input
channe1 ..1.
,
_. " •. ·... ·_r,_.,
. -
_"'-"." .'_
PROORAMME ALLPDFS
up entry 1.0
correct user file
directory
-~j .
C~lculate t~e pdf of th
data and plot histogram- .
No ....
READNB,NS,ATTEN
.iNPUT CH.W}'"EL:5 i_n_f_r_e_e_f-ri_e_l_d_f_o_rm_a_t.,.J
a cuiate tota number ot
oints in data fi le
MAX-(NB-l )*256+~S
Assign required data
I •f11e to input channel 7
READ data file into
INPUT .._C_HAN_NEL:7 "-_a_r_r_a.:,Y_·_RE__;,C'T'"'--
Sort data and discard
any spurious points
Convert all-data values
to aa above. ~V
. DETERMINATION OF .THE PDf'
HISTOGRAM (ALLPDFS)
SUBROUTINE
"IGECOM"
END
SUBROUTINE
"IGECOM'~
SUBROUTINE
"ADJ"
SUBROUTINE
. "CONVRT"
SUBROUTINE
"PDF"
PROGRAM (PDFS)
nWT 5 • CRO
OUTruT 6 • LPO
INFUT 7 • CRI
INPUT 8 • CR2
END
MASTER MAIN
COm.lON REC(8192)
DIMENSION C(3)
DATA END/ 'NOMORE '/
. CALL IGECOM(I)
IF(I.EQ.I)STOP 'FAIL IN DY'
10 READ(5,I)C
1 ' FORMAT(3A8)
CAl.L COMP8(C(1),END,I)
IF(I.EQ.l)STOP 'OK'
READ(5,2)NB,NS,ATTEN
2 FORMAT(2IO,FO.O)
MAX. (NB-l )*256+NS I , •
CALL IOECOM(I)
IF(I.EQ.l)STOP 'FAIL,C01ffiRR'
READ(7 ,3)(REC(I) ,I.l,MAX)
3 FOltJAT(8192FO.O) .
CALL ADJ(L,MAX)
lvIAXaMAX-L
IX) 4 J=l,MAX '
... 4 CALL CONVRT(REC(J) ,REC(J) ,ATl'EN)
CALL PDF(MlIX,REC,O,80,MU,4.0)
\'ffirrE( 6,5) C,MAX
5 FORMAT(lHO, 'PDF OF ARRAY ',3A8,' ,TOTAL POINTS. ',I4)·
GO TO 10
END .,
DETER11INA'rION ,OF THE PDF HISTOGRAM (ALLPDFS)
RICR PASS FILTERING
(r) nlUT/OUTPJT CHA11·JEL ASSIG1~"TS
Input Channel 5 : On-Line Card Reader '.
Input Channel 7 : Card Reader For Data File
\
Out;ut Channel 6 IOn-Line Line Printer
(1i) ON-LINE CARD P.EADERREQJlREMENTS'
Card No.1 I The ~lter width.(i.e. no. of points)
required for tte filter in free field fo~t.
This is required to be a power of 2.
Card ~:o.2 I Three variables read in free field format.
~D,NS,ATTEN
where ttes9 are described in FIG. D.l.l(a).
(iii) CN-LLT.:;Ln.~ PRIll'"TERCUTRJT GIVEN
Histograms of tte low pass filtered and high pass
filtered versions of the field envelope are given.
(iv) .SUB-PROGRA!l1!:!:SP.E~IRSD
Routine Fig. No. Routines required
Called by routine called
}.DJ D.2.3 .-
CO:NRr D.2.1 -
DECOUV} D.2.2RECONV -
AVS D.2.4,D.2.5&D.2.6 -
PDF D.2.8 - , . ;.
(v) PUnl'OSE
To plot the pdf of the filtered signal envelope •
.~.,..- ~.... ,.
PROGP.AllMmREMNANT
Convert da.ta.point to ,SUBROUTINE, dB ab ove yv
Select ne~ da.ta "CONVRT"
value in arra.y:JaJ+l
Convert da.ta point to SUBaOUT I~'Evolts "DECOKV"
BEGIN
READ window width
INPUT CHANNEL: 5 required (free field~ __~ ~~ -J
of
Sort data and disca.rd
any spurious--points
Select first data value
UL a;rray: J=l
No
."
- ,.~
.- ..-.-:---.-- -.-.~-. - -. -. _, .----
_HIGH PASS.FILTER PROGRAMME
SUBROUTINE
"ADJ"
FiG__D:l~-5(b-)
Page l~ot 2
Select n4xt data value
J-J+l
Weight raw data;
result in ~rray 'AV'
eft shift raw data array
o align with weighted a rra:
Select first -aata value
3=1
Convert raw data value
to dH above Y'V
Convert weighted data
value to dE above ~V
Nor.malise.-data.value
REC(J)~REC(J}-AVCJ)
I,;omputepdf oJ! normalise
data-and plot histogram
compute pdf~f weight~d
data and plot histogram
END-
HIGH PASS FILtER PROG~
. '10. ----J
'SUBROUTINE
"AVS"
SU1HWUTINE
. "RECONV"
SUBROUTINE
- "RECONV".
SUBROUTINE
'. "PDF"
::iUBROUTINE
j "PDF"
FIG D;l:S\bf
Page 2 of 2
...... _ ..... ,. .. .. . .
HIGH·PASS~ILTtR
PROGRAMME (REMNANT) .----..-. --,-"-
AUTOCOVJ.....'qIANCEOF TEE AV~.AO?D FIELD
(s) 11l?UT/OUTPUT CEA1'NELASSIGln-lENTS
.Input Channel 5 s On-Line Card Reader
Input Channel 7 I Card Reader for Data File
Out~ut Channel 6 IOn-line Line Printer
Additional Output I File Writer Channel for the
Incremental Graph Plotter
(ii) ON-LI1"E CA..'qDREADER L.'TPJTREQUIRn
Card ~o.1 I A title consisting of 80 alphnumeric
charaoters to be written onto the ~aphioal
out~t ( this may not be blank ).
Card 1:;0. 2 : Three variables read in free field format.
~"'3,NS,..~TrEN
where these a.redefined in FIG. D.l.l(a).'
«ii1) ON-LIm: LDTE PRI1"TERGIVEN
The ~AXimum va.lueof the covariance fUnction is printed.
(iv)
Routines Fig. No. Routines re~~ired
called [by routine called
MSAN }AUTO Internal ~
PLOTA LIMITS.
REGION
FRAME
EORDER
SYSTEM
CRSIZE ) LIBBA..'qy.GR..A.PIDl' GHOST.
AXESSI
PLOTCL
- GREND
AN
.... _.'D.2.3 . - ._ ' . - '-..CONVRT D.2.l .. -
DECOIN D.2.2 -
AVS D.2.4,D.2.5&D.2.6 - .
PROGRAW.!E ATJTOAV _ FIG. D.l.6(a)
Page 1 of 2
(v) PURPOSE
!
To calculate and plot theautocovariance function of
a weighted data file on an incremental graph plotter
using ths LEEDS GHOST package.
- .- ._... '.
PROGRAMME AUTOAV
FIG. n.l.6(a)
"rage 2 of 2
BEGIN
liliA.D title (801 chars)
INPUT CHANNEL: 5 required on output plot
READ NB,NS,ATTEN
I.NPUT__CHANNEL: 5 'in tree field format
IN~UT C~N~t_7._ i_n_t_o_'_a_r~r_a~y__t_RE_C_ '__ J
Sort data and discard
any spurious points
Select first data value.
J=l
Convert data value
to volts
Convert data value to
dB above ~y
::;electnext data value.
J:J+l
. ~
--. "-,. -- ;.. -, -.. ~ -.-~ _ .•_--
DETERMINATION·OF AUTO-COVARIANCE
F~~CTION OF A WEIGHTED SIGNAL
\AUTOAV - MAIN PROG~~)
SUBROUTINE
"ADJ"
SUBROUTlt-JE
"CONVRT". .
.SUBROUTINE
. "DECONV1t
PIG D.l~6\b)
Page 1 of 5
~UBROUTnE
_~'AVS"
SUBRUUTINE
"MEAN"
. SUBROUTIN.I!:
"AU'rO"
Find mean overall
~ignalstrength\S)
SUBROUTINE
" "nOTA"
Convert to a'zero
mean process\subtrac~ S)
- DET~a-WliAT1-ON. oi-':it.UTO:'Qj VARI~CE·
FU~CUON OV- A wE1GHTED SIGNAL
(AtrrOAV - }.lAIN PROGlW{},;E)
Compute auto-
correlation function
lot auto-correlation
unction on graph plotter
END
--FIG D.1.6(bf
lIage 2 of 5
( U-iThR with )),IAX.
I
Set Sm(~o.o
' ....
Sum all field values
Compute
S.SUM/MAX·
( RETURN )
- ~ .
. ~ • --_ ......... -. - I ... ~.... -_ ..... -_._._ ._-----
DETERMIN.A.TION:OF AUTO-COVARIANCE
FUNCTION OF A ~~IGBTED SIGNAL
lAUTOAV - SUBROu~INE MEAN) FIG ·D~f:6(b-j
Page 3 ot 5
, Set K..O
compute M:MAX~K-l
, L2MAX-K""1
• I
REC (J) *REC (J+K-l)
. ""
Set MA=AU(1)
RETURN
- - ,
DE"TE~iiN.ATic~tOF'AUTO':l;OVARi~ ci
, ,.
FUNCTION uP A" WEIUH'tED SIGNAL
(AUTOAV - SUBROUTINE AUTO)
, . :" .
PIG D.l.6(b)
, Page 4 of 5
ENTJ!:R. with
_ MAX
Fill array 'X' with
distance travelled values
2.83cm
SUBROUTINES
"LIMITS"
"REGION"
"FRAME"
"BORDER~..
,SUBR.OUTINE
"GRAPHN"
SUBROUTINE
"AXESSI"
SUBROUTINE
"PLOTct."
vefine plotting area
and draw border
'... .. .._",. __.__. --,.-__---~-'-'''", -:':'--'~'''''---.5''''''''--''-'''''''-----
DETERMINATION' op" 'AUTO~-COVARIANCE
FUNCTION OF A WEIGHTED ~IGNAL
(AUTOAV - ~UBROUTINE PLOTA)
plot graph on incremental
plotter(straight lines)
Mark_.axes
tit.le onto
RETURN .
.-,__.--'--
l"lli D.L6tb)
Page 5 of 5
-_._-------
, 1 DETERMINATION OF AUTO-COVARIANCE
", FUNCTION OP A. WEIGHTED SIGNAL
;' .. (AUTOAV _ WAIN PROGR.UUtIE} .. ~ - _
(AUTOAV _ SUBROUTDmS MEAN AND AUTO)
._,_-._._._. ....- .. "..'_~~---- .....,... .:...._ .... c.-
_lIG n.l.6lc)
Page lOll 2
I _ . '_' ." ~ •
...-_._- .: -: a- .4'e
'. -
. - ~ . ..... ..
_-~_::'7 __ ._=_=.. =__=__=...=__==..=_ .. ::=":'... '='=_ :;::::- -::::: .. -::;::- ==.-_===--============~====:::::=::===::======~=~~.~~~_... ,.'"'_- '_---".c-::_. - .- ."......~_. - ........_-~"'.-- _.... _.._.._--
.. ' ..-
"i
-
I -- '.. ," - -' ., .'. • _ •
. ; - DETERMINATIQN"OP AuTo-cOVARIANCE
.FUNCTION OP-A WEIGHTED SIGNAL
. ' (AUTOAV ~ SUBROUTINE PLOTA) .. "
, '--. ...__ ., ,.' :-FIG D.l.6(cl.
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CONVERSIon OF DLTA TO dB ABOVE }ftV,
(i) ARGUMENT LIST
SUBRCUTINE CONVRT(X,Y,ATTEN)
X '_ Signal level stored in the 1906A filesto,re using
the systems nescribed in Appendices A,B and C.
ATTEN _ Ini1Ut attenuator setting on the field strength
receiver at measurement timeo
INRJT
9UTFUT I Y _ Si(nal strength in dB relative to ~o
(11) OTHER INroRMA.TION RE(PIRED
" None
(i11) O'l'1IER INFORMATION OIVEN
None
(iv) OTHER SUB-PROORAM!'mS RE~IRED
lTone
(v) runroSE
To convert the signal strength values stored in the 1906A
filestore as a result of the processing described in Chapter 5
"into dB .values referred to }MV.
SUBROUTINE CONVRT
FIGo·D~2.l(a)
ENTER. with
X,Y,ATTEN
~onvert to ~nput vo ts
at AID converter:
X=X/204.8
RETURN
No
r-1ox-10+,ATTEN
Y·5.46g75X-2.03125~,ATTEN
RETUR.~
Yes Y·IO.714286X-47.142857
...ATTEN '
RETUR.N
- '
w._.~_·,... ' .. -: ... ~:_:~w_.. ~ _,_ .,__.._.
CU~VERSION OF STORED DATA
'to d B. ABOVE !MV ." ,
(SUBROUTIKE COKVRT)
...;...•......_
_, .. _.6 .... ~ .. M
CONvtRSIO~ "OF .STORED - DATA TO
dB RELATIVE TO ~(SUBROUTINE CONVRt)
. --. --. ".~ .. -- •. ~ .•.. J . -. - ........_-.- - ...-.~ !!'IG D.2.1( c) .
__ .. _. __ ... 0-
Nene
CONVERSIon OF SIGNAL STRremTH 3m'~ VOLTS Mm d13
(i) ARrnr~ LISTS
SJBP.CUT~ RECONV(X)
SUBROUT~rE DE:01~(X)
x _ Signal strength value
nmITsVol ts for RECONV
d3 abova lrV for DECONV
OUTI'UTsd.3above ?;#-Vfor RECOF'l
Volts for DECONV
(ii1) OTFt!:..q nrroRMATIoN OIVEN'
None
(iv ) OTI{:::R SUB-PROOF A~.n,~S F.EQrJIRED
None
(v) PURPOSE
RECONVI To convert field strength in voits to dB above LuV.
/
DECC~~s To convert field strength in dB above.~V to volts.
SUBROUTTh~ RECONV AI.'rn DECONV
~hTER with
X
Set X.·40dB
RETURN
SUBROUTINE RECONV.
,ENTER with
X
X
Set XdO-6.1020
RETURN
,.-_,--_.",_" -"
SUBROUTINE DECONV.
. --, ~-•.~---...--" .....,,--. _' .:::•. -_ ..._.,--_ .... _-_.;, ....__ ....
Cu~VERSIuN OP DA~A FROM d~ABOVE 1 V
TO VOLTS(DECONVJ~D VICE-vERSA(RECONV)-
I
I
I
( !
I
1
1
CONVERSION OF DATA FROM dB' 1'~a~T. ~ TO VOLTStl-·(DECONV.)
CONVERSION OF DATA PROM VOL~S TO dB' W.R.T. _;....Y (RECONV)
_-- ..----.-_.."._-~~-.. ..... ._-, ........-~-·--1·---"""·· ,_.,...._....-----.-.
tATA scaTnro p?'OG~.Thl"E
(i) ARGU~TT LIST
SUEaCUTI!~ ADJ(L,tLU)
nn:uTa MAX. Number of da.ta points in array.
OUTPUT a L. N"umber of spurious data points contained-
:within the MAX data points.
(ii) OTH!R Th70BMA.TION REQUIRED·"
CC~ON RA-~(8192)
RARR _ Array containing the data to be sorted.
(iii) OT~ZP. INFORMATION GIVEN
~rone
.(iv) OTE? S"u'B-F~OGRA~~l:ESro:Q,Urru:D
None
. (v) PJRPOSE
To locate spurious data points in an array and to
exclude them from that array •
.'
.' .
..
SUEROUTDrE !DJ
ENTER with
L,MAX
Set ; hO
MA
Select next data point
1=1+1
-.......~
Convert field value to
-leve1 at input to AID
Y"REC(I)/204.8
Yes
ieft shift aiKay
to exclude I point
__ •._._m" •• _
MAXL=MAXL-l
.... ..- ---_.,_ --.-~~---..-... -..--
SORTING OF rrATA A~D EXCLUSION
Ol" SPURIOUS VALUESlADJ) -
PIG D.2.3(bJ
'.
10
9
SUBROUTINE ADJ(L,MAX)
COLLON RARR(8192),X(8192)
1.0
1.-0
MAXL=MAX
I-I+l
CONTINUE
IF(I.GT.MAXL)RETURN '.
Y.RARR(I)/204.8 '.
IF«Y.OT.l0.0).OR.(Y.LT.0.25»GO TO 3GO TO 10 ! .
00 4 J.I,8192
RARR(J).RARR(J+l)
RARR(8192).O.0
L-L+l
MAXL-MAXL-l
GO TO 9
END
3
4
SORTING OF DATA VALUES AND EXCLUSION .
OF SRJRIOUS POIN'l.'S(ADJ)
RECTA.~GULAR~~IGHTING FJNCTION
(i) A..'qGU~"T LIST
SU3RCUTn~ AVS(MAX,I.AV)
{
!AV -_ ·...:idth of the weighting function required (No.
Th"RJT MAX. Number of data ~oints in the input array.
OUTPUT IMAX • Numbe=of data ~oints in the weighted array.
of ~oints)
(11) O'l'P.ZR niFOPlli.TIO!j' R£QJJIR:l::D
COMMON RAP3(8l92),AV(8l92)
RA...':ffi • A..."'TB.yof data to be weighted.
(iii) OT.~ZR OUTPUT GI~r
CO~CN RA.~~(8l92)tAV(8192)
AV • Array of the weighted data.
(iv) OT:-l~ StJ.8-PROGB.A1lll3S P.EQ,TJI:aED
None
(v) PURPOSE
To weight an array of data using a rectangular window function.
- - .
SJ3ROUTINE AVS
Sel.c~ next data point
lC=K...l
ENTER Wl. t
ldAX,IAV
MaX1mum limit:
IT = l.f.AX_IAV+1
Select first data point'
x-i
Position Gf upper window
l:iim.it': KT=U.V+K-l
Select first point in window
Kl-K
elect next po~t i~ windoKl=Kl+l ~------------~
Sum Talues in window
AV(K}-AV(K)+REC(Kl)
NO
PincLmea.n,_:w:alue
AV(K)=AV(K)/IAV
No
.... _.
RETURN'
-__ • ,-_.o:~-~_,- ,~~ ""
RECTANGULAR '~IGHTING
FUNCTION' (AVS) ,
SUBROUTINE AVSlMAX,IAV)
C FINDS AN ARRAY 'AV' WHICH CONTAINS THE...ARRAI '&ARR'
C AVERAGED OVER 'IAV' I'OINTS.
C INPUT IS RAW DATA FILl!i 'RARa'
C OUTPUT IS IN DBU TO 'AV'
C 'MAX' IS TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN 'RARa' (IN~UT)
C 'MAX' IS TOTAL NUMBER OF 1'0INTS IN 'AV' (OUTl'UT)
C
COMMONRARR(8192) ,AV(8192)
DO 2: J: 1,819'2:
2 AV{J)= 0.0
IT~MAX-IAV"'l
uo 10 }(:l,.1 T
KT=IAVtK-1
DO 1 K1=K,KT
1 AV{K)sAVlK)"RARR(Kl)
10 AV(K)=AV(K)/FLOAT(IAV)
w.A.X=IT
RETURN
END
-RECTAN'GUL~R·-W~IciH;~iNG
FUNCTION '(AVS)
PIG D.2.4\c) .
This routine is identical in its re~uirements to the rectangular
window sho~n in Fig. D.2.4(a) except that a triangular function
is employed with a \vidth (IAV) which must be specified as a power
of 2 in the calling statement.
SUBROUTINE AVS
ENTER with
w..X,NN
Set
Select first data point
within windowsJ-l
Seleet next data point
within window:J~J+l
;Compute area under halt window
SUlCl" SUld1'" J:..l
Set ~tThn.:a2*Smn+l
liAX=1fAX-ME.A..~+ 1 .
Select first data point
L=:i
TRtiNGui:Ai-~ICi~~~'G-'---
FL'NCTION" (AVS) .' .
Compute weighted sum (symmetrical window assumed,
SUl{2=Sm12-t- (J-L) *(!"(J) ... F(lr!E.L~-1+2L-J»
Select next data point
L-L"l
Set SmI2s0.0
Select first window Talue
J.=L
Select next window value
J'" ...:r"l
No
;F(-~is. the data array
lJo
RETURN
-- __ •__ ,.~_.... .~".s.. __ :..
TRIANGULAR ~E1GHiiNG~
FUNCTION (AVS)
l'IG D.2.5(b)
Page 2 01 2
SUBROUT INE AVS(loLUC,NN)
C WEIGHtS ARRAY 'P' USING A TRIANGULAR WINDOW FUNCTION
C AND PLACES VALu"E:sINtO 'AV'
C NN INPUT TO ROL~INE AS %**N,USED AS 2**N+l
C
COloIMON Fl8192"AV(8192) ,MEANsNN+l'
SUltlcO.O
11:lMEAN-l)/2
DO 1 J~l,Il '
1 S~l~SL~l~FLOAt(J_l)
SlJ1U:SUlrll*2..0+1.0:
MAX2~"'1
DO 2 Lal,lUX
SUl42s0.0
I2.{MEk~-3) /2+L
DO 3 J-L,12
3 SUM2·SUM2~FLOAT(J-L)*(F(J)+~(MEAN-l.2*L-J»
2 AV(L)=(SUM2~P(WEAN-l)/2.L»/SUMD
RETtm.'l
END
"
-.,... ,_' '.--.--.------~----_-_:._-_._---- -.--
. - ... . . .
TRIANGULAR--WEIGH'tING
FOK CTlON '.-(AVS)
------FIG D.2.S( c) ,
RAISE:> COS!}':': ';';EIOHTING FUNCTICN
This routine is identical in its requirements to the rectangular
wincowshown in Fig. D.2.4(a) except that a. .'~a.ised co~ina
function is ec:;:loyed ?Ii. th a width (IAV) which must"b'a specified
as a power of 2 in the calling statement.
gJ13ROUTI1TE AVS
"-FIG. D.2.6(a)·
ENTER with
W.X,NN
Set.
MEAN-l11& 2
Select first data point
within windowsJ-l
Select next data point
within window:J·J~l
ompute \J-\MEAN~1)1-2)*PI
su~n.smll+~OS(. (MEAN-l) ) -+- 1
,Set smn..2*SUMl+l
MAX=MAX-ME.AN+l
Select first data point
L=l
RiiSED; dos"iN~-WEiGiiTiNG
FUNCTION" (AVS) ""
FIG D.2~6Tb).
Page 1 of·2-
Select next data point
L-L"l
Set SUM2"O.O
12 :& (MEAN-a)+- L
_,2
Select first window Talue
J:= L .., .
Select next window Talue
T=J·l
Comptlte weighted sum (symmetrical wind(l."")
Smt2 = Sm.l2 ...(COS(J-L"l-~:::g 12) ·PI )+1) *(P(J)"'F(~IE.L~ .-1+21.-J»
".-- -
;F(-) is the data array'"''''
No
No
. - -_
-RA-rsEil'-cosiNE W'EiGH'I:ING
FUNCT.lUN (AVSr
FIG D.2.6(b)
Page 2 fAt 2.
SUBROUTINE: AVS(MAX;NN)
C WEIGHTS ARRAr 'P' BY A RAISED COSINE FUNCTION AND
C PLAl,;ESVALUES IN.TO 'AV'e nNa2**N IN~UT USED AS 2**N+l WINDOW WIDtH
COMMON F(8192),~V(8192)
PI:4. 0 "·AT.A..'H1. 0 )
MEAN:NN1'l
smdl:O.O
Il:(M&\N-l )/2
DO 1 Jal,ll
11SUMl=StJ'Yl.COS (FLOAT(J-(MEAN+l )/2) *PI!PLOAT (ME~-l) )....1
SUMl~2 .O*Sl;1d1+ 1
MAX= MAX.-ME.AN+ 1
DU 2 La1,lolAX
SUM2·0.0
12:(MEAN-3 )/2·L
DO 3 J=L,I2
3 SUM2=SUM2:-4{COS{FLOAT (J-L+ 1- (MEAN.. l)/2) *PI/iLOAf (MEAN-l)}+-l)
L*(F(J)+P{ME~~-1+2*L-J»
~ AV(L)~{St~2+F«M~V-l)/2~L»/SUMl
~TtJ"R.~
END
- --_.- ----,.-. - ._RAISED ·COSI~E WEIGHTING
FUNCTION ·:(AVS) .
:PIG D.2.6.{c)
:DET:::.::rNATION' OF !'G::DH.l! VALUES
(i) A:~GU~TT LIST
SU3RCUTI;;E L::=:DS(}.!i...x,U3D)
{
LAX - Total numbez' of data points in input array.
nmJT rZD.D Number of data. points ov ez: ,vhich the -:r.edian
value is to be determined.
CUT PUT ~ • Total numbe~ of pOints in out;ut array.
(ii) OT~ n~OP1.1ATICl1 P-EQUIP-ED
co:.r.:mr P.A?3(8l92) ,P1.8DN( S192)
?.AP3 • Array of data to be processed.
(iii) OTE!R D.~ru.!ATION GIVEN
C01l:.rON~\"1R(S192) ,Pl~N(S192)
E'~:M • Array of median values of ar:-ay BARR
determined over ~~D points at stepped
intervals.
(iv) OTH£R SU3-PROGP..Aili~;:::S REQUIP..ED
None
(v) PUapOSE
To determine tee median values of an al"Tar of data
over a fixed interval which is stepped along the
data record.
St.rnROUTINE MZDS
(
ENTER with )
MAX,MED
'-----,-----'
Total number of points
to be returned:
IT·MAX-MED+l
Select first data val~e·
Jel
Upper data point. required
~ -~---' KT-J+ ME~l
Determine no. ot occurre·nces of
dat.a record in the range 0.1 to
81.1 dB in O.ldB steps for the
field between poLnts J and KT
Select next data value
J-J1'l
•
Determine cumulative
distribu.tion
Find median value
of field
No ast
tlata va.lue
J-IT?
Yes
:Set MAX"'IT
RETURN )
DETli.RM.ThATioli·OF "MEDIAN VALuEs
AT O.lda STE~~ED INTERVALS
ALONG THE DATA RECORD (MEDS) FIG D.2.7(b)
".
-~~lINAfioN-oi~MEn±AN---vALUE-s-
ALONG A DATA-RECORD (MEDS)
D:sT~l!;!!~ATImr OF TE:E PDF HISTOGRAM
INPUT
(i) A?atr..SrT LIST
SUZROUTI!:::: PDF(l!.~,,{,A., IZ, IS ,::IAX:.I, SCALE)
~ • Total number of data points in input array.
A • Input data array ( 8192 ~ints)
IZ • Uini~m value anticipated in array A (~OdB )
IS • Maximum value anticipated in array A (d3 )
SCAlS • Scale factor for output histogram
( 1.0 • 100% fUll scale)
( 2.0 • 50% full scale, etc.)
OUTPJT I ~ • ~rumber 0:' points in the range IZ·to IS
which have been used to determine the h1sto~am.
(i1) OTHZR nrFOR!!ATICN RE~I:aED
,..•cne
, (i11) OTE~ nrFOP.:.!ATICNGIVEU
CO~ON /PDFCOM/ P(50l),IC(50l),~~INE(lCl)
P • 1atrix of probabilities of occurrences.
IC - Uatrtx of number of occurrences of the event.
ALI1~ - Used internally.
A histogram of the pdf is also printed on output
channel no. 6.
(iv) OTSER SUil-PROGP.A::i1lESP.E~JIRED
None
(v ) FUP.POSE
To calculate the pdf of an array of data and to plot
tce resulting histogram on the line printer •
. --
SU3ROUTINE PDF
- FIG. D.2.8(a)
,
OUTPUT CfLUl'.NEL: 6
Clear all_count~rs
~alculate range of plot
K:IS-IZ ...1
Compute probabi ity of
occurrences at IdS steps
between lZ and IS
Plot histogram
RETURN
CALCULA'ri"oN--oP PDF
HIS'rOGRAM (PDF)
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SC~~ED PLOT ROUT!1~
(i) AnGu~~~ LIST
SUBROUTI1:-EFLar (MAX, BAJ.'TD)
~ • 1umbe~ of data points to be plotted.
:S~1) • Freq,uency designation : L '" 85.8751I!Hz
H = 167.2MHz
U '"441.025MHz
(ii) O~~ INFOPXATION R8~UlRED
COr::!.:OIIRA..":ffi( 8192) ,X(8192) ,CHl\R(10)
~~1 .•Array of data to be plotted.
X • Used internally.
CHAR • Array of alphanumeric characters to be plotted as
. a title on the output.
(iii) C':':!ZR DITCP!:ATIOX Grl~r
~ plot is given on the incremental plotter.
(iv ) OTHER StJ]-PROOP..A:.mS REQUIRED
COUP8 (Free the FORT~~ Compiler Library)
REGIOn ,Ln!ITS,EORDE...~, CURPTO;AXESSI, CRSIZE,PLOTCL
(All from the GEOST system library).
(v) PURPOSE
To produce a plot of the data on the inc~emental
graph plotter usine the LEEDS GHOST package.
SUEROUTI1'"E PLOT
300.0*100.0Scale factor=8S.87S*2.83
ENTER with
MAX,BAND
Yes
S 1 fa t _300.0*100.0ca e cor-1ti7•Z*2.83
yes
300.0*10().0~ca1e factor:441*Z.83
Yes
{ ~
S,,\.,UBROUTI}JESDefine plotting limits "REGIO}j1t
and draw border \A4) "LIMITS"
.......------r-----..J..J "BORDER"
{
:3UBROUTINES
, ..'lREGION"
: "LIMITS"u..-----....,.. -U : ItBORDER"
Define plotting area
and draw border
Plot graph
Write title onto
plot.
RETURN
SUBROUTINE
"CURPTO '~
I-SUBROUT D-E
1_~'~§SIn
SUBROUTINE
"PLOTCL"
_'_----, ----
FIG D.2.9(b).
1~
~'
:=--:=:-~=-:--: ..-- .~--=--.-~~~-.~~-:":':~-. --' ..... - ...-... "'.'_...-- _,--_.._._- - -.
~ ..
5 CALED- i>i.OTT IN'G
ROUTINE (PLOT) _._--_._---_._-
~ F1 G D. 2 •9l c) .
G::D?GE co~r::.~rn ISSUER
(1) AnGU-:::rrLIST
SU3?OUTI:::E IGECOU (I)
OU~FUT: {I • 0 ; CoC'.t:".andissued successfully.
• 1 ; Co~and failure.
(i1) CTESR ~;ropmTIoN RE~ntE1)
Card i~ag9 records are re~uired on input channel 8
giving the GEORGE commands to be issued.
(iii)
~rone
(1v) CTlrE? SU3-P~OG~S REQUIRED
SGEUCI (From system libr~-y BHAMLIB)
(v) PUR?CS~
To read character strings on unit 8 and to issue them as' .~'.
GEORG: coC'cands.
SUBROUTI1~ IGECOM
··FIG. D.2.l0(a)
INPUT CHANNEL:
ENTER with
I
Issue GEORGE III~
command ..
RETUR1'f
"_ .._._._-' -~:'_. ~:_ ..._ ~
ISSU~ GEUUGE CO~lMANDS
(IGECOM)
SUBROUTINE
. "SGEUCI"
FIG D.2.10(b)
-_ .... _,.., """'.........., --.
", .~ ~... _.
'lSSUuO:Or A --.-.~ .
GEORGB llI-COIllWiD
(lOBeOM)
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MOBILE RADIO PROPAGATION IN BRITISH CITIES
AT FREQUENCIES IN THE VHF AND UHF BANOS
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SUMMARY
Measurements of propagation path losses made in three British cities
at VHF and UHF are described. An analysis of the factors influencing
.the transmission loss leads to the formulation of a prediction model.
This is shown to be simpler to use than the Okumura technique while
giving comparable prediction errors.
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ABSTRACT
Measurements of the received signal envelope magnitude have been made
in three British cities at frequencies of 85.875, 167.2 and 441.025
MHz. In all cases unmodulated carrier waves were radiated from
aerials atop tall buildings or prominent terrain features and detected
using a vehicle-mounted receiver. These measurements have provided
the basis for an analysis of the factors affecting the transmission
loss in urban/suburban areas which, in turn, has enabled a propagation
prediction model to be constructed. Close agreement between measured
and predicted path losses has been found for the various terrain
situations investigated.
The statistical prediction errors produced by the proposed model for
the three British cities analysed are shown to be similar in magnitude
to those obtained using an extrapolation of the Okumura method.
Because the proposed model is much less complex and procedurally
simpler, it is recommended for use, in the first instance, in
British cities.
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS
d - Range
dl • Range from Transmitter to Obstacle
d2 • Range from Receiver to Obstacle
h - Height of Obstacle above Ground0
h • Height of Receiving Aerial above Groundr
ht - Height of Transmitting Aerial above Ground
k - A constant
LB - Diffraction Loss over Buildings (dB)
LD • Diffraction Loss over Terrain Obstacles (dB)
~ - Free Space Path Loss (dB)
Lp - Plane Earth Path Loss (dB)
n - An exponent
P • Power Received·r
Pt - Power Transmitted
W - Street Width
WI - Effective Street Width (2s~nex)
ex - Street Orientation
- Excess Path Loss Correction Factor (Urban Clutter Factor)
131 - Frequency Corrected Value of .is
y - UHF Correction Factor (dB)
A - Wavelength
e • Diffraction Angle
~ - The mode of a Rayleigh Distribution
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1 INTRODUCTION
A vehicle mounted radio receiving system moving through the streets
of a town or city experiences a spatially distributed field pattern.
Typical examples of received signal envelope waveforms are given in
~igs.l, 2 and 3 for transmission frequencies of 85.875, 167.2 and
441.025 MHz respectively. Observation of the closely spaced inter-
ference minima in the signal magnitude distribution as a time series
has led to the term "fast-fading" coming into common use.
Fast-fading may be considered as the result of interference between a
number of incoming waves which have been scattered from obstacles in
close proximity to the vehicle. The resulting interference situation
1 2has been analysed by many authors ' and mathematical models have
ensued 3-5 which permit the prediction of various statistical prop-
erties of the signal pattern. Of these fast-fading models, that
proposed by Clarke4 has been widely quoted, probably because it is
based on physically reasonable assumptions. In this model the signal
at any point in space is considered to be the vector sum of a number
of horizontally travelling plane waves having equal amplitudes, random
phases and arriving from random directions in the azimuthal plane. If
the phase angles of the component waves are further assumed uniformly
distributed in the range 0 to 2~ radians, the model predicts that the
signal envelope will be Rayleigh distributed; a property which has been
substantiated Qver short distances of travel in areas where no line-of-
• h b • d • . 1,6slghtpat etween the transmltter an recelver eXlsts •
Large area variations of the received signal envelope are determined
by calculating a series of "local mean" values at points along a large
144
1
Cont'd
. 6 17 18slgnal record' , , i.e. greater than approximately lkm of the
receiver's trave1..These "local mean" signal values along the
received envelope waveform are evaluated by performing a convolution
between the "raw" signal record and a weighting function whose width
is sufficiently small to satisfy the criterion that the signal envelope
fs Rayleigh distributed within it (and therefore no variation in the
mode "cr"of the distribution has occurred4) while being large enough
to ensure that a valid statistical estimate is obtained. The low-pass
filtered waveform resulting from this process exhibits variations over
distances of many tens of metres and accordingly derives the term
"slow-fading". For comparison the slow-fading patterns of the "raw"
signals in Figs.l, 2 and 3 are shown in Fig.4.
The ability to predict the slow-fading patt ern, and to provide a
. . f h .. b . 18 h' 1.quanti trve measure ~.o...t e vari.ataons .a out It "'.,are 19h ye relevant
in the planning of mobile radio communications links and in estimating
the subsequent overall system performance. Of paramount importance is
the capability of the systems engineer to predict the coverage area
22 .
achieved by a base station at a given position, and in locating the
radio "black-spots" within that area.
2 LOCAL MEAN PREDICTION TECHNIQUES
A number of prediction methods have been proposed in the 1iteratur~6~lO
for the estimation of propagation path loss at VHF and UHF over
irregular terrain. These may be broadly classified as empirica16,7
and semi-theoretica18-lO, the latter relying on the determination of
. d'ff ' 1 b ,. 11-14 h h th tterraln 1 ractlon oss y approxlmatlons rat er t an e exac
1 • 15 t 16 h' h b fbIso utlon w lC ecomes very complex or two or more 0 stac es.
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2 Whichever form of model is to be used, it is usually necessary to
Cont'd
obtain a terrain profile of the path under investigation, ei'ther to
determine the diffraction loss over the terrain obstacles or to
calculate correction factors for the ground roughness and undulations.
When operations are to be performed on many paths within a specified
• • h d . . f 22 d .reglon, e.g. 1n t e etermlnat10n 0 coverage areas , a nee 1S
established for the existence of large terrain data bases stored on,
and consequently using, digital computers. Fast terrain profile
acquisition and high speed evaluation of the path loss prediction are
accordingly achieved.
Propagation prediction techniques for receivers located in urban and
suburban areas are v~ry sparsely documented. In this area only the
model by Okumura6, empirical in nature, has achieved any renown17,18
"although the broadcasting authorities have formulated 'their own'
h• 19tec nlque • Both these models are intended for use with tall trans-
mitting aerials remote from the receiver and therefore outside the
. d 119.. d d f .city 1imlts. The latter mo e 1S lnten e or use at UHF wlth a
receiving aerial at roof-top height (10 m) and re-optimisation for
use with lower frequencies and aerials would be a major task. While
obviously being satisfactory for their own purposes, the BBC mode1l9
requires very specialised and detailed topographic information which
cannot be obtained by merely reading data from an Ordnance Survey map
of the city.
In the case of the Okumura mode16, the methods of determining the
various factors are limited to applications involving radio links
operating at frequencies above 100 MHz and over ranges gr~ater than
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2 approximately 10 km. The basic method involves the reading of values
Cont'd
from numerous correction curves and adding these, or subtracting,
d d . th t h f . h 1 18epen lng upon e con ext, to t e ree space propagatlon pat oss •
Three of these curves, however, do not directly utilise the variables
of link range and transmission frequency but require the computation
of intermediate parameters. These are as fo11ows:-
(1) Base Station Effective Antenna'Height
This is evaluated as the height of the base station aerial above the
average ground level calculated over the range interval of 3 to 15 km
from the base station site (or less if the entire link range is below
15 km).
(2) Average General Slope Angle of Terrain
This is determined as .the average slope of-.the terrainuover_"at least
5 to 10 km" of the path closest to the mobile terminal.
(3) Terrain Undulation Height
The terrain undulation height may be found from the difference between
10% and 90% of the peak excursions of the terrain undulations away
from their average value within a distance of 10 km from the mobile
terminal to the base station.
If the Okumura model is to be made generally applicable, extrapo1a-
tions to the original curves and careful interpretations of the
parameter definitions must be made. It should be noted, however, that
extensive data regarding the performance of this new model must be
obtained before its use may be advocated.
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2 It is the purpose of this paper to report a series of measurements
Cont'd
made at 85.875, 167.2 and 441.025 MHz in the 'British cities of
Birmingham, Bath and Bradford. A simple model is subsequently derived
from these measurements and is compared with an extrapolated version
of the Okumura model.
3 MEASUREMENT OF THE RECEIVED SIGNAL ENVELOPE
Measurements have been made of the signal envelope magnitude received
at a moving vehicle using frequencies of 85.875, 167.2 and 441.025 MHz
in the British cities of Birmingham, Bath and Bradford. Base stations
utilizing suitable transmitting aerials at the three frequencies were
erected on the roof of a prominent building in the appropriate city
and unmodulated carriers broadcast. Transmitter powers measured at
the aerial terminals of approximately 30, 30 and 3.8 watts (in order. .,
of increasing frequency) were radiated by monopoles on ground planes
at the two VHF frequencies, and by a colinear array of four folded
dipoles orientated to provide an omnidirectional radiation pattern
at the UHF frequency. The aerials were sited approximately 35, 20
and 50 m above local ground for the cities of Birmingham, Bath and
Bradford respectively.
The cities were chosen as being representative of three commonly
occurring mobile radio situations. Birmingham is basically a large
flat city (Fig.5) with a compact, heavily built-up urban centre. It
should be noted that this central area is very much less congested
than is typical of the larger North American type of cities where much
of the previous work has been based, but is typical of the centre of
many European cities.
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3 Bath, on the other hand, is much smaller than Birmingham, sits in a
Cont'd
valley and has a centre composed mainly of three or four storey
buildings with narrow streets. A terrain profile drawn through Bath
city centre and the transmitter site is given in Fig.6 and demonstrates
that a frequently encountered base station siting philosophy has been
used, i.e. atop a prominent terrain feature.
Bradford, like Bath, is much smaller than Birmingham in total area
and, as demonstrated by the terrain profiles of Fig.7, is extremely
hilly. The transmitter·was mounted on a tall building in the valley
and was intended to be representative of the situation where a central
urban base station radiated to outlying districts beyond the surrounding
terrain obstructions, possibly unintentionally as r.f. interference.
The field 'strength measuring· system is depicted in the-upper half of
Fig.S. The signal was received using a quarter wavelength whip aerial
mounted in the centre of the vehicle's roof, detected by calibrated
field strength measuring receiver and recorded using a multi-channel
analogue f.m. tape recorder.
The automatic distance measuring system is shown in the lower portion
of Fig.8. The rotation of a fifth wheel towed behind' the vehicle was
photoelectrically sensed and recorded on the tape recorder. Pulses
were derived by this means at intervals corresponding to approximately
2.8 em of the vehicle's movement, acting later as an aid to relative
position fixing. This fine positional information was supplemented
by recording a commentary on the voice track of the tape recorder
while the measurements were being performed. The commentary took the
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3 form of local details which were readily locatable on a street map of
Cont'd
the area, e.g. street intersections and local geographical information.
The record of received signal magnitude was later analysed in "small
sectors" corresponding to less than 250 m of the vehicle's movement,
the intention being that parameters such as street width, street
orientation and terrain features should remain sensibly constant.
When sampled at the 2.8 cm distance marker rate sufficient data points
were made available in each of the "small sector" records (approximately
8000) to enable the calculation of various statistical parameters.
The equivalent detectable average fade depths18 obtained by these
means for a vehicle speed of 9 m/sec (20 mph) were 34, 28 and 20 dB
at 85.875, 167.2 and 441.025 MHz respectively. Approximately 300
"small sector" records have been processed at each of the frequencies
. ,' .. ,( -'.~'',- .. ,
to provide values of median path loss referred to half-wave dipole
aerials. The relationship between this path loss and the various
influencing parameters is investigated.
4 FACTORS INFLUENCING THE MEDIAN PATH LOSS IN BIRMINGHAM
4.1 DEPENDENCE OF MEDIAN ATTENUATION ON RANGE AND FREQUENCY
.T.hetotal range over which a radio link operates will be an important
factor in determining the total propagation path loss experienced.
It is therefore desirable to establish the relationship between the
measured loss values and the spatial separation of the aerials. To
-nthis end, a curve fit of the form k x (link range) was performed by
the least square~ error method on the Birmingham "small sector" median
attenuations. The values of the exponent (n) were found to be 3.8,
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4.1 3.9 and 2.4 at frequencies of 85.875, 167.2 and 441.025 MHz
respectively. The corresponding rms errors between the measured
Cont'd
values and the appropriate curve fits were found to be 7.5, 6.2 and
7.8 dB. Application of a curve of the form k x (Range)-4 to the U.HF
data caused a rise in the rms error at this frequency to 8.3 dB.
These results appear to indicate that an inverse fourth power range
law will provide a good estimate of the path loss values, and a model
of the form proposed by Eg1i7 is appropriate:-
This equation forces agreement between the well known "plane earth"
path loss and the measured loss by the use of an "urban clutter
factor" (a). This is shown with the "small sector" median attenuations
in Figs.9, 10 and 11 at8S.875t l67.2.....and 441 MRz.respectively.
The variation of the "urban clutter factor" (S) with frequency is
shown in Fig.12 and may be seen to be similar in form to measurements
1 6 . 10reported by Young , Okumura. and Parker and Roper • The non-linearity
of the curve suggests that above approximately 200 MHz the propagation
mechanism changes, a point which will be examined later.
4.2 FACTORS INFLUENCING THE URBAN CLUTTER FACTOR
Having determined the range and frequency dependencies of the measured
"small sector" median path loss values, it is possible to compensate
the measurements accordingly by normalisation processes using the
curves shown in Figs.9, 10,'11 and 12. Approximately 900 frequency
1corrected urban clutter factor (a ) values are now analysed further.
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4.2 To simplify the analysis, it has been assumed that the receiver was
Cont'd
located exactly in the centre of.the road under consideration. While
never being exactly true, this obviates the need to know the direction
of travel and on which side of the street the vehicle is positioned.
An "effective street width" (Wl) is also defined, for the purposes of
the investigation, as the distance between the vehicle-mounted receiver
and the buildings measured along the direct path between transmitter
and receiver (Fig.13).
If large structures or terrain features obstruct the transmission
path, the total loss experienced can be much larger than that predicted
using simple "free space" or "plane earth" concepts. This excess loss
is often the results of the diffraction of the radio waves over or
around the obstacle and, for the idealised situation of a knife-edge
shown in Fig .14 ,can be conveniently calculated' in terms of·the" ".
Fresnel-Kirchoff v parameter, defined as:-
v • e 2 •
A
In a typical operational mobile radio-telephone link with no coarse
terrain obstructions, the buildings adjacent to the receiver will act
as the diffractor. These, in turn, are distant from the transmitter,
i.e.
h -ho r
d2
The Fresnel v parameter can therefore be approximated as:-
,
kv .- ;r-a;
r
!
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4.2 and the corresponding transmission loss becomes:-
Cont'd
constant - 10 loglO (Xd2) , dB
This curve is compared in form with the mean of the frequency corrected
urban clutter factor values at quantized intervals of effective street
width in Fig.lS and may be seen to be in good agreement. Furthermore,
consideration of an "average street" (h • 10m, h • 2m, d - 30m)o r 2
yields values of 13, 16 and 21 dB diffraction loss at 85, 167 and 441
MHz respectively. This is shown in Fig.12 as the dashed line and
indicates that close approximation between the VHF measured values is
obtained by recourse to knife-edge diffraction theory. The simplified
solution, however, underestimates the loss at UHF, probably as a .
result of ignoring the thickness of the buildings which, at the higher
20frequencies, is many wavelengths The departure of the theoretical
and measured curves in Fig.l2 is shown in Fig.16 and forms the basis
of a UHF correction factor,y.
5 THE URBA1~PREDICTION MODELS
5.1 EXTENSIONS TO THE OKUMURA PREDICTION MODEL FOR APPLICATION TO THE
PATH'S MEASURED
d·, d 116 f 1 d f . fThe Okumura pre 4ctlon mo e was ormu ate or use ln the requency
range 100 to 3000 MHz. Extrapolation of the curves for use down to
75 MHz is a straightforward exercise and will not be detailed. It is
further required that all the correction factors, and consequently
the physical parameters, are applicable with any link range greater
than 1 km. The intervals o~er which these have been calculated are
given.
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5.1.1 Base Station Aerial Height Gain
For a link of range 'd', the base station effective aerial height is
determined as the height above the least squares regression line to
the terrain computed over the following intervals:-
d4' to d
3 km to d
for 1 km < d ~ 8 km
for 8 km < d ~ 15 km "d' in km
3 km to 15 km for 15 km < d
5.1. 2 Rolling Hilly Terrain Correction
The interdecile terrain undulation height is evaluated over the
intervals:-
(d-IO) to d for d > 12 km
2 km to d for 6 km< d ~ 12 km 'd' in km
"
1 km to d for I km < d ~ 6km
5.1.3 Vehicular Ground Slope Correction
The average ground slope at the vehicle is calculated in the regions:-
1 km to d for 1 km < d < 4 km
2 km to d for 4 km ~ d < 7 km 'd' in km
(d-5) to d for 7 km ~ d < 9 km
Ford ~ 9 km, the larger of the computed slope values over the
following intervals is chosen:-
(d-S) to d
and
(d-IO) to d for d 3 12 km 'd' in km
or
2 km to d for d < 12 km
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5.2 THE FLAT CITY PREDICTION MODEL
The results obtained in Birmingham and analysed in the previous
sections suggest that predictions may be made by summing the plane
earth and building diffraction losses. This is similar in form to
the model proposed by Edw.ards and Durkin8 for propagation over
irregular terrain where the diffraction loss term is 'that for the
terrain obstacles:-
Loss • L + L ,P D dB
The urban model, proposed in this paper for comparison, is given by:-
Loss • Lp + LB + Y ,dB
where LB is the diffraction loss incurred by propagation over the
buildings next to the mobile unit and between the two terminals.
Appendix 1 demonstrates that this model gives a reasonable approxi-
mation to the true propagation loss if a single coherent reflection
from the ground surface can be supported, although it must be stated
that this is in no way truly representative of the existing situation,
i.e. it is not being suggested that a single coherent reflection
actually exists.
5.3 THE FLAT CITY PREDICTIONS
5.3.1 The Birmingham Predictions
The 900 small sector median path loss values measured in Birmingham
have been compared'with predictions obtained using the flat city model.
For simplicity, and in the absence of a complete knowledge, the
buildings have been assumed to be 10 m tall and the aerial heights
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5.3.1 have been taken as their heights above local ground. A suburban
Cont'd
rather than urban area is therefore implied; a statement which is
realistic for the large areas occupied by suburban Birmingham in
comparison with urban Birmingham. An analysis of the prediction errors
(measured-predicted path loss) obtained using these assumptions is
presented in Table 1.
Individual measurements were selected from the small sector median
path loss values such that the spacing between any two of the corres-
ponding locations was greater than 1 km. Approximately 180 values
were accordingly chosen for comparison with the Okumura extended model
and the flat city model. The respective mean prediction errors were
found to be 4.9 dB and 2.2 dB with corresponding standar.d deviations
of 7.7 dB and 6.75 dB.
The low statistical errors prpduced in these comparisons appear to
validate the use of the Okumura extension but also demonstrate that
the flat city model is similar in accuracy while being much simpler
to apply.
5.3.2 The Bath Predictions
The small sector median path loss values measured in Bath have been
statistically compared with predictions using the flat city model.
The prediction error performance is shown in Table 1.
The low prediction errors obtained appear to justify the treatment of
the Bath situation as a flat city on a sloping base. The total area
covered by the measurements, however, is small and is not ·amenable to
prediction using the Okumura extended model.
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5.4 THE HILLY CITY PREDICTION MODEL
The prediction model presented for the flat city situation takes no
account of terrain obstacles. Any attempt to do so must, when the
magnitude of the terrain obstructions is negligible, reduce to the
.flat city model if compatibility is to be achieved. The Okumura
extended model is formulated for operation over irregular terrain and
is directly applicable.
5.4.1 Detailed Analysis of Selected Bradford Paths
The following methods of predicting the small sector median path loss
have been investigated:-
(a) Durkin and Edwards Models8
(1) Loss - LF + LD + Flat City Correction, dB
(2) Loss - ~ + ~ + Flat.City Correction,. dB
(b) Modified Blomquist and Ladell Mode19
Loss ~ + (Lp - LF)2 + LD2)1 + Flat City Correction, dB.
In all the above cases, the flat city correction is given as:-
Flat City Loss • LB + y, dB
where the UHF correction, y, is obtained from Fig.16 and is included
to compensate for the obstacle thickness.
The selected paths shown in Fig.7 are analysed in detail in Table2
by the three methods mentioned and the Okumura extension. Also
included in Table 2 are values of terrain diffraction loss computed
• d • 11-14by varlOUS ocumented constructlons •
.~
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5.4.1
Cont'd
Comparison of the terrain diffraction loss values reveals that the
Bullington methodll produces the smallest loss whereas the remaining
12-14 .three models .pred1ct roughly similar losses. Of these, the
Deygout method14 is particularly cumbersome to use, especially on a
digital computer. Of the remaining diffraction models, the Japanese
13 15 21 .method has been shown to be more accurate ' than the Epste1n-
12Peterson method· , both of which are easily programmed on a digital
computer. The Japanese method is therefore recommended for the
computation of the terrain diffraction loss values although the
. . . 8,9 d d h f hE' Por1g1nal presentat10ns a vocate t e use 0 t e pste1n- eterson
methodl2•
Further statistical comparison shows that the Blomquist and Ladell
method9 with flat city correction produces the minimum overall error
and may be seen to provide a measure of "smoothing" between the two
Edwards and Durkin8 forms. The suggested hilly city prediction model
is accordingly given by:-
In the case of a flat city, Ln • 0 and the predicted loss reduces to:-
Loss • ~ + LB + y , dB
showing that full compatibility is attained with the flat city model
used earlier.
5.4.2 The Bradford Predictions
The,measured small sector measured median path loss values have been
statistically compared with the hilly city model's predict'ions. The
prediction behaviour is given in Table 1.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
Measurement of the 'small sector' (250 m) median propagation loss at
VHF and UHF frequencies in Birmingham have indicated that, for the
case of a flat city, the diffraction loss over the buildings adjacent
.to the mobile terminal is of importance. Furthermore, predictions
made by a simple technique involving the summation of the plane earth
and building diffraction losses have yielded small mean prediction
errors and low rms errors for both Birmingham (flat city) and Bath
(sloping city).
An extension of the simple flat city model to cover the situation of
a hilly city has been suggested as the sum of the path loss predicted
using a technique based on the Blomquist and Ladell model and the
building diffraction loss. The terrain diffraction loss, needed as
a factor in the calculation of the Blomquist and Ladell irregular
terrain loss, has been found to be adequately evaluated using the
method proposed by the Japanese Postal Service. Comparison of hilly
city predictions and "small sector" measurements has again shown
close agreement.
The extension to the Okumura model for operation with links greater
than 1 km has also given small prediction errors but the computational
processes needed in its evaluation are much more numerous. This
method, in essence taken by many as a standard, is concluded to be
far more complex than is necessary and therefore inappropriate for
use in British cities.
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APPENDIX 1
Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 17 where a knife-edge
diffractor is placed adjacent to the receiver. All heights are
measured above the perfectly conducting plane as shown.
Assuming that no reflections occur on the receiver's side of
the obstacle. and that dl »d2• ho, hI, h2' the diffraction
loss for ray path rl is given by:
A (V'},) == / Ad2
2'IT(ho-h2)
Similarly for the reflected path r2:
The path loss is therefore given by (isotropic radiators assumed):
20 10glO(.2 'IT d12 (he h2~ ) , dBha hlI Ad2
The proposed flat city model, for comparison, gives a path loss of:
20 10glO (2 w d12 (he - h2) ) , dBIrd.:'". hI • h22
The error between thes~ is consequently:
20 10g10 ( -; )
The magnitude of this error term is dependant upon the location
, dB
of the reflecting plane; a parameter which is extremely difficult to
determine in an urban area. Assuming that the reflecting plane is
local ground, and that he = 10m, h2 - 2m, the error would be a
constant l4dB.
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City Mean Error Standard Deviationof Prediction of Prediction Errors
(dB) (dB)
Birmingham 0.8 8.0
.Bath 3.6 7.9
Bradford 5.5 10.1
Table 1
Statistical Analysis of the Prediction Errors
Incurred Using the Proposed Model
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